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Abstract
Conventional granular explosives are widely used in aerospace and defense–related in-
dustries. Powdered metals are often mixed with high explosives to enhance detonation.
The effectiveness of these mixtures is limited by the slow burning of the metal relative to
the explosive and their sensitivity to mechanical loading. Granular energetic composites,
composed of an aluminum core coated with a layer of the high explosive RDX (C3H6N6O6),
may be a high–performance alternative to conventional explosives because of a higher metal
combustion rate and lower impact sensitivity. Though the technology required to manu-
facture granular energetic composites exists, it is difficult to experimentally characterize
the mesoscale response due to the small length and time scales involved. In this thesis
finite–element analyses were conducted for mesoscale simulations that represent acciden-
tal impact scenarios. A 2–D plane strain analysis was performed on systems containing
cylindrical grains having an outer diameter of 50 µm, arrayed in symmetric and random
configurations, and enclosed within rigid planar walls. Dynamic compaction was simulated
using a rigid piston moving at constant speeds of 50, 100, and 200 m/s, and the RDX
layer thickness was also varied. Although mechanical features of each system response are
sufficiently resolved on the finite–element meshes used in this work, finer grids are required
to resolve the effects of thermal conduction. The absence of a monotonic relationship be-
tween the RDX thickness and pressure at the low piston speed suggests that simple mixing
rules cannot be used to predict the response of composite systems. Hot spots were present
near the piston surface in each case, with peak temperatures of 490 K and 596 K for the
symmetric and random simulations, respectively. Thus, ignition may occur in asymmetric
systems, though symmetric systems remain insensitive to weak impact. However, tempera-
tures within the domain interior did not exceed 350 K. Cases involving intergranular friction
showed negligible temperature increases compared to heating caused by plastic deforma-
tion. In the random configuration, wall friction significantly raised hot–spot temperatures
in grains adjacent to the lateral walls, resulting in peak temperatures of 1480 K.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Granular Energetic
Composites
1.1 Background and Research Motivation
Granular energetic materials are a class of highly combustible particulate solids, and
consist of heterogeneous mixtures of explosive grains, metal grains, and binder. Individual
grains vary in size from 10 nm to 250 µm and generally exhibit many different geometries.
Examples of typical granular energetic solids are high explosives, such as RDX (C3H6N6O6),
HMX (C4H8N8O8), and PETN (C5H8N4O12). The high power-producing capability of these
materials (≈ 8.1–9.5 MJ/kg) [28, 37] and their rapid energy release during combustion (≈
1 µs) make them suitable for use in propellants, pyrotechnics, and conventional munitions.
Powdered metals are often used to enhance the detonation of high explosives due to their
high energy output (≈ 14.7–19.6 MJ/kg) [16]. Heterogeneous mixtures of high explosives
and powdered metals are currently used in many applications; an inert binder material is
typically used as an adhesive for these materials.
However, several factors limit the effectiveness of these mixtures. Metal combustion
rates are several orders of magnitude lower than those of explosives. As a result, the metal
does not enhance the detonation wave. In addition, experiments and numerical modeling
have established that high explosives are very sensitive to shock loading [2, 25]. Shock-
induced ignition is caused by the formation of high-temperature regions, known as hot
spots, at intergranular contact surfaces. Intergranular friction and localization of plastic
deformation in these regions are believed to be the primary mechanisms responsible for
hot-spot formation [3, 18]. Sufficiently high hot-spot temperatures can cause ignition at
the grain scale, eventually resulting in bulk detonation. Importantly, hot spots can even
develop due to localized plastic deformation caused by weak mechanical impact (≤ 200
m/s). As a result, accidental mishandling of such materials could ultimately result in
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detonation after a certain amount of “cooking” time. Therefore, this situation poses a
significant safety hazard.
Granular energetic composites may serve as a viable alternative to conventional gran-
ular materials and heterogeneous mixtures. Unlike the high-explosive/metal mixtures cur-
rently in use, individual composite grains are generally composed of multiple layers of
metals, metal oxides, and explosives. The type of composite considered in this work con-
sists of a metal core coated with a layer of high explosive. Though a polymeric binder is
typically used as an adhesive to preserve the grain packing arrangement, it is not the main
load–bearing constituent of plastic–bonded explosives (PBXs), and deforms substantially
under loading. For example, the binder in the plastic-bonded explosive PBX 9501 has a
Young’s Modulus of 0.7 MPa, which is only 4.6% of the corresponding value for the ex-
plosive itself (HMX) [6]. The binder also typically represents less than 8% of an explosive
by volume. Due to the small amount of binder present, its deformation is also constrained
by the explosive grains. Consequently, the binder does not significantly affect the system
response and is therefore often ignored. The spaces between grains are thus modeled as
voids in most studies [21, 33].
Granular energetic composites can be manufactured using existing synthesis techniques
[40, 41], and may offer some advantages over conventional granular explosives. Figure
1.1 shows the idealized energetic composite grain used in this work. Actual explosives
and heterogeneous mixtures contain grains of various sizes with complex geometries. For
simplicity, cylindrical composite grains having the circular cross–section shown in Figure
1.1 are used in the present work. In addition, a uniform outer grain diameter of 50 µm
was selected for each packing arrangement presented in this work, which is representative
of most explosive grain sizes. Here, Ri and Ro denote the inner radius of the metal core
and the grain outer radius, respectively. In this figure, the composite grain is composed of
aluminum and the high explosive RDX. It should be noted that the construction of multi–
layer composites is also possible (e.g., metal–metal oxide–explosive composite grains). In
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Figure 1.1: Idealized Composite Grain Structure
this work, the composite shown in Figure 1.1 is selected for analysis since it is believed to
have favorable physical properties. For these grains the small surface area of the metal core
relative to the high-explosive layer could increase the metal combustion rate, since both
the metal and explosive form reaction products at comparable rates. This could lead to a
coupling of both the metal and high explosive reaction rates. Moreover, the high thermal
conductivity of metals relative to high explosives may suppress hot-spot formation within
the high-explosive layer. Since hot spots primarily form at intergranular contact surfaces,
it is hypothesized that thermal conduction to the metal core may transfer a sufficient
amount of thermal energy to delay ignition. Consequently, composite grains may prove to
be less sensitive to weak mechanical impact than conventional explosives and thus reduce
the possibility of accidental detonation.
Here, it is important to distinguish between the two types of contact conditions pre-
sented in this work. Intergranular contact occurs between individual grains; thus, only
the explosive layers of each grain contact one another, resulting in frictional heating and
local plastic deformation that may contribute to hot-spot formation. Intragranular contact
occurs at the boundary between the metal core and explosive layer within each individual
grain. If thermal conduction significantly affects the system response, the heat generated
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near the intergranular contact surface is dissipated through the material interface. These
boundary conditions are discussed in more detail in Section 1.2.
The shock-induced thermomechanical behavior of both powdered metals and high ex-
plosives at the mesoscale have been studied separately in the literature [4, 8, 14, 35], but
very little experimental or theoretical data exist concerning the behavior of granular en-
ergetic composites. Hot-spot formation and ignition are exceptionally difficult to observe
experimentally due to the small length and time scales involved. Bulk-scale models are
currently being proposed to predict the deformation energetics and evolution of thermome-
chanical properties. These bulk properties are quantities that are spatially averaged over
representative elementary volumes. However, these averages do not adequately describe
grain-scale phenomena, such as hot-spot temperatures. Since hot spots are confined to
small, intergranular contact regions, they have a minimal effect on averaged temperatures
calculated over a much larger domain. A molecular dynamics approach is also insufficient;
the large number of molecules contained in a typical grain makes the model intractable.
Attempts have been made by Gonthier et al. to couple bulk and mesoscale models by de-
positing dissipated bulk mechanical energy at intergranular contact points [21]. However,
reliable mesoscale data are needed to verify the model predictions. Due to these limita-
tions mesoscale modeling is required to fully characterize fluctuations in thermodynamic
variables induced by dynamic impact. The results of mesoscale simulations such as those
obtained in the present work can be used to develop constitutive theories for use in bulk
models. In the following section the model problem considered in this study is discussed.
The contributions and key findings of relevant research are examined in Section 1.3. Finally,
the principal objectives of the present study are discussed in Section 1.4.
1.2 Problem Definition
A complete description of the dynamic compaction process at the mesoscale involves
a complex interplay of physical processes. To construct an accurate physical model, phase
changes, combustion chemistry, fracture mechanics, and appropriate constitutive relations
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must be included. Furthermore, realistic grain geometries, size distributions, and packing
arrangements are also necessary components. This general model is quite complicated and
would be exceptionally difficult to solve numerically using conventional tools such as a finite-
element analysis (FEA). Obtaining a solution would require expensive, time-dependent,
multi-dimensional computations. However, important features of the thermomechanical
response can be obtained by considering a simplified model, where only the leading-order
physical processes are considered and a basic grain geometry is used.
This work is concerned with characterizing the thermomechanical response of systems
containing composite grains, which are composed of RDX and pure aluminum. Aluminum
is used due to its high chemical energy density (16.4 MJ/kg) [16], and its high thermal
conductivity may quench hot spots that form within the RDX component near intergran-
ular contact surfaces. A two-dimensional, plane-strain model is used to obtain reasonably
accurate results while reducing computation time. Here the focus is the characterization
of the thermomechanical processes that may lead to combustion. In addition, since the
chemical responses is not considered, both the RDX and aluminum are assumed to be inert
materials for simplicity. Here, only a single uniform grain size of 50 µm is considered.
The size of the RDX layer relative to the outer grain diameter plays an important role
in the system thermomechanical response. Therefore, a nondimensional RDX thickness η
is defined as:
η ≡ Ro −Ri
Ro
, (1.1)
where Ro and Ri are the outer and inner radii, respectively, defined in Figure 1.1. From
this definition it follows that 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, where η = 0 is pure aluminum and η = 1 is pure
RDX. The corresponding diameters are denoted by Do and Di, respectively.
The deformation process is simulated by placing a selected number of cylindrical grains
within a rigid enclosure with planar boundaries. For a given simulation both Ro and Ri are
initially uniform. A constant-speed, rigid piston supports the propagation of a deformation
wave through the material, which reduces the porosity; this process is illustrated in Figure
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1.2. Piston speeds of 50 m/s, 100 m/s, and 200 m/s are used to examine the system
response to weak mechanical impact. A standard symmetric grain packing configuration is
shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Simplified Symmetric Configuration with Boundary Conditions
Here, the axial and transverse coordinates are denoted by x and y, respectively, and the
wave front moves at the mean speedD > up. The grains in this configuration are positioned
in an arrangement that is symmetric with respect to both axes, unlike the asymmetric
packing arrangement shown in Figure 1.3. Thus, the domain shown in Figure 1.2 may be
considered to be a small representative sample of a larger bulk material. Several issues
must be considered when selecting the size of the computational domain. First, it must
be sufficiently small to resolve grain-scale phenomena and maximize computing efficiency.
Also, the bulk system response should only depend on time and the x-coordinate, since
the propagation of the compaction wave is unidirectional. Finally, the length of the sample
must be chosen long enough to allow a quasi-steady wave to develop.
A typical asymmetric packing arrangement is now considered, and is shown in Figure
1.3. There is a critical distinction to be made between this configuration and the symmetric
packing arrangement shown in Figure 1.2. In the symmetric configuration the lateral rigid
walls are used solely as a mathematical tool to establish symmetric boundary conditions.
However, in Figure 1.3 the rigid transverse boundaries represent the actual planar walls
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within the asymmetric packing arrangement. This enables a comparison between inter-
granular and grain–wall contact while still accounting for the effect of asymmetric packing.
Figure 1.3: Simplified Random Configuration with Boundary Conditions
The configuration geometry of both packing arrangements indicates that contact me-
chanics plays an important role in the thermomechanical response. In addition to contact
interactions between grains, the effect of intragranular contact is a complex issue that must
also be addressed in the finite-element simulation. This is accomplished by imposing a no-
slip boundary condition at the material interface. This is done primarily for simplicity;
also, there is no available data concerning the properties and behavior of the interface. As
a result, the accuracy of the no-slip assumption is unknown. Although the consequences of
this assumption have not been explored, they may significantly affect the system response.
These effects can be assessed by future work.
Frictionless simulations are performed for both the symmetric and random packing
arrangements. For symmetric configurations, other simulations accounting for intergranular
friction are also conducted; for random packing arrangements, the effects of both wall and
intergranular friction were considered. The results obtained from these simulations establish
the relative importance of both types of frictional contact. Although plastic deformation
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is a major source of heating within the grains, friction may also prove to be a significant
heating mechanism. However, it should be noted that the role of friction in ignition is still
not well–characterized. Due to the large amount of relative motion between the fixed walls
and adjacent grains in the asymmetric configuration, wall friction may raise temperatures
considerably near the lateral boundaries as the deformation wave propagates upstream.
However, for symmetric packing arrangements, intergranular friction may not significantly
raise temperatures since the higher initial porosity allows very little sliding motion between
grains.
The dynamic compaction problem is solved using the commercial finite–element pack-
age ABAQUS/Explicit, which utilizes a Lagrangian technique to calculate solution vari-
ables (e.g., temperature, pressure, velocity components, etc.). Therefore, the software is
able to maintain material interfaces throughout an analysis. The software uses an explicit
time integration technique to numerically solve the relevant systems of differential equa-
tions, and thus calculate stress components and temperatures over the entire domain. The
mathematical model will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
The raw data obtained from ABAQUS/Explicit is then refined using scripts written in
Python. The scripts are used to process text files generated at specified instants in time by
ABAQUS/Explicit. This refined data can be used to spatially average the solution vari-
ables with respect to the y-coordinate. These quantities are called transverse averages, and
are used to identify general trends in the output variables and compaction wave properties
as functions of x. Running averages are also used to further reduce fluctuations in the
transverse–averaged data while preserving the primary features of the response. This in-
formation can also be used to analyze the effects of the piston speed up and RDX thickness
ratio η on the mesoscale response.
1.3 Literature Survey
Currently, there is no available literature pertaining to the thermomechanical properties
of granular composites. The work presented by other researchers is primarily concerned
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with determining the effects of individual physical processes on the shock-induced responses
of metals and high explosives separately. There are many practical applications for the
shock loading of granular metals, such as the synthesis of intermetallics. The properties
of simple metals and alloys are well-characterized experimentally, and therefore allow for
comparisons to theory and numerical modeling. This approach was utilized by Khoei
to construct inelastic finite-element compaction models using experimentally determined
material properties [27]. Similarly, the behavior of dynamically compacted high explosives
is reasonably well–established [2, 3, 25, 32]. However, no analogous work exists concerning
the shock loading of granular composites.
Most of the finite-element compaction models presented in the literature use Eulerian
grid techniques. Eulerian methods have been used extensively by Benson et al., particularly
in the modeling of experimentally obtained grain structures [9, 17]. Eulerian techniques
allow for the relatively simple inclusion of severe material deformations, phase change,
irregular grain morphology, and variable grain size distributions. Implementing these fea-
tures would highly complicate a similar Lagrangian analysis; this is due primarily to exces-
sive grid distortions that lead to inaccurate solutions and can cause simulations to crash.
Eulerian methods are used to solve relatively simple problems involving two-dimensional
domains [12]. They are equally applicable to sophisticated simulations requiring the use of
hundreds of parallel processors to obtain and analyze massive amounts of data [5]. Baer
has used an Eulerian shock physics code called CTH to construct and analyze complex,
three-dimensional mesoscale models with realistic packing arrangements and grains having
random geometries [2, 3, 4, 5]. However, unlike Lagrangian methods, Eulerian techniques
are not capable of accurately tracking the grain boundary geometry through time as the
grains are deformed. Instead, interface reconstruction algorithms must be used to identify
the contact surfaces [10, 11]. Despite attempts to mathematically minimize errors, inter-
face reconstruction techniques introduce numerical uncertainty to the locations of deformed
grain surfaces. Due to these errors, it is difficult to accurately account for the effects of
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friction, which may be a significant heating mechanism. Therefore, a Lagrangian analysis is
implemented in the present work using ABAQUS/Explicit to obtain the thermomechanical
response.
Lagrangian simulations have been performed by Kumar et al. on small-scale grain en-
sembles [29]. Here, dynamic compaction simulations were conducted using material prop-
erties representative of metals and a two-dimensional symmetric configuration of seven
cylindrical grains. The authors used ABAQUS/Explicit to conduct simulations for piston
speeds that included the effects of intergranular friction at piston speeds of 300 m/s, 500
m/s, and 1000 m/s. They concluded that this phenomenon is responsible for substan-
tial temperature increases near contact surfaces. However, the ensemble did not include
enough grains to sufficiently examine the compaction wave structure. Also, since this the-
sis is primarily concerned with weak impact these results do not indicate whether friction
significantly affects the response at lower piston speeds (≤ 200 m/s). Zavaliangos also used
ABAQUS/Explicit to analyze a much larger system containing 400 grains in a random
packing arrangement [42], but only quasistatic compaction was considered. Although these
methods are sufficient to examine interface phenomena, the analyses do not adequately
resolve the response in the grain interior. In this work a numerical convergence study is
conducted to address the issue of sufficient resolution in a Lagrangian analysis. Further-
more, for asymmetric grain configurations, wall friction effects are investigated in addition
to intergranular friction.
A wide range of physical phenomena have been incorporated into both Eulerian and
Lagrangian mesoscale models. Several key mechanisms governing hot-spot formation within
high explosives and metal powders have been identified [3, 13, 18]. In particular, the
material jetting and void collapse caused by very high–rate plastic deformation play a
significant role in the creation of hot spots, and are heavily influenced by the geometries of
both the grains and voids [12, 19]. Furthermore, a variety of constitutive relations has been
developed to correctly model the mechanical behavior of high explosives and metals. Some
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of these models require the use of more accurate material properties than those used in
engineering-scale simulations. Menikoff et al. developed an anisotropic elastic-plastic model
for HMX, using mechanical properties obtained from experimental results [32]. Menikoff
and Sewell reviewed available data for HMX and used results from molecular dynamics
simulations to obtain properties such as the bulk modulus and specific heat [31].
Benson, Meyers, et. al. have developed constitutive relations for deformation due
to slip, twinning, and plastic shear in metals, in addition to analyzing general strain-
rate effects [34]. Thus, many physical processes may be included in a mesoscale model,
depending on the desired level of complexity and realism. However, it should be noted
that the effects of additional frictional heating due to fracture are largely ignored, and
are not considered in this work. The present work is concerned with characterizing the
basic thermomechanical features of a composite material. Therefore, simple–but physically
meaningful–material and plasticity models are used in this work. Data obtained from the
literature may be used in the development of more sophisticated constitutive models that
may be implemented in future work.
1.4 Objectives of the Present Study
Due to the novelty of granular energetic composites, many of their properties are largely
unknown despite extensive research conducted on their constituent materials. The present
work addresses several issues relevant to the performance of granular composites:
1. The thermomechanical response of aluminum-RDX composites to dynamic com-
paction is characterized using a Lagrangian finite-element model. This model is
used to describe the basic compaction wave structure in both symmetric and random
grain configurations by examining spatial variations in variables, e.g., solid volume
fraction, pressure, temperature, velocity components, and stress deviators. Quasi-1D
bulk solutions were obtained by averaging the mesoscale response. To reduce the
amplitudes of random fluctuations in the resulting data while preserving the funda-
mental trends, running averages are also computed and plotted. Several additional
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compaction wave properties, such as mean wave speed and compaction time, are also
obtained from the collected data.
2. A parametric study is conducted using the symmetric grain configuration to analyze
the effects of input variables on the system response. The input variables considered
include nondimensional RDX thickness and piston speed. Also, for a representative
case, a numerical convergence study is conducted to confirm that the finite-element
model is numerically robust.
3. The validity of common continuum mixture theories in predicting the system re-
sponse.
4. The effects of wall and intergranular friction on the mesoscale response are analyzed
using both the symmetric and random packing arrangements. Heating due to friction
is quantitatively compared to the heating caused by plastic work, and comparisons
are made between wall and intergranular friction in cases involving random packing
arrangements.
The details of each objective are discussed in the following chapters. The basic gov-
erning equations, constitutive relations, and initial/boundary conditions are presented in
Chapter 2. The details of the finite-element model, including the mesh geometry and
connectivity, are also discussed in this chapter. Chapter 3 discusses the algorithms and
numerical methods used in the construction of random grain configurations and the post-
processing phase of data acquisition. This chapter concludes with a discussion of the
finite-element convergence study. Detailed results for all analyses are presented, discussed,
and interpreted in Chapter 4. Finally, the conclusions based on the model data and rec-
ommendations for future work are presented in Chapter 5. All computer code is included
in the Appendices, along with a comprehensive collection of data plots.
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Chapter 2
Physical Model of the Mesoscale
Granular Systems
The model describing both the symmetric and random grain configurations under con-
sideration is established in this chapter. Any proposed model must first satisfy the gov-
erning conservation equations, which are presented in their generalized continuous forms
in Section 2.1. The constitutive relations used to close the system of equations are shown
in Section 2.2, and the relevant initial/boundary conditions are summarized in Section 2.3.
Finally, the discretized forms of the governing equations used by ABAQUS are presented
in Section 2.4.
2.1 Continuous Conservation Equations
The principles of mass, momentum, and energy conservation may be expressed math-
ematically in integral or differential form. In addition, the basic equations may be further
subdivided into Eulerian and Lagrangian forms. In the present study the differential forms
of the Lagrangian equations are used to track the material behavior of individual grains
within the ensemble.
For an arbitrary body the continuity equation is given in Lagrangian form by:
d
dt
(∮
V
ρdV
)
= 0, (2.1)
where ρ is the material density and V is the volume occupied by the mass. Using Leib-
nitz’s Theorem to evaluate the derivative, Equation (2.1) may be reduced to the following
differential Eulerian form:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0. (2.2)
The momentum conservation equation is now considered. Ignoring the effects of body
forces, Newton’s Second Law is expressed as:
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ddt
(∮
V
ρvdV
)
=
∮
S
tdS, (2.3)
where v is the local velocity vector and t is the traction vector defined by:
t = σ · n,
where σ is the stress tensor and n is the local outward-oriented normal vector. Combining
the continuity equation with Leibnitz’s Theorem and the Divergence Theorem yields the
following Eulerian form of the momentum conservation equation:
ρ
[
∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇)v
]
= ρ
dv
dt
= ∇ · σ. (2.4)
Applying the dot-product multiplication of v to both sides of Equation (2.4) gives an
expression for the evolution of kinetic energy:
ρ
d
dt
( |v|2
2
)
= v · (∇ · σ) . (2.5)
The rate form of the energy conservation equation is now examined. The integral form
includes the work performed by the traction vector and heat transferred to the system from
an external source, and is given by:
d
dt
[∮
V
(
1
2
ρv · v + ρU
)
dV
]
=
∮
S
v · t dS −
∮
S
q · n dS, (2.6)
where U represents internal energy per unit mass and q is the surface heat flux. Here,
U is composed of thermal energy, elastic strain energy, and “cold” work done by plastic
deformation, where energy is stored in the form of crystal structure dislocations at the
sub-grain scale. This is expressed mathematically as:
U = Eth + Eel + Ecw,
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where Eth is thermal energy, Eel is the stored elastic energy, and Ecw is the cold work
component.
The left–hand side of Equation (2.6) may be expressed in terms of total derivatives:
∂
∂t
[
ρ
(
U +
|v|2
2
)]
+∇ ·
[
ρ
(
U +
|v|2
2
)]
= ρ
[
dU
dt
+
d
dt
( |v|2
2
)]
.
Leibnitz’s Theorem is used in conjunction with the Divergence Theorem to reduce Equation
(2.6) to the following form:
ρ
[
dU
dt
+
d
dt
( |v|2
2
)]
= ∇ · (σ · v)−∇ · q. (2.7)
The kinetic energy terms can be eliminated from Equation (2.7) by substituting Equation
(2.5), and the energy conservation equation is reduced to:
ρ
dU
dt
= (σ · ∇) · v −∇ · q. (2.8)
Equation (2.8) may be expressed in terms of the stress tensor σ and strain rate tensor
ε˙ ≡ ∇v to obtain the internal energy evolution equation:
ρ
dU
dt
= σ : ε˙−∇ · q. (2.9)
2.2 Constitutive Relations and Material Properties
In the present work, equations describing the material behavior of the RDX and alu-
minum components are necessary to describe the stress-strain behavior of the grain ma-
terials. An elastic, perfectly plastic model is chosen for both constituent materials due to
its simplicity and reasonable accuracy. In addition, the material behavior is assumed to
be globally isotropic. This constitutive model has been used to characterize generic metal
powders subjected to compaction [42].
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Here, the primary physical phenomena contributing to the strain rate tensor are elastic
and plastic deformation. Therefore, an additive rule may be used to express ε˙:
ε˙ = ε˙el + ε˙pl, (2.10)
where ε˙el and ε˙pl are the elastic and plastic components of the stain rate tensor, respec-
tively. Using the strain tensor ε, the deviatoric strain is given by:
e = ε− 1
3
tr (ε) I,
where I is the identity tensor. The pressure p is also defined in terms of the stress tensor
σ:
p = −1
3
tr (σ) .
The stress deviator tensor S is therefore given by:
S = σ + p I.
The plastic flow rule is thus defined using the plastic component of the deviatoric strain,
denoted by epl:
depl
dt
=
depl
dt
n, (2.11)
where depl/dt is the equivalent plastic strain rate, and
n =
3
2
S
q
,
where
q =
√
3
2
S : S.
The elastic response is modeled using Hooke’s Law, and a Mises yield criterion is used:
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σ = Del : εel if σm ≤ σy, (2.12)
where Del is the fourth-order elasticity tensor, εel is the elastic strain tensor, σm is the
von Mises equivalent stress, and σy is the yield strength. The isotropic material behavior,
combined with the symmetry of the stress tensor, may be used to simplify Del, which is
expressed entirely in terms of the Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s Ratio ν.
It should be noted that the true stress is used in the present analysis rather than engi-
neering stress. True stress is defined in terms of the current cross-sectional area instead of
the initial area; thus, the true stress is a more accurate measure of stress, particularly in
applications involving large deformations. By contrast, several measures of strain are avail-
able, depending on the application and type of analysis. In the present work, engineering
strain is used.
The perfect plasticity assumption requires the yield strength to be independent of the
strain. As a result, strain hardening effects are not included in the model. However, the
yield criterion exhibits rate dependence due to rapid deformation at high piston speeds.
Since the mechanical properties of aluminum are well-characterized experimentally, yield
strength data for different strain rates is available. Hashmi and Hamouda have conducted
stress-strain experiments for pure aluminum at several strain rates [22]. This data can
be used to characterize the rate dependence of the yield stress. Table 2.1 presents the
aluminum yield strength as a function of the strain rate. ABAQUS estimates yield strength
values at intermediate points using piecewise linear interpolation applied to the logarithm
of the strain rate.
Table 2.1: Variation of Aluminum Yield Strength with True Strain Rate
Strain Rate (s−1) Yield Strength (MPa)
0.01 35
1,000 75
10,000 175
100,000 330
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In contrast to pure aluminum, there is no available rate dependence data for RDX,
which is most likely due to its brittle nature. As a result, the yield strength of the RDX
layer is assumed to be independent of the strain rate. Furthermore, fracture mechanics are
not included in the present model.
In addition to the material behavior models, other constitutive equations are used
to relate heating mechanisms to solution variables. Inelastic heating within the grains is
assumed to be a fraction of the total plastic work:
rpl = ζσ : ε˙pl, (2.13)
where rpl is the internal heat flux and ζ is the inelastic heat fraction. For many materials,
ζ ≈ 0.9; this value is used in the current work for both aluminum and RDX. Thus, the
fraction of plastic work that does not contribute to granular heating is converted to cold
work:
dEcw
dt
= (1− ζ) σ : ε˙pl.
Also, from the strain rate decomposition given by Equation (2.10), the elastic strain energy
terms in the energy conservation equation cancel:
dEel
dt
= σ : ε˙el. (2.14)
A caloric equation of state is used to express the thermal energy component Eth as a
function of temperature:
dEth
dt
= cv
dT
dt
, (2.15)
where cv is the material specific heat at constant volume.
It is further assumed that the primary mode of heat transfer involved in the simulations
is thermal conduction. Thus, from Fourier’s law of heat conduction,
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q = −k ∇T,
where k is the material thermal conductivity. Therefore, Equation (2.9) may be further
simplified:
ρcv
dT
dt
= ζσ : ε˙pl +∇ · (k ∇T ). (2.16)
For cases including frictional contact the basic Coulomb friction model is used since it
is applicable to a wide range of surface contact problems. For a two-dimensional model,
the Coulomb model compares an equivalent shear stress given by:
τeq =
√
τ 21 + τ
2
2 , (2.17)
where τ1 and τ2 are the principal shear stresses, to a critical shear stress τcrit = µp, where
µ is the known friction coefficient. According to the Coulomb model no slip occurs if
τeq < τcrit. Once τeq = τcrit, relative motion between the contact surfaces occurs. During
slip, the equivalent shear stress remains constant at τcrit.
If heat is transferred from an arbitrary surface 1 to another surface 2, the energy
balance yields:
q1 = qk − f1qg
q2 = −qk − f2qg, (2.18)
where q1 and q2 are heat fluxes leaving surfaces 1 and 2, respectively, qk is the heat flux
from surface 1 due to thermal conduction, qg is the heat generated by frictional contact
between surfaces 1 and 2, and f1 and f2 are the fractions of qg absorbed by surfaces 1 and 2,
respectively. From the energy balance above, it is evident that f1 + f2 = 1. In the current
work, f1 = f2 = 0.5, since all intergranular contact surfaces are comprised of the same
material. Consequently, both surfaces should experience equal frictional heating. It should
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also be noted that some cases in the present work involve frictional contact at the planar
walls. In these cases the previously described Coulomb model is also applied to the wall
contacts. Treatment of contact conditions between the aluminum and RDX components of
each grain is addressed in Section 2.3.
Table 2.2 summarizes the material properties of both aluminum and RDX at ambient
conditions, which are used in the present model [1, 7, 15, 20, 23, 26, 39]. In addition, the
temperature dependence of the specific heat and thermal conductivity is incorporated in
the aluminum model. Table 2.3 lists values of cp and k at several temperatures [26]:
Table 2.2: Thermomechanical Properties of Aluminum and RDX at Room Temperature
Young’s Poisson’s Density ρ Yield Specific Thermal
Modulus E Ratio ν (kg/m3) Strength Heat cp Conductivity k
(GPa) σy (MPa) (J·kg−1·K−1) (W·m−1·K−1)
Al 69.0 0.33 2702 35.0 903 237.0
RDX 23.5 0.20 1800 300.0 972 0.3
Table 2.3: Temperature–Dependent Thermal Properties of Aluminum
Temperature Thermal Specific Heat
(K) Conductivity (J· kg−1·K−1)
(W· m−1·K−1)
100 302 482
200 237 798
300 237 903
400 240 949
600 231 1033
800 218 1146
Due to a lack of data concerning the mechanical properties of RDX, the properties
shown in Table 2.2 for RDX are assumed to be independent of temperature and strain rate
in the current model. The effects of other phenomena, such as chemical reactions and phase
changes were not included in either the aluminum or RDX material models for simplicity.
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2.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions
In the current study all cylindrical grains are initially unstressed and are at ambient
pressure and temperature. The ambient state is expressed mathematically as:
P (x, y, t = 0) = 1 atm
T (x, y, t = 0) = 300 K,
where P = |p|. Each grain in both the symmetric and random packing arrangements is
initially at rest. For time t > 0, the piston moves from left to right at a constant velocity:
Vx(x = 0, y, t) = constant, (2.19)
where Vx is the x-component of the velocity vector. The rigid planar walls are fixed; the
corresponding boundary conditions are thus given by:
uy(x, y = 0, t) = uy(x, y = H, t) = 0. (2.20)
where ux and uy are displacement components in the x and y directions, respectively, L is
the length of the planar wall, and H is the piston height. In addition, unless wall friction
is explicitly included in a particular simulation with an asymmetric packing, slip does not
occur at the wall boundaries.
For the symmetric packing, the rigid boundaries impose the following symmetry bound-
ary conditions. Letting Ψ represent any component of an arbitrary solution variable,
∂Ψ
∂x
(x = 0, y, t) =
∂Ψ
∂y
(x, y = 0, t) =
∂Ψ
∂y
(x, y = H, t) = 0. (2.21)
Since the granular system is modeled as a two-dimensional cross-section for simplicity, an
additional boundary condition must be imposed to account for out-of-plane deformations.
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Consequently, a plane-strain boundary condition is applied, where the terms in the strain
tensor are modified to include the effects of these deformations.
A final boundary condition defines the contact behavior at the material interface of
each composite grain. The contact mechanics of the aluminum-RDX interface are highly
complex, and its behavior has not been characterized experimentally. In this work it is
assumed that the strength of the interface is infinite. This condition requires that the
aluminum and RDX contact surfaces cannot move relative to one another. The no-slip
assumption is largely made for simplicity; however, the interface physics greatly affects the
system response. Therefore, this is an issue that should be addressed in future work.
2.4 Discretization of the Governing Equations
Analytical solutions to the governing equations cannot be obtained for most prob-
lems due to complex geometry or complicated constitutive relations. Consequently, finite-
element techniques are used to solve the differential forms of the governing equations numer-
ically. The discretization process transforms the continuous domain into discrete points,
or nodes. The solution is obtained directly at the nodes and is estimated at non-nodal
locations using interpolation techniques, such as locally defined shape functions. Figure
2.1 shows a portion of the symmetric configuration, where each grain is discretized using
four-node, quadrilateral elements:
In the present work, the continuous governing equations are simplified to create a
system of algebraic equations. Since the finite-element algorithm is Lagrangian and the
system is closed, the continuity equation is trivially satisfied. At an arbitrary time step
t(i) > 0, the global accelerations are determined using Newton’s Second Law:
x¨(i) =M
−1 ·
(
F(i) − I(i)
)
, (2.22)
where x¨(i) is an acceleration component, M is the lumped mass matrix, F(i) is the applied
load vector, including external and contact forces, and I(i) is the internal force vector.
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Figure 2.1: Representative Finite-Element Mesh for a Symmetric Ensemble
The applied load vector is known at the beginning of the time step. The internal vector
is typically a function of x(i) and x˙(i), which are the known displacement and velocity
component vectors at the time increment t(i), respectively.
An explicit time integration technique is used by ABAQUS/Explicit to obtain the
solution to Equation 2.22 as a function of time. The central difference integration method
is then used to calculate displacements and velocities at the next time increment:
x˙(i+ 1
2
) = x˙(i− 1
2
) +
∆t(i+1) +∆t(i)
2
x¨(i), (2.23)
x(i+1) = x(i) +∆t(i+1)x˙(i+ 1
2
), (2.24)
where x and x˙ are displacement and velocity components at the indicated time steps,
respectively, and ∆t is the time interval calculated at the beginning of each indicated time
increment. Special consideration must be given to the application of initial conditions
(i = 0) since the velocity term x˙(i− 1
2
) in Equation 2.23 is undefined at the initial state. For
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this case, Equation 2.23 is modified to include the initial condition:
x˙( 1
2
) = x˙(0) −
∆t(0)
2
x¨(0). (2.25)
The velocities at the time increment t(i+1) are determined by interpolating the calculated
intermediate values:
x˙(i+1) = x˙(i+ 1
2
) +
1
2
∆t(i+1)x¨(i+1). (2.26)
In a similar manner, the energy conservation equation is simplified to determine the global
temperature field at time increment t(i):
θ˙(i) = C
−1 ·
(
Q(i) −G(i)
)
, (2.27)
where θ˙(i) is the temperature rate vector, C is the lumped thermal capacitance matrix, Q(i)
is the externally applied heat flux vector, and G(i) is the internally generated heat source
vector. Here, Q(i) includes frictional heating, thermal conduction, and loads specified by
the boundary conditions. Heat fluxes due to convection and radiation may also included
in Q(i) due to the absence of interstitial gas and small differences in the grain surface
temperatures. However, in the present analysis, the effects of convection and radiation are
assumed to be negligible. G(i) includes heat generation due to the dissipation of plastic
work and other internal heating loads specified by the boundary conditions.
Finally, the nodal temperatures are calculated using a forward-difference integration
technique with respect to time. Combined with the other calculated quantities, all other
output variables can then be determined directly or by constitutive relations. Using the
known temperatures at time step i and the calculated temperature rate vector:
θ(i+1) = θ(i) +∆t(i+1)θ˙(i). (2.28)
Each time interval ∆t is automatically calculated using a stability criterion to preserve
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numerical accuracy:
∆t ≤ min
(
2
ωmax
,
2
λmax
)
, (2.29)
where ωmax is the highest natural frequency occurring within the system of mechanical
equations, where ωel =
√
kel/mel, kel is a stiffness value related to E, mel is the element
mass and λmax is the largest eigenvalue of C, which depends on thermal material properties
such as specific heat and thermal conductivity.
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Chapter 3
Ensemble Generation and
Data–Postprocessing
The techniques used to create granular systems and examine the subsequent FEA data
are presented in this chapter. ABAQUS cannot do either task since this software only
performs the analysis and collects the solution data. Therefore, separate computer codes
were written to accomplish these objectives. In Section 3.1, an algorithm that is commonly
used to generate asymmetric grain configurations is introduced. To expedite the creation
of these systems modifications are made to the original algorithm, and a correction method
is introduced to eliminate an important nonphysical problem not addressed by the method.
In Section 3.2 transverse averages are formally defined for the composite grains and the
individual grain components. Discrete approximations of the continuous equations are
then derived. Finally, a brief convergence study is used to verify the accuracy of the
finite-element data in Section 3.3.
3.1 Random Grain Packing and Settling Algorithm
To examine the mesoscale thermomechanical response of a more realistic granular pack-
ing arrangement, an algorithm must be developed to generate random grain configurations.
Furthermore, these granular systems must be physically accurate. One commonly used
technique is a Monte Carlo algorithm, which is based on the principles of statistical dy-
namics. However, this method can lead to exceptionally long computation times. This
technique may also create “floating” grains, which do not make contact with any of the
lower surrounding grains in the ensemble and appear to hover within the configuration. As
a result, the original Monte Carlo method is modified, and a correction method is created
to eliminate the occurrence of “floating” grains.
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3.1.1 Monte Carlo Method
The Monte Carlo algorithm is a simple technique based on the premise that randomly
positioned grains settle under gravity to an equilibrium state [30, 38]. For a system of M
grains, r∗ denotes the set of centerpoint positions of each grain, i.e., r∗ = {r1, r2, . . . , rM},
where rj represents the ordered pair corresponding to the center of the j-th grain. The
total energy associated with a given configuration consists of two components. The total
gravitational potential energy of the configuration is
Eg(r
∗) =
M∑
j=1
mggzj,
where mg is the mass of a grain, g is the acceleration of gravity, and zj is the height of the
j-th grain above the container floor. A second component is associated with grain contact
conditions. If the distance between two arbitrary grains i and j, denoted by rij, is larger
than the grain diameter D, there is no grain penetration. Otherwise, the grains would
intersect, resulting in a nonphysical boundary condition. Thus, the contact energy Ec is
given by:
Ec =

0 if rij ≥ D
∞ if rij < D
, i 6= j.
The total system energy E(r∗) = Eg(r
∗)+Ec. Starting with an initial random configuration,
each grain is randomly moved to a new location, resulting in a new configuration, denoted
by r′. The change in energy between configurations ∆E = E(r′) − E(r∗). If ∆E < 0,
the new configuration is adopted, and the grain relocation process is repeated to generate
a new configuration. However, if ∆E > 0, there is a statistical probability that the new
configuration exists physically at the higher energy state. This probability P (∆E) is given
by:
P (∆E) = exp
(
−∆E
kbT
)
,
where kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute system temperature. Here, the
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ambient temperature is used (i.e., T = 300 K). A random number 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 is generated.
If P (∆E) ≥ ξ, the new configuration is kept; otherwise, the new granular arrangement is
discarded, and the system reverts to the previous configuration. This process is repeated
to generate new configurations until the change in total energy is less than a predetermined
threshold, denoted by ∆Ecr.
In principle, an acceptable configuration can be created when ∆Ecr → 0 using this
method. However, it is difficult to assume a value of ∆Ecr that generally results in a satis-
factory configuration without excessive computing times. In addition, the requirement that
∆Ecr → 0 is a necessary—but not sufficient—condition for convergence to a stable config-
uration. The random grain relocations can result in a particularly small value of ∆E while
Eg(r
′) remains relatively large. Consequently, the algorithm could terminate prematurely.
Furthermore, this method does not eliminate “floating” grains from the ensemble, which is
a nonphysical condition. Thus, the traditional method is modified to a form which allows
for incremental improvements in the configuration with reasonable computing times.
3.1.2 Modified Monte Carlo Method
Instead of using an algorithm termination criterion based on ∆E, a minimum potential
energy is calculated based on the minimum possible potential energy, which is denoted by
Emin. For the configuration corresponding to Emin, φ = π/4, which is the maximum value
possible for an asymmetric arrangement. The dimensions of the piston-cylinder enclosure
are first specified. As described in Section 3.1.1 for the traditional Monte Carlo method,
grains are then created randomly within the domain. Figure 3.1 shows a typical initial
grain configuration. The domain is rotated 90o clockwise from the standard orientation
shown in Figure 1.2, and the grains are initially allowed to intersect. The minimum system
energy is then calculated for given values of Do, H, and N . For this arrangement, the
maximum number of grains that can be positioned adjacent to one another is denoted by
Nr, and is given by:
Nr = floor(H/Do), (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Random Initial Grain Configuration (N=150)
where the function “floor” rounds its argument down to the nearest integer. The packing
arrangement having a minimum porosity consists of Q rows of Nr grains stacked on top of
one another with R grains remaining. These values are given by:
Q =
N −N mod Nr
Nr
, (3.2)
R = N mod Nr. (3.3)
The minimum potential energy is therefore expressed as:
Emin = mggDo
R(Q+ 1
2
)
+
Q∑
i=1
Nr
(
i− 1
2
) . (3.4)
Grain relocation proceeds in the same manner as the traditional method. However, unlike
the traditional method, a new test configuration r′ is defined after moving only one grain,
rather than all M grains. If ∆E < 0 after moving the j-th grain, the new configuration
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is retained. Since the present work on random configurations is concerned only with the
effects of asymmetry on the system thermomechanical response, it is not necessary to
include the statistical aspect of the method to obtain a physically realistic configuration.
Therefore, if ∆E > 0, the test configuration is automatically rejected. The procedure
is then repeated for the (j + 1)-th grain, until an attempt to move all M grains has
been attempted, completing one iteration in the algorithm. These modifications reduce
computation time and significantly simplify the algorithm.
The modified algorithm proceeds with successive iterations until E(r∗) ≤ (1 + ǫ)Emin,
where ǫ is a selected coefficient. The computation time drastically increases as ǫ → 0.
However, an appropriate choice of ǫ significantly reduces the computing time. Also, since
the algorithm writes output to a text file, it is possible to resume the method by selecting
successively smaller values of ǫ. As a result, a series of configurations with successively de-
creasing total system energy can be obtained in several steps. The algorithm was executed
on a single computer with a 2.65 GHz Pentium 4 processor. Typical computing times range
from several minutes for small M and 0.2 < ǫ < 0.3 to 2–3 days for M ≈ 250 − 350 and
0.25 < ǫ < 0.3.
Figure 3.2 shows a packing arrangement generated using the initial grain locations
illustrated in Figure 3.1. The computing time for this configuration was approximately 2
days. Although the number of floating grains is reduced, it should be noted that neither
method can completely eliminate them and form purely tangential contacts. However, the
modified method facilitates the creation of a separate algorithm that corrects this problem.
3.1.3 Floating Grain Correction Method
The solution developed for the elimination of floating grains uses a geometric argument
to ensure that each grain establishes a contact with either a lower grain or the boundary
at z = 0. The grains are first sorted in order of increasing potential energy; each grain is
then displaced in the −z direction incrementally until at least one lower contact is made. If
the top grain penetrates the lower contact grain, a displacement adjustment is calculated.
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Figure 3.2: Sample Random Grain Configuration (ǫ = 0.34)
Consider two overlapping grains denoted by i and j, initially separated by the distance rij
between the two grain centers, as shown in Figure 3.3. In this figure The Al-RDX interface
is omitted for simplicity. The angle between rij and the horizontal is denoted by θ. The
floating grain j is moved to the new location j′, where the contact angle θ′ is formed with
grain i. The displacement ∆z′ must be calculated using the known values of ∆y, ∆z, Do,
and rij. The angle θ is given by:
θ = sin−1
(
∆z
rij
)
. (3.5)
Also, from geometry, the angle used to determine the new grain position is given by:
θ′ = cos−1
(
rij
Do
cos θ
)
. (3.6)
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Figure 3.3: Procedure for Eliminating Floating Grains Within a Random Configuration
Defining ∆θ ≡ θ′ − θ, the Law of Cosines is used to determine ∆z′:
∆z′ = ∆z +
√
D2o + r
2
ij − 2rijDo cos (∆θ). (3.7)
The floating grain elimination method is applied to the ensemble illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.2. The final configuration is shown in Figure 3.4. Although the correction method
ensures that no floating grains appear within an ensemble, the resulting configuration will
be unstable in most cases. The creation of a stable equilibrium configuration is extremely
difficult, and is not necessary to create a reasonably realistic precompaction grain ensem-
ble. System instability may be reduced by choosing ǫ ≪ 1. However, since the number of
random grain displacements resulting in a lower system energy decreases rapidly as ǫ→ 0,
the computation time becomes exceedingly high. In general, an adequate grain configu-
ration may be obtained by selecting ǫ ≈ 0.2 to sufficiently reduce system instability and
computing time, followed by application of the floating grain elimination method.
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Figure 3.4: Random Grain Configuration with Floating Grains Eliminated (ǫ = 0.34)
3.2 Transverse-Averaged Properties
Spatially-averaged solution variables are calculated to quantitatively describe the ba-
sic trends of the thermomechanical response. These averages are also used to analyze the
structure of the compaction wave. The continuous expressions for the averages are intro-
duced in Section 3.2.1. To apply these averaging techniques to the finite-element grain
representation, the equations are discretized. This discretization involves the use of numer-
ical integration and linear interpolation techniques. These methods are discussed in detail
in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1 Continuous Spatial Averages
Since compaction waves propagate in the axial direction, many characteristics of the
system thermomechanical response are functions of x. It is therefore convenient to develop
one-dimensional plots to examine the wave structure and identify the primary features of
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the response. This is accomplished by introducing transverse averages, where field variables
(e.g., pressure, temperature, etc.) are averaged with respect to y to obtain a mean value
for 0 ≤ x ≤ L. To calculate transverse-averaged properties at an arbitrary value of x, a
method of determining whether a point in space belongs to a grain or void space must be
developed. Since the present work utilizes the continuum model assumption, a material
function Ω may be defined over the entire domain such that:
Ω(x, y) ≡

1 if (x, y) is a point within a grain,
0 otherwise.
(3.8)
Similarly, two additional material functions may be created to determine whether the
point (x, y) lies within the RDX or aluminum component of a grain:
Ω(a)(x, y) ≡

1 if (x, y) is a point within the aluminum component of a grain,
0 otherwise.
(3.9)
Ω(e)(x, y) ≡

1 if (x, y) is a point within the RDX component of a grain,
0 otherwise.
(3.10)
The function Ω may then be used to define the solid volume fraction. To facilitate the
present discussion, Figure 3.5 shows a schematic of a typical ensemble with the indicated
dimensions. The most intuitive definition of the solid volume fraction is given by
φ ≡ Vgrains
Vtotal
,
where Vtotal is a representative volume and Vgrains is the combined volume of all grains
contained within Vtotal. The ratios of total aluminum and RDX volumes to Vtotal are
similarly defined:
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φ(a) ≡ Va
Vtotal
, φ(e) ≡ Ve
Vtotal
,
where Va and Ve are the combined volume of all aluminum and RDX grain components
occupying Vtotal.
L∆
x
L
H
∆L/2
Figure 3.5: Granular System Diagram Used to Define the Solid Volume Fraction
The domain represents a two-dimensional cross-section of a system composed of cylin-
drical grains enclosed by planar walls and a piston. Therefore, φ, φ(a) and φ(e) are reduced
to the following forms:
φ =
Agrains
Atotal
, φ(a) =
Aa
Atotal
, φ(e) =
Ae
Atotal
,
where Atotal is the cross-sectional area corresponding to Vtotal, and Agrains is the combined
area of all grains occupying Atotal. Using the notation in Figure 3.5, Atotal may be con-
structed around an arbitrary value of x˜ such that Atotal = H∆L. (From the geometry
shown in this figure, ∆L must be chosen such that ∆L ≤ 2 min{x˜, L − x˜}.) The solid
volume fraction may then be expressed in terms of the material function and ensemble
dimensions:
φ =
1
H∆L
∫ H
0
∫ x˜+∆L/2
x˜−∆L/2
Ω(x, y) dx dy. (3.11)
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Here, Ω is a continuous function everywhere except the points corresponding to grain
boundaries. The transverse-averaged solid volume fraction φ is defined as the solid volume
fraction evaluated over an infinitesimal total area dA = Hdx centered at x˜. Hence, φ
represents the solid volume fraction at an axial point.
Let C be the set of all points within the computational domain; i.e., C = {(x, y) : 0 ≤
x ≤ L and 0 ≤ y ≤ H}. Also, let Cb = {(x, y) ∈ C : (x, y) is a point on a grain boundary}.
It can be shown that φ may be obtained for all values of x˜ where Ω is continuous by
considering the limit as ∆L→ 0. Let X = {x : 0 ≤ x ≤ L and (x, y) /∈ Cb for 0 ≤ y ≤ H}.
Then ∀x˜ ∈ X,
φ(x˜) ≡ lim
∆L→0
φ = lim
∆L→0
(
1
H∆L
∫ H
0
∫ x˜+∆L/2
x˜−∆L/2
Ω(x, y) dx dy
)
. (3.12)
Since the double integral and denominator both vanish as ∆L → 0, L’Hospital’s Rule is
used in conjunction with Leibnitz’s Theorem to evaluate the limit.
lim
∆L→0
φ =
1
H
lim
∆L→0
d
d(∆L)
(∫ H
0
∫ x˜+∆L/2
x˜−∆L/2
Ω(x, y) dx dy
)
=
1
H
∫ H
0
[
lim
∆L→0
d
d(∆L)
(∫ x˜+∆L/2
x˜−∆L/2
Ω(x, y) dx
)]
dy
=
1
H
∫ H
0
[
lim
∆L→0
[
1
2
Ω
(
x˜+
∆L
2
, y
)
+
1
2
Ω
(
x˜− ∆L
2
, y
)]
dy
]
=
1
H
∫ H
0
Ω(x˜, y)dy. (3.13)
The form for φ given in Equation (3.13) cannot be formally derived for all x˜ due to the
discontinuities in Ω at the grain boundaries. However, it is reasonable to adopt this limit
for 0 ≤ x ≤ L since it is mathematically consistent with the physical definition:
φ(x) ≡ 1
H
∫ H
0
Ω(x, y)dy, (0 ≤ x ≤ L). (3.14)
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Using similar arguments, the corresponding transverse averages for φ(a) and φ(e) may be
defined as:
φ
(a)
(x) ≡ 1
H
∫ H
0
Ω(a)(x, y)dy, φ
(e)
(x) ≡ 1
H
∫ H
0
Ω(e)(x, y)dy, (0 ≤ x ≤ L).
From the definitions of the material functions and solid volume fractions,
Ω = Ω(a) + Ω(e) ⇒ φ = φ(a) + φ(e). (3.15)
Solution variables are physically defined only on the parts of the domain occupied by grains.
Therefore, each quantity must be extended mathematically to the entire domain–including
voids–to calculate the transverse averages. For an arbitrary solution variable ψ, a function
Ψ is defined as:
Ψ(x, y) ≡

ψ if (x, y) is a point within a grain,
0 otherwise.
(3.16)
The corresponding transverse-averaged quantity Ψ(x) is thus given by
Ψ(x) =
1
Hφ(x)
∫ H
0
Ψ(x, y)dy. (3.17)
Here, Ψ is weighted by φ to ensure that averaging occurs only over the grains located at
x, rather than including void space in the calculations.
A different type of solution variable may be defined in a similar manner over either the
RDX or aluminum component of each grain. These new quantities can be used to quantify
the contributions of each component to the thermomechanical response. These component
properties are given by:
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Ψ(a)(x, y) ≡

ψ if (x, y) is a point within an aluminum core,
0 otherwise.
(3.18)
Ψ(e)(x, y) ≡

ψ if (x, y) is a point within an RDX layer,
0 otherwise.
(3.19)
By definition, Ψ = Ψ(a) + Ψ(e), and the corresponding transverse averages, referred to as
component averages, are expressed as:
Ψ
(a)
(x) =
1
Hφ
(a)
(x)
∫ H
0
Ψ(a)(x, y)dy, (3.20)
Ψ
(e)
(x) =
1
Hφ
(e)
(x)
∫ H
0
Ψ(e)(x, y)dy. (3.21)
Combining Equations (3.20) and (3.21) with Equation (3.17) yields the following rela-
tionship between the composite and component transverse averages:
φ Ψ = φ(a) Ψ(a) + φ(e) Ψ(e). (3.22)
Finally, a running average is introduced to reduce local axial fluctuations in φ and Ψ,
thereby allowing a closer examination of general data trends. For each x, values of φ and
Ψ defined within a half-interval δ centered at x are averaged. The running averages ζ are
given by:
φ(x) =
1
X2 −X1
∫ X2
X1
φ(x′)dx′, Ψ(x) =
1
X2 −X1
∫ X2
X1
Ψ(x′)dx′, (3.23)
where X1 = max{0, x− δ} and X2 = min{L, x+ δ}.
3.2.2 Discretization of the Averaging Equations
In the present model individual grains are defined by a finite number of nodes and ele-
ments, and the problem solution is determined directly only at the nodes. As a result, there
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is insufficient data to use the continuous averaging equations developed in Section 3.2.1.
A method of discretizing the averaging equations must be used to obtain approximate av-
erages. However, this process is complicated by the placement of the nodes and elements
within the finite-element model. Since the grid generated by ABAQUS deforms during the
compaction process, the final node locations cannot be determined. A series of interpola-
tion points is therefore introduced within the computational domain to approximate the
composite and component transverse averages. The solution is estimated at these points
based on surrounding nodal values.
Figure 3.6(a) shows a sample mesh overlaid with interpolation points. An algorithm
first searches for the closest neighborhood of nodes surrounding each point. An initial
search radius re is used to find the surrounding nodes, and is increased incrementally by
integer factors of re until the nearest surrounding nodes are located. A sample interpolation
point highlighted in red in Figure 3.6(a) is shown in Figure 3.6(b) to illustrate the node
detection method. In general, m columns and n rows of interpolation points are specified.
Each of these points is labeled using the ordered pair notation (i, j), where i and j denote an
arbitrary column and row of points, respectively. Node labeling originates at the bottom
left corner of the domain with (1,1), proceeding in the positive x and y directions for
increasing i and j, respectively. The initial search radius re = Kse, where K is a selected
constant and se is a representative initial element size defined as
se =
πDo
no
. (3.24)
Here, Do is the grain outer diameter and no is the number of exterior meshing seeds. The
form of se shown in Equation (3.24) is chosen due to the initial circular geometry of each
grain. However, care must be taken in selecting K. Exceptionally small or large values
can increase computation time substantially, and appropriate values of K may vary among
different cases. In many instances, a suitable range of values is 0.2 ≤ K ≤ 1.0.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Discrete Interpolation Points Used for Calculating Approximate Averages
and (b) Node Detection Technique for a Sample Highlighted Point
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Once the surrounding nodes are identified, a first-order, bilinear interpolation technique
is used to approximate the solution at each point [36]. For the calculation of composite
transverse averages the solution at an interior interpolation point is assumed to have the
form:
ψ(xi, yj) ≡ ax+ by + cxy + d, 1 < i < m and 1 < j < n, (3.25)
where xi and yj are the coordinates of the (i, j)-th interpolation point, and a, b, c, and
d are locally defined constants that may be solved directly from the following system of
linear equations:

a
b
c
d

=

x1 y1 x1y1 1
x2 y2 x2y2 1
x3 y3 x3y3 1
x4 y4 x4y4 1

−1
ψ1
ψ2
ψ3
ψ4

, (3.26)
where xk, yk and ψk denote their respective quantities at node (i, j)
(k), k = 1, . . . , 4, as
shown in Figure 3.6(b). For interpolation points located on the lateral and axial bound-
aries, the algorithm searches for two surrounding nodes instead of four. An interpolation
technique similar to Equation (3.25) is used to approximate these solution variables:
ψ(xi, yj) ≡ αx+ β, 1 < i < m and j = 1, n, (3.27)
ψ(xi, yj) ≡ α′y + β′, i = 1,m and 1 < j < n, (3.28)
where α, α′, β, and β′ are constants that are solved in a way similar to Equation (3.26).
Finally, for nodes at the corners of the computational domain, the algorithm searches for
the nearest point and uses the zero-order interpolation:
ψ(xi, yj) = ψ1, i = 1,m and j = 1, n. (3.29)
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The function Ω can also be approximated at the interpolation points based on the
locations of the surrounding nodes. Every node in the computational domain is assigned
a positive integer that identifies the grain on which the node is located. Let the integer
associated with an arbitrary node be denoted by sr, where r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and N is the
total number of grains in the domain. An averaged quantity si,j is then defined at the
(i, j)-th interior interpolation point:
si,j =
sr1 + sr2 + sr3 + sr4
4
, (3.30)
where {srk} refers to the subsequence of integers assigned to nodes (i, j)(k), k = 1, . . . , 4,
shown in Figure 3.6(b). For points on the boundaries and corners, the equation defining
si,j is modified to include the appropriate number of surrounding nodes:
si,j =

[sr1 + sr2 ] /2 for non-corner boundary points,
sr1 for corner points.
(3.31)
Using these quantities, Ω is defined at the interpolation points:
Ω(xi, yj) =

1 if si,j = sr1 ,
0 if si,j 6= sr1 .
(3.32)
Also, for interpolation points located within the interior of a grain,
Ψ(xi, yj) = ψ(xi, yj) if si,j = sr1 . (3.33)
The conditions specified in Equation (3.32) are sufficiently accurate for determining whether
an interpolation point is located within a grain. If a point lies within the grain interior,
all its surrounding nodes are assigned the same integer. If an interpolation point lies on
the grain boundary or within a void, the method used to assign the integers {sr} to each
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grain ensures that si,j /∈ N in most cases. However, in the unlikely event that si,j ∈ N, the
requirement given by Equation (3.32) indicates that the nearest surrounding nodes lie on
two or more grains.
Because the locations of each node in the domain are unknown prior to the post-
processing, it is not possible to discern physical grain boundaries at fixed x. Therefore,
a method of determining whether an interpolation point lies on a grain boundary or void
is necessary for an accurate estimation of φ and Ψ. The following criteria are used to
numerically reconstruct the grain boundaries using the interpolation points. Let Ωi,j =
Ω(xi, yj) for all i and j. Then for each i:
Ωi,j 6= Ωi,j+1 and Ωi,j = 0 ⇒ Bottom grain boundary exists at yi,j and Ψi,j = ψi,j.
Ωi,j 6= Ωi,j+1 and Ωi,j+1 = 0 ⇒ Top grain boundary exists at yi,j+1 and Ψi,j+1 = ψi,j+1.
Ωi,j = Ωi,j+1 = 0 ⇒ The point (xi, yj+1) is a void and Ψi,j+1 = 0.
From this definition it is clear that the grain boundaries become well-defined when mn =
O(N) as N →∞ and, consequently, ∆y ≡ yi,j+1−yi,j → 0. The accuracy of the method is
a function of grain resolution, since it is based on interpolated values; however, each grain
must be adequately resolved to ensure the accuracy of the finite-element solution.
Since the interpolation method is only accurate to the first order, the integration tech-
nique need not include higher-order terms in the summation. Although the Trapezoid Rule
is a sufficiently accurate technique for calculating solution variables, it is not appropriate
for the calculation of φ. Due to the given grain boundary definition a forward-difference
integration technique is necessary, since the Trapezoid Rule would only include half of a
grain’s boundary volume in the calculations. Discretizing Equation (3.14),
φ(xi) ≈ 1
H
n−1∑
j=1
Ωi,j+1∆y ≡ φi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (3.34)
where xi is the x-coordinate corresponding to the i-th column of points. The Trapezoid Rule
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is used to estimate the integral in Equation (3.17), and Ψ is calculated using Equation 3.34:
Ψ(xi) ≈ 1
Hφi
n−1∑
j=1
(
Ψi,j +Ψi,j+1
2
)
∆y ≡ Ψi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (3.35)
Finally, the running averages given by Equation (3.23) are estimated using the transverse-
averaged properties. The half-interval δ introduced in this equation is approximated by a
selected number of axial interpolation points, denoted by p. If the selected value of p is
too small, the running average has little effect on the original data. Alternatively, if the
selected value of p is too large important data trends may be obscured or eliminated due to
the smoothing process. For an arbitrary point xi, the Trapezoid Rule is used to estimate
the integrals in Equation (3.23) using an appropriate value of p:
φ(xi) ≈ 1
P1 + P2 + 1
P2∑
k=−P1
φi+k+1 + φi+k
2
≡ φi, (3.36)
Ψ(xi) ≈ 1
P1 + P2 + 1
P2∑
k=−P1
Ψi+k+1 +Ψi+k
2
≡ Ψi, (3.37)
where P1 = min{i− 1, p}, and P2 = min{p− 1, m− i− 1}.
In determining approximate component transverse averages, it is sufficient to obtain
only φ
(a)
and Ψ
(a)
using suitable numerical methods. Once the composite averages and
aluminum component averages are known, Equation (3.22) can be used to obtain φ
(e)
and
Ψ
(e)
. Unlike the geometry of the RDX layer, which is separated by the aluminum core, the
boundary reconstruction of the aluminum component can be accomplished using the same
basic technique as that used for the composite averages. Therefore, direct calculations
of the RDX averages is significantly more complex than those required for the aluminum
averages.
For interior interpolation points, the aluminum component solution variable ψ(a) is
defined using the same bilinear formula given in Equation (3.25):
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ψ(a)(xi, yj) ≡ âx+ b̂y + ĉxy + d̂, 1 < i < m and 1 < j < n, (3.38)
where â, b̂, ĉ, and d̂ are local constants that are solved in a manner similar to that in
Equation (3.26): 
â
b̂
ĉ
d̂

=

x1 y1 x1y1 1
x2 y2 x2y2 1
x3 y3 x3y3 1
x4 y4 x4y4 1

−1
ψ
(a)
1
ψ
(a)
2
ψ
(a)
3
ψ
(a)
4

, (3.39)
where xk, yk, and ψ
(a)
k correspond to the k-th node of the (i, j)-th interpolation point,
as illustrated in Figure 3.6. Similarly, for interpolation points on the lateral and axial
boundaries,
ψ(a)(xi, yj) ≡ α̂x+ β̂, 1 < i < m and j = 1, n, (3.40)
ψ(a)(xi, yj) ≡ α̂′y + β̂′, i = 1,m and 1 < j < n, (3.41)
where α̂, β̂, α̂′, and β̂′ are local constants obtained using a method similar to Equation
(3.39). For interpolation points located on the corners of the domain,
ψ(a)(xi, yj) = ψ
(a)
1 , i = 1,m and j = 1, n. (3.42)
The boundary reconstruction technique used in the aluminum component averages is nearly
the same as that described in Equations (3.30)–(3.33). However,
srk = 0 if Node (i, j)
(k) is located within the RDX layer.
Furthermore, the definition of Ω is slightly modified to account for the aluminum-RDX
boundary:
Ω(a)(xi, yj) =

1 if si,j = sr1 and sr1 6= 0,
0 otherwise.
(3.43)
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Let Ω
(a)
i,j = Ω
(a)(xi, yj) for all i and j. The boundary is thus defined as:
Ω
(a)
i,j 6= Ω(a)i,j+1 and Ω(a)i,j = 0 ⇒ Bottom RDX/Al boundary exists at yi,j
and Ψ
(a)
i,j = Ψ
(a)
i,j .
Ω
(a)
i,j 6= Ω(a)i,j+1 and Ω(a)i,j+1 = 0 ⇒ Top RDX/Al boundary exists at yi,j+1
and Ψ
(a)
i,j+1 = Ψ
(a)
i,j+1.
Ω
(a)
i,j = Ω
(a)
i,j+1 = 0 ⇒ The point (xi, yj+1) is either a void or
within the RDX layer, and Ψ
(a)
i,j+1 = 0.
Thus, the aluminum component transverse average of the solid volume fraction is:
φ
(a)
(xi) ≈ 1
H
n−1∑
j=1
Ω
(a)
i,j+1∆y ≡ φ(a)i , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (3.44)
and the corresponding transverse average of the solution variable Ψ(a) is:
Ψ
(a)
(xi) ≈ 1
Hφ
(a)
i
n−1∑
j=1
Ψ(a)i,j +Ψ(a)i,j+1
2
∆y ≡ Ψ(a)i , (3.45)
where i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and φ
(a)
i 6= 0. Note that, particularly for symmetric grain configura-
tions, there may exist transverse regions within the domain which are occupied only by void
space and RDX layers, (i.e., φ
(a)
i = 0). In such cases, the quantity Ψ
(a)
i is physically mean-
ingless, but it is assigned a dummy value for computing convenience. Thus, Ψ
(a)
i ≡ Ψ(a)i−1
if φ
(a)
i = 0. Using the calculated aluminum component averages, the corresponding RDX
averages are obtained from Equation (3.22), combined with Equation (3.15).
3.3 Solution Verification Techniques
A simple technique may be used to determine whether a finite-element analysis is con-
verging to the actual solution. Consider three finite-element models with identical boundary
conditions having coarse, medium, and fine grid resolutions. The corresponding solutions
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are denoted by Ψc, Ψm, and Ψf , respectively. The selected representative element lengths,
denoted by hc, hm and hf , respectively, decrease geometrically as the grain resolution
increases. Transverse-averaged solutions and running averages are obtained for all three
cases; the running averages corresponding to each case are denoted by Ψc, Ψm, and Ψf ,
respectively. If the finite-element solution converges, the difference in solution variables
decreases as the grid resolution increases. Consequently, the following criterion is used to
indicate solution convergence:
∣∣∣Ψm −Ψc∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣Ψf −Ψm∣∣∣ for 0 ≤ x ≤ L ⇒ Solution Ψ is converging. (3.46)
A convergence study was conducted for a typical compaction analysis. The resolution
parameters for each case are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Discretization Parameters for Convergence Study
Resolution Outer Seed Inner Seed Element
Level Number no Number ni Size se (µm)
Coarse 50 30 3.1416
Medium 85 55 1.8480
Fine 140 90 1.1220
Super-Fine 170 120 0.9240
The seed numbers no and ni are applied to the outer and inner circular boundaries,
respectively, to indicate the desired level of resolution. Although the representative element
size is determined by no, there is no systematic choice of ni that results in elements of
uniform size throughout each grain. Therefore, the values given in Table 3.1 were selected
by trial-and-error, and the resulting elements are roughly uniform throughout each grain
in the ensemble.
In addition to the coarse, medium, and fine resolutions an additional, very highly
resolved case is included to further demonstrate convergence. This case is denoted by the
“super-fine” resolution level shown in Table 3.1. Figure 3.7 shows a contour plot of the
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pressure response for a typical symmetric case at the super-fine resolution. This case was
selected to demonstrate numerical convergence due to the presence of well-defined response
features that should appear in the transverse averages. These features are indicated in the
figure, and this particular case is discussed in further detail in Chapter 4.
Figure 3.7: Highly-Resolved Pressure Contour (uP = 200 m/s, η = 0.35, L=1.20 mm)
Several important features of the response are shown in Figure 3.7. The grains lo-
cated adjacent to the piston surface experience the largest pressures, and the pressure field
exhibits spatially periodic behavior for x ≤ 0.72 mm. A small region of high pressure gradi-
ents is also observed, indicated in Figure 3.7 as the transition region. A low-pressure region
corresponding to the presence of an elastic precursor wave lies to the right of the transition
region. The wave terminates at the upstream boundary. If each grain in the ensemble
is sufficiently resolved, the running averages will also exhibit these data trends. Running
averages for pressure and solid volume fraction are plotted in Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b),
respectively.
In each plot, m = n = 200 and p = 4. Both plots show that the coarse resolution does
not adequately capture the features shown in Figure 3.7. Furthermore, the running averages
appear to approach the profile of the super-fine solution as the grain resolution increases.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.8: Running Averages of Coarse, Medium, Fine, and Super-Fine Resolution Cases
Using (a) P and (b) φ
In general, solution variables possess varying degrees of sensitivity to grain resolution due
to differences in profile trends. However, an inspection of Figure 3.8 confirms that Equation
(3.46) is satisfied over most of the axial domain. Moreover, since the choices of compaction
analysis parameters for Figures 3.7 and 3.8 were arbitrary, the results suggest that, for the
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class of problems considered, the finite-element analysis converges to the actual solution as
the grain resolution increases. The rate of convergence may also be estimated using simple
power-law relations:
Ψm −Ψe
Ψc −Ψe =
(
hm
hc
)B
,
Ψf −Ψe
Ψm −Ψe =
(
hf
hm
)B
, (3.47)
where Ψe is the unknown exact solution and B is the convergence rate that must be
obtained. This method will calculate B as a function of x, which may be averaged to
obtain an estimate of the mean convergence rate, denoted by B. The resolution levels
for the convergence check were chosen such that hm/hc ≈ hf/hm, thereby simplifying the
solution of the convergence rate. As previously noted, the value of B will vary among the
solution variables. To illustrate the use of this method the average convergence rate of the
pressure profile was determined to be B = 1.95 after eliminating numerical noise. This
indicates a moderate rate of convergence to the exact pressure profile.
Finally, a technique for confirming the accuracy of the finite-element data for pure
grains is presented. The model used to construct composite grains is also used to create
pure grains. In the latter case, the material data for one component is simply replaced by
the other, resulting in homogeneous aluminum or RDX grains. Therefore, the boundary
condition at the material interface should not affect the thermomechanical response for
systems containing pure grains. The finite-element data can be used to verify this require-
ment by considering pure grains with different values of the thickness parameter. Since η
has no physical meaning for pure grains, this pseudo-thickness is denoted by ηp, and is used
only for the purposes of grain meshing. A typical case involving a symmetric configuration
with pure aluminum grains is considered for ηp = 0.35 and ηp = 0.65, where up = 50 m/s.
The time required for compaction wave propagation to the rear boundary, denoted by tf ,
is 0.5 µs. Figure 3.9 shows plots of P obtained for both values of ηp at tf .
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This figure shows that the two responses are nearly identical. However, some differences
are observed as x → L. The cause of this disparity is the differences in element size
associated with the differences in ηp. Since the grain meshing depends on the thickness
parameter, the finite-element grid geometry varies with ηp and results in slightly different
solutions. This behavior was also observed in additional cases using other values of ηp and
different system variables. Therefore, the data confirms that the material interface does
not affect the response for systems containing pure grains.
Figure 3.9: Plots of P Used to Verify the Material Interface Boundary Condition
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Chapter 4
Results and Observations
Finite-element analyses were conducted using both symmetric and random packing
arrangements. In Section 4.1 results are presented for a symmetric configuration. Cases
involving frictionless intergranular contact are first considered. The effects of intergranular
friction on the system response are then examined; this frictional case is then compared to
the corresponding frictionless contact data. In Section 4.2, a similar study is performed for
random configurations to examine how grain scale heterogeneity affects the localization of
stress and strain within the material. An additional simulation including the effects of wall
friction is also studied in this section. Finally, the main points and important observations
from each analysis are summarized in Section 4.3.
It should be noted that computing limitations such as system memory and processing
speed constrained both the finite-element simulations and the subsequent data processing.
All results presented in this chapter were obtained using a single PC with a 2.66 GHz
Pentium 4 processor and 1.5 GB of RAM. The values of no and ni chosen for each case are
the maximum allowed under the memory restrictions imposed by the computer. The values
of m and n used in the averaging algorithms must also be optimized to obtain reasonably
accurate results using limited system memory. Furthermore, the selected value of p used to
obtain the running averages must simultaneously reduce numerical oscillations in the data
and maintain the primary trends. Since there is no systematic method to perform such
optimizations, a trial-and-error approach was adopted to obtain sufficient values of m, n
and p. For each case presented in this chapter m = n = 200 and p = 4. Preliminary results
indicated that these are appropriate parameters for the desired level of resolution sought
in the finite-element analyses.
The purpose of the present study is to isolate and individually analyze the effects
of packing arrangement, friction, the dimensionless RDX thickness η and constant piston
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speed up on the averaged system thermomechanical response. To this end, fifteen separate
simulations were included in a detailed case study, with resolutions classified as “fine” (≈
1200–2200 elements for each whole grain). These simulations are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Complete List of Analyzed Cases
Case Packing Contact Piston Speed Thickness
Number Arrangement Type up (m/s) Parameter η
1 50
2 100 0
3 200
4 50
5 Symmetric 100 0.5
6 200
7 Frictionless 50
8 100 1
9 200
10 50
11 200
0.35
12 Random 50
13 200
0.5
14 Symmetric Intergranular Friction
15 Random Intergranular/Wall Friction
200 0.35
Supplemental frictional data were also obtained from one additional case. However,
only key results from representative cases are presented here. A comprehensive collection
of data plots may be found in Appendix F for each case in Table 4.1. The symmetric
simulations are first discussed; results for frictionless cases are presented, followed by the
results of simulations that included intergranular friction. A similar discussion is provided
for the results of the asymmetric simulations. In each case the mechanical aspects of the
wave structure are first presented, followed by a discussion of the thermal response and
energetics.
4.1 Symmetric Configuration
Figure 4.1 shows the specific symmetric configuration used to obtain all results in this
section. In this arrangement, Do = 50 µm, the initial domain length Lo = 1.286 mm,
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and H = 0.1 mm. The piston moves from left to right, and the resulting compaction
wave propagates away from the piston. The length of the domain was chosen to maximize
the likelihood that a quasi-steady wave develops before the deformation wave reaches the
upstream axial boundary. Based on data obtained at different instants of time, it appears
that quasi-steady waves do develop within the domain in each symmetric simulation. Unless
specified, all plotted quantities are obtained at the time the compaction wave propagates
to the upstream boundary, denoted by tf .
Figure 4.1: Schematic of Symmetric Grain Configuration
4.1.1 Frictionless Contact Conditions
The features of the symmetric system response depend substantially on the piston speed
up. For simulations where up = 100 m/s and up = 200 m/s, a feature common to each
of these cases is the evolution of a two-wave structure when the compaction wave reaches
the upstream boundary. This structure is composed of a weak precursor wave located near
the upstream boundary, followed by a stronger trailing wave. For each of these simulations
(Cases 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9), the speeds of both the trailing and precursor waves (≈ 1350 m/s
– 2600 m/s) exceed the piston speed. However, for a given simulation, both waves generally
do not propagate to the axial boundary at x = L at the same speed. The precursor wave
is typically characterized by a modest increase in the system variable being studied (e.g.,
P , T , etc.) The trailing wave is characterized by relatively large increases in the system
variables. Although the sizes and features of these regions vary according to each case,
this general structure is observed in every symmetric simulation where up = 100 m/s and
up = 200 m/s.
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However, for up = 50 m/s, it is difficult to identify separate precursor and trailing waves,
whereas the two–wave structure is apparent at higher piston speeds. Here, a single wave
front propagates to the right at the wave speedD, causing a large, abrupt increase in system
variables. The RDX thickness η affects the magnitudes of these variables and slightly shifts
the location of the deformation wave, but the primary features of each response at this
piston speed are the same (Cases 1, 4, and 7). The details of the spatial wave structure
will now be discussed.
• Mechanical Response
To illustrate the influence of piston speed on the system response, the solid volume
fraction φ is first considered. Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) show averaged plots for Cases 1 and
3, respectively, in Table 4.1 for η = 0 (pure aluminum), where up = 50 m/s and up = 200
m/s. These profiles were obtained at tf = 0.475 µs and 0.4625 µs, respectively. The initial,
precompacted global solid volume fraction is φo ≈ 91.6%. Figure 4.2(a) shows only small
increases in φ for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.6 mm, and there is no evidence of a two–wave structure. This
behavior indicates that, for a low piston speed, very little compaction occurs when t = tf .
However, Figure 4.2(b) shows a more well-defined wave structure, with substantially higher
values of φ behind the trailing wave located at x ≈ 0.75 mm for up = 200 m/s. For this
case, the final porosity φf ≈ 96%. Here, the precursor wave is easily observed; this region
begins at x = 1.12 mm and terminates at x = L. Since the solid volume fraction remains
uniformly high behind the trailing wave, Figure 4.2(b) indicates that a significant amount of
compaction occurs when t = tf . It should also be noted that although aluminum is a softer
material than RDX, φ and φ vary only slightly in a qualitative sense with respect to η. Due
to the low initial porosity of the symmetric configuration, the void space upstream of the
compaction wave is easily filled by the deforming grains, regardless of the material. Thus,
the case presented here for η = 0 (pure aluminum) may be considered to be representative
of composite systems, as well.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2: Plots of φ and φ for a Symmetric Configuration at η = 0 and (a) up = 50 m/s
and (b) up = 200 m/s
Another feature common to all of the results presented for the frictionless symmet-
ric simulations, i.e., Cases 1–9, is the presence of periodic oscillations in the data. The
amplitudes and frequencies of these oscillations depend on the system variable under con-
sideration, and also vary with η and up. The solid volume fraction plots in Figure 4.2
exhibit oscillations having a spatial period Pφ ≈ 0.866Do. This value slightly varies with x
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since the grain deformations break the initial symmetry of the packing arrangement. This
behavior is also observed in the solid volume fraction plots of the other symmetric cases.
Furthermore, the fluctuations in the running averages φ have the same period Pφ as those
observed in φ. In both the transverse and running averages this behavior is expected, since
the geometry of the symmetric packing arrangement has a spatial period Pcfg =
√
3Do
prior to compaction. The deviation of Pφ from Pcfg is due to grain deformations during
compaction.
The mechanical response is now considered by first analyzing the pressure distributions
for different values of η and up. Figure 4.3 shows P and P for Case 4, where η = 0.5 and
up = 50 m/s. To examine pressures within the aluminum and RDX components of each
grain, Figure 4.4 shows the corresponding component average plots.
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Figure 4.3: Plots of P and P for Case 4 (η = 0.5 and up = 50 m/s)
In Figure 4.4 the transverse averages are used to examine the response of each compo-
nent instead of the running averages. Due to the geometry of the symmetric configuration,
there are values of x where the RDX solid volume fraction φ
(e)
= 1, and the corresponding
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Figure 4.4: Component Plots of P for Case 4 (η = 0.5 and up = 50 m/s)
aluminum solid volume fraction φ
(a)
= 0. From the definition of φ
(a)
given by Equation
(3.20), a singularity occurs at these values of x. Consequently, running averages of the
component–averaged properties calculated using Equation (3.23) are inaccurate since φ
(a)
is undefined at these points.
In Figure 4.3 the pressure rises rapidly immediately behind the deformation waves and
quickly approaches a quasi–steady value for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.7 mm. Thus, a two-wave structure
is not discernible from this plot. In Figure 4.4, the highest pressures occur within the RDX
layer throughout the domain. This plot shows that the aluminum is effectively shielded by
the RDX layer at this piston speed. This is expected since intergranular contact is confined
to the RDX contact surface.
The mechanical response for a higher piston speed is now considered. As a represen-
tative case, Figure 4.5 shows P and P for Case 6, where η = 0.5 at up = 200 m/s. The
corresponding component averages are shown in Figure 4.6. In Figure 4.5 the two-wave
structure is clearly visible. Unlike the case shown in Figure 4.3, there is a separate trailing
wave that is significantly stronger than the initial precursor wave located near the rear
boundary. In Figure 4.6, it is observed that the aluminum core bears the highest loads
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Figure 4.5: Plots of P and P for Case 6 (η = 0.5 and up = 200 m/s)
Figure 4.6: Component Plots of P for Case 6 (η = 0.5 and up = 200 m/s)
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throughout the domain. Since the bulk modulus of aluminum (≈ 76 GPa) is significantly
higher than that of high explosives (≈ 11.1 GPa), the pressure within the aluminum core
increases substantially for a small increase in the local density. Therefore, since the alu-
minum core experiences a larger degree of deformation at the higher piston speed, the
highest pressures are concentrated within the aluminum component.
To examine the effects of η for a given piston speed, Figures 4.7 and 4.8 generalize
the results shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.5, and plot the pressure distributions at up = 50
m/s and up = 200 m/s, respectively. A number of interesting observations can be made
from both plots. Figure 4.7 shows that there is a non–monotonic dependence on η, with
the highest pressure magnitudes occurring when η = 0. Also, the relative strengths of the
deformation waves are similar at the low piston speed for each value of η. Furthermore, the
frequency of the pressure fluctuations are nearly identical for each value of η throughout
the domain. This is due to the small grain deformations observed at low piston speeds;
the frequencies are therefore tied to the configuration geometry and are independent of
η. For the composite cases, the pressure decreases uniformly with increasing RDX layer
thickness for each value of η considered, up to η = 0.6. However, the case where η = 1
(pure RDX) does not follow this trend, and the interval 0.6 < η < 1 is not resolved. This
disparity in the behavior of solid and composite grains suggests that the Al-RDX interface
influences the lower peak stresses observed in the mechanical response. Here, separate
precursor and trailing wave regions are difficult to observe, particularly for pure aluminum
grains (η = 0), where only a single deformation wave is located near the rear boundary
when t = tf . However, it is possible that a two–wave structure may develop over a longer
domain than that considered in this work at low impact speeds.
At the higher piston speed, Figure 4.8 shows a uniform decrease in pressure with in-
creasing η. Unlike the cases presented in Figure 4.7 at up = 50 m/s, a two–wave structure
is clearly observed here, where the strength of the trailing wave is significantly higher than
the corresponding precursor wave in each case. At up = 50 m/s, Figure 4.7 shows that
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Figure 4.7: Plots of P for a Symmetric Configuration at up = 50 m/s
Figure 4.8: Plots of P for a Symmetric Configuration at up = 200 m/s
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the amplitudes and frequencies of the pressure oscillations appear to be independent of η.
However, at the higher impact speed, Figure 4.8 shows significantly lower oscillation fre-
quencies to the left of each trailing wave for both the pure aluminum and composite grains.
Furthermore, the pressure profiles indicate that the amplitudes of these fluctuations are
significantly higher in pure aluminum grains than composites. These amplitudes decrease
with increasing η, up to η = 0.6. For pure RDX grains, low–amplitude, high–frequency os-
cillations are observed throughout the domain. Also, to the right of the trailing waves, the
pressure fluctuations in the pure aluminum and composite grains are very similar to those
in pure RDX. Unlike RDX, the aluminum material model includes a strain–rate dependent
yield strength. If large plastic strain rate fluctuations are present behind the trailing wave,
rate hardening would affect the local stress field, thus giving rise to the pressure oscillations
observed in the pure aluminum and composite grains in Figure 4.8.
To verify this hypothesis, transverse and running averages of the equivalent plastic
strain rate magnitude |ε˙pl| were obtained at up = 50 m/s and up = 200 m/s for pure
aluminum grains. These averages are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 at t = tf . Figure 4.9
shows relatively small strain rate fluctuations in the transverse averages within the interior
of the domain (≈ 500−5000 s−1); the high–magnitude spikes shown here occur at values of x
near intergranular boundaries, where the largest plastic strains are observed. This behavior
is expected, since plastic deformation is confined to small contact regions at up = 50 m/s.
Due to the asymmetry of the plastic strain rate distribution, these spikes are not present at
each contact location. However, Figure 4.10 shows high–amplitude strain rate oscillations
behind the trailing wave (x ≤ 0.75 mm), ranging from 25,000 s−1 to 100,000 s−1. In this
region, the frequency of the strain rate fluctuations is twice the frequency of the pressure
oscillations shown in Figure 4.8. The large spike located at x ≈ 0.75 mm corresponds to
the position of the trailing wave. For x > 0.75 mm, the plastic strain rate decreases to
approximately 5000–10,000 s−1. In this same region, Figure 4.8 shows that the frequency
of the pressure oscillations for the pure aluminum grains are nearly the same as those for
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Figure 4.9: Transverse and Running Averages of
∣∣∣ε˙pl∣∣∣ for up = 50 m/s (η=0)
Figure 4.10: Transverse and Running Averages of
∣∣∣ε˙pl∣∣∣ for up = 200 m/s (η=0)
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pure RDX. Since plastic flow is independent of pressure, the plastic strain rate fluctuations
are not directly caused by variations in the pressure field.
The aluminum flow stress function defined in Table 2.1 suggests that strain rate harden-
ing may affect the pressure response due to large increases in the flow stress for |ε˙pl| ≥ 1000.
This data is interpolated linearly with log |ε˙pl| by ABAQUS to estimate σy over a wide range
of plastic strain rates. Figure 4.11 shows the piecewise linear variation of σy with log |ε˙pl|
used in these simulations.
Figure 4.11: Interpolated Yield Stress as a Function of Logarithmic ε˙pl
Thus, the flow stress remains small for
∣∣∣ε˙pl∣∣∣ ≤ 1000 and increases rapidly for larger
values, particularly when
∣∣∣ε˙pl∣∣∣ ≥ 104. Consequently, the small–amplitude plastic strain
rate fluctuations observed at up = 50 m/s do not significantly raise the yield strength
within the domain. As a result, no significant rate hardening occurs at this low impact
speed. However, at up = 200 m/s, the large, periodic fluctuations in the plastic strain
rate result in localized bands of high yield stress for x ≤ 0.75 mm. Thus, substantial
rate hardening occurs within this region, resulting in larger stresses and increases in the
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pressure. Conversely, the rapid decrease in the plastic flow rate that occurs for x ≥ 0.75
mm results in modest increases in yield strength. Due to these small fluctuations in σy, very
little strain hardening occurs within this region. This results in the high–frequency pressure
oscillations that characterize the behavior of pure RDX, which has a rate–independent yield
strength in the present material model. Therefore, for pure aluminum grains, it is believed
that the differences in the averaged pressure distributions at up = 50 m/s and up = 200
m/s are caused by variations in the equivalent plastic strain rate profile with piston speed.
Figures 4.7–4.10 lead to a significant result. In conventional metal–explosive mixtures
simple mixing theories are often used to predict the system response to dynamic impact.
The application of mixing theories to systems of composite grains would therefore suggest
that the pressure varies monotonically with η. Although this is consistent with the results
obtained at up = 200 m/s, there is no such monotonic relationship at up = 50 m/s.
This suggests that simple mixing rules are invalid at low piston speeds, since the contact
mechanics is biased at the mesoscale by the specified grain composition. This observation
has important ramifications for bulk modeling, suggesting that a different constitutive
theory must be used to accurately describe the behavior of micro–engineered composite
systems at low piston speeds.
It is also evident that the peak pressures decrease as η increases, with the pure alu-
minum case exhibiting the highest pressures behind the trailing wave. This may be due to
the larger bulk modulus of aluminum, which is approximately six times higher than that
of RDX. If the volumetric strain rates within both components are comparable at the high
impact speed, it is reasonable to expect that the peak pressures increase with aluminum
content in composite grains. Since the grains are highly constrained in the symmetric con-
figuration, the volumetric strain rates of the aluminum and RDX components should be
similar when t = tf .
A closer look at the mechanical response is provided by the stress deviator plots for
η = 0.5, shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 for up = 50 m/s and up = 200 m/s, respectively
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(Cases 4 and 6). Here, the deviator magnitudes Sij are presented, i.e., Sij = |σij − P |,
where σij is the corresponding stress component.
Figure 4.12: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 4 (η = 0.5 and up = 50
m/s)
Figure 4.13: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 6 (η = 0.5 and up = 200
m/s)
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In general, these plots exhibit the same periodic behavior observed in the plots of
P shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 for the same case. In both figures it is observed that
Sxy ≈ P over the entire domain. This indicates that shear stresses are of the same order
of magnitude as the pressure. Thus, hydrodynamic models do not sufficiently characterize
the mechanical response at low piston speeds. In addition, Figure 4.13 shows that Syy and
the out–of–plane deviator are nearly identical at the higher piston speed. However, at the
lower piston speed, Figure 4.12 shows more pronounced differences between Syy and the
out–of–plane deviator. These general trends in the deviatoric behavior are observed in all
of the frictionless symmetric simulations (Cases 1–9).
Transverse and running averages of the velocity components Vx and Vy are now pre-
sented for η = 0.5. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show plots of these velocity averages for up = 50
m/s and up = 200 m/s, respectively (Cases 4 and 6).
Figure 4.14: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 4 (η = 0.5 and up =
50 m/s)
As expected, points located adjacent to the piston move at the piston speed in both
plots. Note that the amplitudes of V y are very small, suggesting little relative motion. This
is consistent with the tight packing observed in the symmetric configuration. Furthermore,
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Figure 4.15: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 6 (η = 0.5 and up =
200 m/s)
the negligible transverse velocities are consistent with the lack of material deformation
observed in the mechanical response. Figure 4.14 shows a slight increase in the axial
velocity behind the precursor wave, followed by a sharp rise in velocity to the left of the
trailing wave. Here, V x remains nearly constant at up as x→ 0. This behavior is observed
for each value of η at the same piston speed (Cases 1 and 7).
Figure 4.15 shows the same initial increase in axial velocity behind the trailing and
precursor waves. However, the upstream velocity fluctuates about up instead of remaining
constant as x → 0. The period of these fluctuations are the same as those observed in
the pressure profiles in Figure 4.5. Although this oscillatory behavior is also seen in Cases
3 and 9 for pure aluminum and RDX grains, respectively, there is no clear relationship
between the frequencies of the velocity and pressure oscillations.
In the present study the mean wave speeds are approximated by plotting transverse
averages of the pressure profiles at several instants in time. Running averages were not
used since the second averaging operation introduces additional uncertainty in the wave
speed calculations. However, preliminary results showed comparable wave speed results
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using either type of average. Since mean wave speeds are sought for the quasi-steady
deformation wave, the pressure plots are obtained for values of time t near tf . Figure 4.16
shows three plots of P used to calculate the precursor and trailing wave speeds using Case
9 as a representative simulation, where η = 1 and up = 200 m/s.
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Figure 4.16: Pressure Plots Used in Wave Speed Calculation for Case 9 (η = 1 and up = 200
m/s)
A selected pressure threshold, denoted by Pcr, is used to calculated the mean wave
speeds. At a given time t, the distance x traveled by the wave is recorded when P < P cr.
Since there are three data points, a least–squares linear fit may be used to calculate an
estimated wave speed Des using the equation:
x = Dest+ C, (4.1)
where C is a constant obtained from the least–squares fit. Since the estimated wave speed
is measured in a laboratory frame, the actual wave speed D = up +Des.
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For simulations where up = 100 m/s and 200 m/s, both the precursor wave speed Dp
and trailing wave speed Dt are considered. However, for the cases where up = 50 m/s
and up = 75 m/s, only a single deformation wave speed D is considered, since a two–wave
structure is not discernible at these piston speeds. Figure 4.17 plots Dp as a function of
up for different values of η, and Table 4.2 summarizes the data obtained for Dt. In Figure
4.17, Dp ≡ D at up = 50 m/s. Since there is no trailing wave at the low piston speed,
Table 4.2 shows only values of Dt for up > 50 m/s.
Figure 4.17: Precursor Wave Speed Versus Piston Speed for Selected Values of η
The error in the linear least-squares fit did not exceed 1% for Dp and 4% for Dt,
indicating a reasonable degree of accuracy in estimating the wave speeds. Monotonic
increases in Dp are observed only for η = 0.6. For both η = 0 and η = 1, Dp intially
increases at up = 75 m/s, experiences a slight decrease at up = 100 m/s, and once again
rises slightly, such that the value of Dp at up = 200 m/s is marginally higher than that
obtained at up = 75 m/s. Except for the modest decrease in Dp at up = 100 m/s, the
behavior of Dp(up) for η = 0 and η = 1 is consistent with similar wave speed predictions
for granular HMX made by Menikoff et al. [33]; however, there is no discernible general
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trend describing Dp as a function of up for the composite cases. Table 4.2 shows that
Dt < Dp for each corresponding value of η and up. For η = 0 and η = 1, Dt decreases at
up = 100 m/s and increases when up = 200 m/s. However, as in Figure 4.17 for Dp, the
data for composite grains does not suggest any general pattern describing Dt as a function
of up.
Table 4.2: Trailing Wave Speed Versus up for Selected Values of η (m/s)
up (m/s) η = 0 η = 0.1 η = 0.2 η = 0.35 η = 0.5 η = 0.6 η = 1
100 1347 1582 1757 1571 1839 1444 1356
200 1900 1541 1754 1626 1581 1574 1649
The wave speed calculations suggest novel mechanical behavior for composite grains,
although no clear trends in either type of wave speed as functions of η and up can be
established. Due to the large parameter space considered, a far more extensive case study
would be required to sufficiently resolve the trends in D(η, up) shown in Figure 4.17 and
Table 4.2. A possible explanation for the discrepancies in the wave speed trends between the
pure and composite grains is that the domain length L is insufficient for the development
of a quasi–steady deformation wave. However, the pressure profiles used to estimate the
wave speeds remain very similar as t → tf , suggesting that the wave approaches a steady
state when t = tf .
• Thermal Response
Temperature profiles are now analyzed at different values of η for up = 50 m/s and
up = 200 m/s using Figures 4.18 and 4.19, respectively. The temperature plot in Figure
4.18 is qualitatively similar to the corresponding pressure plot given in Figure 4.7. The
period of the temperature oscillations PT ≈
√
3Do, which is the same period associated
with the packing symmetry. The temperature increases are very small for this case since
there is very little plastic deformation at the lower piston speed.
In Figure 4.19 it is interesting to note that the temperature responses vary only slightly
with η behind the trailing wave; the temperature distributions differ only in the relative
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Figure 4.18: Plots of T for a Symmetric Configuration at up = 50 m/s
Figure 4.19: Plots of T for a Symmetric Configuration at up = 200 m/s
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locations of the respective precursor and trailing waves. Furthermore, the frequencies of
the temperature oscillations are identical to those shown in Figure 4.18. Since most plastic
deformation is concentrated near contact surfaces regardless of η, the frequencies of the
temperature fluctuations should depend only on the grain spacing. This behavior differs
from that observed in the pressure fields in Figure 4.8, where the plastic deformation at the
grain boundaries is responsible for regions of uniform pressure that result in low–frequency
oscillations.
The elevated temperatures behind the trailing wave indicate more extensive plastic
deformation that that observed at the lower piston speed. It should be noted that the
increases in T and T observed in both plots remain quite small. However, data obtained
from the temperature contour plots shows that a maximum temperature of 489 K occurs
near the piston surface in Case 6 for η = 0.5. Since the RDX ignition temperature is
approximately 533 K and the aluminum ignition temperature is considerably higher, no
burning will occur in any of the symmetric simulations. The most likely explanation for
the low temperatures is the lack of sufficient plastic deformation allowed by the initially
dense symmetric configuration.
To examine the temperature distribution within the components of each grain, Figure
4.20 shows component plots for Case 6, where η = 0.5 and up = 200 m/s. The corresponding
temperature contour plot is shown in Figure 4.21. Figure 4.20 indicates that the highest
temperatures occur within the RDX layer. Since Figure 4.21 shows that most deformation
occurs near the contact surfaces, the data in Figure 4.20 is consistent with the observed
behavior. The highest temperatures also occur within the RDX layer at the lower piston
speeds in Cases 4 and 5.
Since thermal conductivity is also included in the model, the influence of this mecha-
nism on the thermal response must be determined. To this end, simple calculations were
performed using available finite-element data. The solution for a given simulation is ob-
tained at different instants in time. As a result, a representative time interval ∆t is used to
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Figure 4.20: Component Plots of T for Case 6 (η = 0.5 and up = 200 m/s)
Figure 4.21: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 6 (K)
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obtain the maximum element size ∆xmax required to resolve the effects of thermal conduc-
tion. Let (∆T )x be the spatial temperature difference between two representative adjacent
nodes, and let (∆T )t be the temporal temperature difference at one of these nodes. The
distance between these nodes is denoted by ∆x. The maximum length ∆xmax is estimated
by discretizing the heat equation:
∆xmax ≈
√√√√(∆T )x
(∆T )t
α∆t, (4.2)
where α is the material thermal diffusivity. Therefore, for sufficient resolution, it is required
that ∆x ≪ ∆xmax throughout the computational domain. In general, for the resolutions
used in these simulations, ∆x ∼ ∆xmax. This results in an unacceptably coarse resolution,
and the effects of thermal diffusion cannot be adequately determined.
• Energetics
The compaction energetics are now considered using Cases 4 and 6 as representative
simulations. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 plot the relative amounts of kinetic, elastic, and plastic
strain energy for up = 50 m/s and up = 200 m/s, respectively, where η = 0.5.
Figure 4.22: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 4 (η = 0.5 and
up = 50 m/s)
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Figure 4.23: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 6 (η = 0.5 and
up = 200 m/s)
In both plots Ek, Eel and Epl represent transverse averages of the kinetic, elastic, and
plastic strain energy components, respectively. The maximum total energy in Figure 4.22 is
12.84 picojoules (pJ); in Figure 4.23 this value is 192.75 pJ. In both plots the kinetic energy
dominates the response. The elastic energy is the smallest component behind the trailing
wave, but constitutes a larger percentage of total energy as x→ L. This is consistent with
the observation that greater plastic deformation occurs in the region behind the trailing
wave. Figure 4.23 shows that Epl represents a larger percentage of total energy behind
the trailing wave at the higher piston speed. This is also expected due to the increases in
plastic deformation with piston speed. To examine the partitioning of energy within the
components of each grain, Figure 4.24 shows component plots of Epl for Case 6. These
plots show that most plastic deformation energy is concentrated within the RDX layer of
each grain. This result is expected, since plastic deformation occurs primarily near grain
boundaries. Furthermore, this trend is also observed in Cases 4 and 5 at lower piston
speeds. Similar component plots for Eel show that the RDX layer absorbs most of the
elastic strain energy, as well.
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Figure 4.24: Component Plots of Epl for Case 6 (η = 0.5 and up = 200 m/s)
The most significant results from this section are now summarized. An analysis of each
symmetric simulation considered shows that a single deformation wave develops after im-
pact for up = 50 m/s on the limited domain presented here. However, a two–wave structure
with distinct precursor and trailing waves is observed in simulations where up = 100 m/s
and up = 200 m/s. The rate–dependence of the aluminum yield strength is responsible for
significant differences in the pressure profiles for both pure aluminum and composite grains
at up = 200 m/s, whereas the pressure response for up = 50 m/s shows very little evidence
of rate hardening. Also, the plots shown in Figure 4.7 indicate that the pressure does
not vary monotonically with η at up = 50 m/s. This suggests that care should be taken
in developing bulk constitutive models based on simple mixture theory. The transverse–
averaged temperatures do not significantly increase in any of the cases considered (≈ 5–30
K), which indicates that little plastic deformation occurs within the tightly–packed sym-
metric configuration. However, isolated hot spots located near the piston surface were
as high as 489 K. The peak temperatures are still below the RDX ignition temperature.
This suggests that very little burning would occur in symmetric simulations using reactive
material models. Although thermal conduction could lower hot–spot temperatures, the
finite–element meshes are too coarse to sufficiently resolve the effects of conduction.
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4.1.2 Frictional Intergranular Contact
In Section 4.1.1 all contact conditions were assumed to be frictionless. In this section
a sample case involving intergranular frictional contact is considered. This simulation is
identified as Case 14 in Table 4.1. This simulation isolates the frictional heating from that
due to plastic deformation by comparing the results to those of the corresponding fric-
tionless simulation. Thus, the relative importance of intergranular friction to the thermal
response of symmetric systems can be determined. The intergranular contact conditions
include a simple Coulomb friction model, where the both the static and dynamic coeffi-
cients of friction are equal to 0.4; this common friction coefficient is denoted by µg. For
both the frictional and frictionless cases representative results are obtained for η = 0.5
and up = 200 m/s. Preliminary results indicated that the RDX thickness does not have
a significant effect on the frictional heating. The higher piston speed induces the most
granular motion, and therefore maximizes the amount of frictional heating. Pressure plots
only account for the contributions of normal stresses to the mechanical response. Since the
Mises stress is an equivalent stress used as a yield criterion, σm is used rather than pressure
to study the mechanical response and examine the extent of plastic deformation throughout
the domain. Figure 4.25 gives running averages of the Mises stress for the frictional and
frictionless cases, respectively.
Here, the Mises stress cannot exceed the yield strength of RDX (σy = 300 MPa). It
is important to note that the plots shown in Figure 4.25 are averages, and even though
σm < σy, some plastic deformation occurs locally. Figure 4.25 shows that the magnitudes
of the Mises stress are slightly higher in the frictional case; there is also a small positive
phase shift from the original frictionless response. However, the frequency of the frictional
response appears to be smaller than that shown in the frictionless case. Thus, the increased
contribution of the frictional shear stresses to the Mises equivalent stress does significantly
affect the response. Figure 4.26 shows the corresponding plots for the thermal response.
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Figure 4.25: Running Averages of Mises Stress for a Symmetric Configuration at µ = 0
and µ = 0.4
Figure 4.26: Running Averages of Temperature for a Symmetric Configuration at µ = 0
and µ = 0.4
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Although the locations of the respective trailing waves are different, only small changes
in the temperature profiles are observed. Thus, for a moderate value of µ, intergranular
friction does not substantially affect the peak temperatures, and certainly do not create
hot spots within the ensemble. Due to the low initial porosity of the symmetric configu-
ration, there is little relative sliding motion between grains. As a result, the influence of
intergranular friction on the thermal response is limited.
4.2 Random Configuration
Results obtained from simulations using an asymmetric packing arrangement are pre-
sented in this section. Figure 4.27 shows a schematic of the system used to obtain all
results in this section. An examination of the plot reveals a bias in the grain positioning
Figure 4.27: Schematic of Asymmetric Grain Configuration
along the lateral boundaries. The granular system is intended to be a representative sample
selected from a larger system. Therefore, unlike the symmetric configuration, the effects
of the asymmetric boundary conditions on the system response must be mitigated. Con-
sequently, H must be increased to minimize the effects of the lateral boundary conditions
on the transverse averages. Furthermore, the dimensions of the domain must be chosen
such that the effects of both wall and intergranular friction can be investigated sufficiently.
Therefore, for the asymmetric configuration H = 0.3 mm, which is triple the height of
the symmetric packing arrangement shown in Section 4.1. The value of N is also chosen
such that the initial length Lo is comparable to that used in the symmetric case. For this
configuration N = 150 and Lo = 1.378 mm. The outer diameter Do = 50 µm for each
grain.
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4.2.1 Frictionless Contact Conditions
In the present study four separate cases were considered using two values of the RDX
thickness (η = 0.35 and η = 0.5). These simulations correspond to Cases 10–13 in Table
4.1. In each case, both intergranular and wall contacts are assumed to be frictionless.
Although η affects the extent of stress fingering in the σm contour plots, the variation in
averaged quantities with η is not significant. Therefore, Cases 12 and 13 may serve as
representative cases in discussing the general trends. However, it should be noted that η
does affect the magnitude of hot–spot temperatures and the component averages for the
temperature profiles and the energetics. A detailed discussion of this behavior is provided
in the following sections.
• Mechanical Response
The results shown in Figure 4.28 for Cases 12 and 13 demonstrate how the averaged
solid volume fraction varies with up for η = 0.5. Since the solid volume fraction is plotted
with respect to a piston–attached reference frame, each plot terminates at a different point
due to the compressed domain length. Unlike the symmetric cases the fluctuations in the
solid volume fraction appear to be random, with no direct dependence on Do. This is
consistent with the asymmetric geometry of the packing arrangement. As expected, the
solid volume fraction is larger at the higher piston speed for small values of x. As x→ L,
the magnitudes of φ are nearly identical at both piston speeds; the responses differ by
only a small phase change. This behavior is also expected due to the small amount of
deformation that occurs immediately following the deformation wave.
Running averages of the pressure plots are shown in Figure 4.29. The mechanical
behavior shown in these plots is significantly more complex than those observed in the
symmetric configuration. Here, the pressures appear to fluctuate randomly at both piston
speeds, rather than oscillating at a fixed frequency. This is a direct result of the random
grain packing arrangement. Also, at the higher piston speed there are high–amplitude
fluctuations that are not observed in the symmetric cases. However, this behavior is not
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Figure 4.28: Plots of φ for a Random Configuration at Selected Values of up and η = 0.5
observed in the pressure distribution for the lower piston speed. These discrepancies in the
mechanical behavior are due to differences in stress concentrations, which are created by
grain deformations and displacements induced by the piston.
The component averages for each case in Figure 4.29 are shown in Figures 4.30 and
4.31. At up = 50 m/s, Figure 4.30 indicates that the RDX layer bears the highest loads near
the piston surface; for x ≥ 0.4 mm, the aluminum component bears the highest pressures.
However, Figure 4.31 shows that the trend is reversed at the higher piston speed. The
disparity between the two responses is probably due to differences in stress concentrations
generated by the piston at the two different speeds.
Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show contour plots of the Mises stress at up = 50 m/s and up =
200 m/s, respectively. Mises stress is used here because trends in the mechanical response
are more clearly visible in these contours than in the pressure contour plots. Figure 4.32
shows evidence of stress chains, which are preferred pathways for the transmission of stress
through the ensemble. Although the stress chain in the top row of grains is clearly due
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Figure 4.29: Plots of P for a Random Configuration with η = 0.5 at Selected Values of up
Figure 4.30: Pressure Component Plots for Case 12 (η = 0.5 and up = 50 m/s)
to the biased alignment of grains on the boundary, there are also discernible stress chains
in the interior of the domain. There are also many grains within the ensemble that do
not bear any significant stresses. As a result, stress chains would not be observable from
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Figure 4.31: Pressure Component Plots for Case 13 (η = 0.5 and up = 200 m/s)
Figure 4.32: Contour Plot of Mises Stress (MPa) for Case 12 (η = 0.5 and up = 50 m/s)
the averaged plots since the averaging procedure would “smooth out” the elevated stresses
within them. Stress chains are also observed in Figure 4.33 at the higher piston speed,
but these are much shorter and are preceded by regions of elevated and moderate stresses,
respectively. The disparate responses are caused by differences in the grain contact area,
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Figure 4.33: Contour Plot of Mises Stress (MPa) for Case 13 (η = 0.5 and up = 200 m/s)
similar to those seen for the symmetric configuration. Thus, the configuration geometry
greatly influences the mechanical response.
To compare the trends in the stress deviators to those observed in the symmetric cases,
Figure 4.34 shows the deviator magnitudes for Case 12. There are several key differences
between the plots shown in Figure 4.34 and those obtained for the frictionless, symmetric
simulations in Cases 1–9. Here, Sxx is substantially larger relative to the other deviators
than those in the symmetric cases. Also, unlike the corresponding symmetric cases, Syy
differs significantly from the out-of-plane deviator over the entire domain. Although Sxy is
quantitatively similar to the data obtained for P shown in Figure 4.30, the general trends
differ considerably. This indicates that shear stresses have a larger effect on the mechanical
response in simulations with asymmetric packing arrangements. The deviatoric stress data
shown in Figure 4.34 is representative of the other frictionless asymmetric cases. However,
at higher piston speeds, the qualitative differences in Sxy and P are not as pronounced.
The velocity profiles are now considered for Case 12 and 13. The transverse and
running averages for these simulations are shown in Figures 4.35 and 4.36 for up = 50 m/s
and up = 200 m/s, respectively. The observed behavior is entirely different from that seen
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Figure 4.34: Stress Deviator Plots for Case 12 (η = 0.5 and up = 50 m/s)
in Cases 4 and 6 for the symmetric configuration. In Figure 4.35, the axial velocity oscillates
substantially throughout the domain, while the transverse velocity is significantly higher
than that seen in Case 4. However, Figure 4.36 shows that V x and V x remain relatively
constant in the vicinity of the piston, and the oscillations observed at the lower piston speed
are largely absent throughout the domain, although the general trends are very similar.
The mean wave speeds are also calculated for each case considered in this section. For
the random grain configuration, the mean wave speed Da is measured using profiles of
the Mises stress obtained as t → tf . Due to the complexity of the wave structure for the
asymmetric configuration, only the speed of the leading wave is considered. The mean
wave speeds are computed in the same manner as the symmetric cases using a Mises stress
threshold instead of P cr. In Table 4.3 the values of Da are compared to the corresponding
wave speeds for the analogous symmetric cases, which are denoted by Ds.
Although Da appears to increase with the piston speed for the asymmetric cases, com-
parisons with the corresponding symmetric cases show that Ds/Da ≈ 1.5–3.5. The slower
wave speeds observed in the random configuration are caused by its high porosity. The
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Figure 4.35: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 12 (η = 0.5 and
up = 50 m/s)
Figure 4.36: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 13 (η = 0.5 and
up = 200 m/s)
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Table 4.3: Comparison of Wave Speeds for Symmetric and Random Grain Configurations
η = 0.35 η = 0.5
up = 50 m/s up = 200 m/s up = 50 m/s up = 200 m/s
Ds (m/s) 2012 1955 1938 2021
Da (m/s) 553 863 832 1215
deformation waves propagate upstream quickly in the symmetric cases since each grain is in
contact with every adjacent grain. This is not necessarily true for random configurations;
alternate paths for wave propagation must be used if there is no upstream granular contact.
• Thermal Response
The temperature profiles for Cases 12 and 13 are shown in Figure 4.37, where η = 0.5.
As expected, higher temperatures are observed at the higher piston speed due to a larger
amount of plastic deformation. The temperatures in Figure 4.37 are significantly higher
than those shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.26 for the symmetric configuration. This behavior
is also expected, since the asymmetric configuration has a higher porosity and thus allows
a higher degree of granular deformation. Furthermore, a maximum hot spot temperature
of 596 K are observed near the piston surface in Case 11, where η = 0.35 and up = 200 m/s.
This exceeds the ignition temperature of RDX, suggesting that for this case, detonation
may occur. In each of the other asymmetric cases the composite grains will not “cook”
since hot–spot temperatures remain below the RDX ignition temperature.
The component averages of the thermal response at up = 200 m/s are shown in Figure
4.38. The highest temperatures, located near the piston surface, are absorbed by the RDX,
and temperatures within the RDX layer are higher than those in the aluminum core for
x > 0.4 mm. However, larger temperatures are found within the aluminum component
for 0.1 mm ≤ x ≤ 0.4 mm. This is due to a slightly lower degree of plastic deformation
within the RDX component. Since no significant amount of plastic deformation occurs
for x > 0.4 mm, the peak temperatures are located within the RDX layer in this region.
Furthermore, the general trends in the system energetics are the same as those observed in
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Figure 4.37: Plots of T for Case 13 (η = 0.5 at up = 50 m/s and 200 m/s)
the symmetric configuration. At low piston speeds, the kinetic energy component dominates
the elastic and plastic deformation energies. However, for larger values of up, the plastic
deformation component constitutes a larger fraction of the total energy. As x → L, the
plastic energy vanishes as expected, while the kinetic and elastic energy magnitudes are
approximately equal.
• Energetics
The behavior of the elastic, plastic, and kinetic energy components for Cases 12 and
13 are now considered, where η = 0.5. Figure 4.39 shows the relative amounts of all three
energy components using running averages, and 4.40 shows the component averages of
the plastic deformation energy Epl for Case 12, where up = 50 m/s. Figure 4.39 shows
that Ek and Epl again dominate most of the response. However, Eel is the largest energy
component for x > 0.9 mm. Similar behavior is observed at the same piston speed in Case
10, where η = 0.35. The component plots of Epl shown in Figure 4.40 also show that the
RDX component absorbs the most plastic energy near the piston surface, but the aluminum
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Figure 4.38: Component Plots of T for Case 13 (η = 0.5 and up = 200 m/s)
core experiences a larger amount of plastic deformation for x > 0.1 mm. This differs from
the response observed in Case 10, where plastic deformation occurred primarily within the
RDX layer throughout the domain. In both cases, the RDX component also absorbs the
most elastic deformation energy over the entire domain.
At up = 200 m/s, Figures 4.41 and 4.42 show the corresponding plots for Case 13.
Figure 4.41 shows that Epl is significantly higher than Eel, which is expected due to the
higher piston speed. This behavior is very similar to that observed at the same piston
speed in Case 11, where η = 0.35. Figure 4.42 reflects the behavior observed in the thermal
response, where most plastic deformation energy is concentrated in the RDX layer for
0 ≤ x ≤ 1 mm and x > 0.4 mm. The aluminum core absorbs a slightly larger amount of
plastic energy within the remainder of the domain. Although the relative amounts of Epl
within both components are similar in this region, the temperatures are higher within the
aluminum layer since it has a lower specific heat than RDX. The trends observed in these
component averages are very similar to those observed at the same piston speed in Case
11, where η = 0.35.
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Figure 4.39: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 12 (Emax = 27.16
pJ)
Figure 4.40: Plastic Energy Component Averages for Case 12
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Figure 4.41: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 13 (Emax = 418.96
pJ)
Figure 4.42: Plastic Energy Component Averages for Case 13
4.2.2 Frictional Intergranular and Wall Contact Conditions
The effects of intergranular friction have been studied previously for the symmetric
configuration. However, the relative sliding required for frictional heat generation was very
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small due to the low system porosity. For the asymmetric configuration, the increased
porosity should lead to more extensive intergranular heating. In this section, intergranular
friction is included in the contact model, with µg = 0.4. In addition, wall friction is also
included to examine the extent of frictional heating at the boundaries, assuming that the
cylinder walls are reasonably smooth. Consequently, the wall friction coefficient µw = 0.1
for the present analysis.
Only the leading-order effects of frictional contact on the system response are of inter-
est in this work. As a result, a single case is analyzed here, rather than a full case study.
For the present analysis, Case 15 is considered, where η = 0.35 and up = 200 m/s. To
examine frictional effects on the mechanical response, Figures 4.43(a) and 4.43(b) show
contour plots of the Mises stress for completely frictionless and frictional contact condi-
tions, respectively. An examination of these plots shows significant differences in the grain
deformation patterns. The high-stress region observed in Figure 4.43(a) is confined to the
center of the domain, whereas Figure 4.43(b) shows multiple regions of high stress. Also,
the stress magnitudes are generally higher throughout the computational domain in the
frictional case. However, the peak stresses in the frictional case are only 1.7% higher than
those in the corresponding frictionless case. Therefore, friction affects the structure of the
mechanical response for the case considered, but has no significant effect on the stress
magnitudes.
To analyze the effects of wall and intergranular friction on the thermal response, a
temperature contour plot showing the upper left portion of the domain is displayed in
Figure 4.44. For this case, it is assumed that grains adjacent to the planar walls absorb
all of the frictional heating, while the walls remain adiabatic. The contour plot shows
that, even for a small value of µw, hot spots form near grain-wall interfaces, with peak
temperatures of over 1820 K. Furthermore, heating due to wall friction far exceeds that
caused by intergranular friction. However, in real systems the walls will absorb a fraction
of the frictional heat. A separate simulation was conducted for a case where the planar
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walls absorb half of the generated heat. Figure 4.45 shows a temperature contour plot of
the same region illustrated in Figure 4.44.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.43: Contour Plots of Mises Stress (MPa) at η = 0.35 and up = 200 m/s with (a)
Frictionless Contact (µg = µw = 0) and (b) Frictional Contact (µg = 0.4 and µw = 0.1)
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Figure 4.44: Magnified Contour Plot of Temperature (K) at η = 0.35 and up = 200 m/s
with Frictional Contact (µg = 0.4 and µw = 0.1) with Adiabatic Walls
Figure 4.45: Magnified Contour Plot of Temperature (K) at η = 0.35 and up = 200 m/s
for Frictional Contact (µg = 0.4 and µw = 0.1) with Non-Adiabatic Walls
Figure 4.45 shows that even though the frictional heat absorbed by the grains was
reduced by half, the peak temperatures remained high (≈ 1480 K). However, it should
be noted that in both Figures 4.44 and 4.45 the thickness of these hot-spot regions is
nearly the same size as the typical finite-element size se. As a result, it is unlikely that
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the temperature magnitudes are sufficiently accurate. The purpose of the present analysis
is to demonstrate that low wall friction can generate considerable heating within grains
adjacent to the boundaries.
4.3 Summary of Comprehensive Results
In this section the primary features of the system responses for both the symmetric and
random grain configurations are discussed. The most significant observations have been
discussed in previous sections for selected sample cases. However, additional information
may be obtained from the complete set of data included in Appendix F. The results
obtained from Cases 1–9 for symmetric, frictionless simulations are summarized here.
1. At the low piston speed (up = 50 m/s), a single deformation wave propagates to the
axial boundary at x = L in response to the dynamic compaction event in Cases 1, 4,
and 7. However, at piston speeds of up = 100 m/s and up = 200 m/s, the response
in each of the remaining symmetric cases is characterized by a two-wave structure
comprised of a precursor wave and a trailing wave. In all of the symmetric cases the
amplitudes and frequencies of the resulting fluctuations are functions of η and up. As
expected, the rises in pressure, axial velocity, and temperature behind the trailing
wave increase with up. At lower piston speeds, the fluctuation frequencies are nearly
equal to the initial grain spacing in the symmetric ensemble. At up = 200 m/s the
frequencies decrease considerably, and there does not appear to be a direct correla-
tion to Do or η. In pure aluminum grains, fluctuations in the equivalent plastic strain
rate cause oscillations in the aluminum yield strength, resulting in high–amplitude,
low–frequency pressure bands behind the trailing wave at up = 200 m/s (Case 3).
In composite grains, similar low–frequency pressure bands are observed; here, the
amplitudes of these fluctuations decrease with increasing η. Pressure oscillations
upstream of the trailing wave approach the high–frequency, low–amplitude fluctu-
ations observed in pure RDX. This behavior suggests that strain rate hardening is
responsible for differences in the pressure profiles at the higher impact speed.
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2. Temperature increases due to the dissipation of plastic work are generally small. In
Case 6, where η = 0.5 and up = 200 m/s, the maximum temperature reaches 489 K
near the piston surface, where the most plastic deformation occurs. For η = 0 and
η = 1, the peak temperatures were approximately 378 K. This behavior indicates that
the RDX thickness can significantly affect hot-spot temperatures. However, none
of the simulations produced hot spots approaching the RDX ignition temperature
(≈ 533 K). Moreover, temperatures within the interior of the domain never exceed
330 K. Due to the high initial porosity of the ensemble (φo = 91.6 %), there is
insufficient space for material flow caused by plastic deformation.
3. For each value of η considered the axial velocity profile at up = 200 m/s differs
significantly from the corresponding profiles at up = 50 m/s and up = 100 m/s.
The latter cases demonstrated a gradual velocity decay behind the trailing wave. In
contrast, the transverse-averaged plots of Vx showed oscillations behind the trailing
wave for up = 200 m/s. The amplitudes of these oscillations vary with the RDX layer
thickness in the manner discussed above.
4. Fluctuations in the transverse velocity component V y are extremely small in all cases.
The amplitudes of these fluctuations for η = 0 and η = 1 are extremely small, but
those observed for η = 0.5 are significantly larger (≈ 2 m/s at up = 50 m/s). At
η = 0.5 the amplitudes decrease with increasing piston speed.
5. The kinetic energy and plastic strain energy dominate the elastic strain energy com-
ponent in each case.
6. The pressure profiles used to calculate Dp and Dt indicate that the compaction waves
reach a quasi-steady state as x→ L in each case. For the precursor waves, Dp ranged
from 1822 m/s to 2609 m/s. The trailing wave speeds ranged from 1347 m/s to 1900
m/s. All of the wave speeds are considerably smaller than the bulk sound speed
cs =
√
E/ρ, which is 3613 m/s and 5053 m/s for RDX and aluminum, respectively.
Although wave speeds theoretically increase with up for pure grains, the mean wave
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speeds obtained from the simulations do not strictly increase or decrease with the
piston speed. There is also no clear relationship between the computed values of Dp
and Dt and the RDX thickness. Although a larger case study is needed to adequately
resolve the wave speed data trends, the results suggest that systems composed of
composite grains exhibit novel mechanical behavior.
In Case 14, where the effects of intergranular friction were included, no significant dif-
ferences in the mechanical or thermal responses were observed. The most likely explanation
for the low frictional heating is the lack of relative sliding between grains in the tightly
packed symmetric configuration.
The results obtained from Cases 10–13 for asymmetric, frictionless simulations are now
summarized:
1. The wave structures observed for each case are considerably more complex than the
relatively simple structure observed in the symmetric configuration. Stress fingering
was observed in each case considered. At up = 50 m/s the stress fingers are the
prominent feature, and typically have lengths of 3–4 grain diameters. For up = 200
m/s a highly compacted region forms near the piston surface, followed by a region of
high stresses, terminating in shorter stress fingers (≈ 2Do) as x→ L.
2. Maximum temperatures occurring at up = 200 m/s are higher than any case consid-
ered for the symmetric configuration at up = 200 m/s. Peak hot-spot temperatures
reached 596 K for η = 0.35 and 474 K for η = 0.5, and are located near the piston
surface. In Case 11 for η = 0.35, the peak hot-spot temperature exceeds the RDX
ignition temperature. These results indicate that more extensive plastic deformation
occurs within the random packing arrangement at higher piston speeds than that
observed within the symmetric packing arrangement. This is due to the higher initial
porosity (φo = 71.2 %), which allows for increased plastic flow into void spaces. How-
ever, it should also be noted that grain temperatures in the interior of the domain
did not exceed 325 K when t = tf .
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3. The magnitudes of V y and V y are significantly higher within the asymmetric con-
figuration than the symmetric packing arrangement. At up = 50 m/s, significant
fluctuations in V x are present near the piston surface. However, at up = 200 m/s, the
axial velocity remains nearly constant (V x ≈ up) until x ≈ 0.5 mm, where a steep
drop in V x occurs. For each case, the maximum fluctuations in V y exceed 10 m/s,
which is over five times larger than those observed in Cases 1–9. This is caused by the
increased grain mobility within the more porous asymmetric packing arrangement.
4. All computed wave speeds (553 m/s ≤ Dl ≤ 1215 m/s) are considerably smaller than
either the precursor or trailing wave speeds computed in the symmetric cases. The
most likely cause for this decrease is the increased porosity in the random configura-
tion. This forces the compaction wave to travel around the void spaces, which requires
more time to propagate upstream than cases involving the symmetric configuration.
5. Component averages show that for each case pressures within the aluminum com-
ponent of many grains are negative, indicating tensile loading within these grains in
many cases. The RDX component, however, bears compressive loads in each case
involving the asymmetric arrangement. At up = 50 m/s, higher temperatures occur
within the RDX layer for η = 0.35. However, at the same piston speed, temperatures
within the aluminum component are higher when η = 0.5. At up = 200 m/s, grain
temperatures are more evenly distributed among both components. This suggests
that η affects the component temperature profiles at low speeds, but not at higher
speeds. As in Cases 1–9, kinetic energy and plastic work again dominate the energet-
ics. In each simulation the RDX component of each grain absorbs the most elastic
strain energy, while the plastic energy is evenly distributed among both components.
Case 15, which includes both intergranular and wall friction, shows evidence of hot-
spot formation within grains adjacent to the transverse planar walls for a relatively smooth
surface (µw = 0.1). Also, the heating due to wall friction was much greater than that
caused by intergranular friction, where µg = 0.4. Grain rotation would also enhance the
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amount of wall and intergranular frictional heating due to increased relative sliding motion.
However, in each frictional simulation the rotation angle ξ ≡ 0 and ∂ξ/∂t ≡ 0 throughout
the domain. Thus, sliding due to grain rotation does not influence frictional heating.
Finally, the results suggest that classical mixture theory models may be unable to predict
the composite response due to thermomechanical biasing.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The primary objective of the present work is the analysis of the mesoscale thermo-
mechanical response of granular energetic composites to weak dynamic compaction. This
analysis is important for examining accident scenarios, where mishandling the granular
material could eventually result in bulk detonation. Emphasis was placed on determining
the structure of the deformation wave and the likelihood of ignition for different packing
arrangements. Here, the relative importance of separate hot–spot formation mechanisms to
the thermal response was identified. Furthermore, this work examines the potential limita-
tions of conventional continuum mixture models for describing the mechanics of composite
grains.
The physical problem and relevant assumptions were stated, and the continuous model
equations were introduced with appropriate initial/boundary conditions. The discretized
forms of these equations were also established, and the finite–element software ABAQUS
was used to obtain numerical solutions for each simulation. Separate algorithms were
developed to generate random ensembles and to obtain quasi–1D averages of the system
variables using the FEA data.
The effects of packing arrangement, wall and intergranular friction, RDX thickness,
and piston speed on the system response were investigated using a case study that included
fifteen separate simulations. The analysis of the thermomechanical response was based on
transverse and running averages of the finite–element solution data. Similar averages were
also obtained for the energetics to examine the importance of different energy components
to the system response. Component averages were also calculated to study how the stresses,
temperatures, and energetics vary within individual grains in a given simulation.
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5.1 Frictionless Symmetric Simulations
In the symmetric case study presented in Chapter 4, a single deformation wave was
observed at up = 50 m/s (Cases 1, 4, and 7), whereas a distinct two–wave structure was
present for simulations where up = 100 m/s and up = 200 m/s (Cases 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9).
The two–wave structure consists of a weak precursor wave followed by a stronger trailing
wave. In each case the mean speed of the trailing wave is significantly slower than that
of the precursor wave. However, the relative strengths and speeds of the trailing and
precursor waves vary with both up and η. In granular systems of pure aluminum or RDX
the strength of the deformation wave is expected to increase with the piston speed due to
the increase in mechanical energy input. However, in composite systems the RDX thickness
also appears to influence the wave structure. In simulations where up = 50 m/s, pressure
profiles do not indicate a monotonic dependence on η. For cases where up = 200 m/s,
the pressures decreased monotonically with increasing η. This novel mechanical behavior
for composite grains suggests that the mixing rules used to predict solution variables for
pure granular systems cannot be directly applied to composite systems. Consequently,
alternative constitutive theories may be necessary to obtain accurate predictions.
In pure aluminum grains, high–amplitude, low–frequency pressure oscillations are ob-
served behind the trailing wave. Pressure fluctuations in the composite grains have the
same frequency, but the amplitudes decrease as η increases. Upstream of the trailing wave,
pressure oscillations for the aluminum and composite grains (0 ≤ η ≤ 0.6) are very similar
to the high–frequency, low–amplitude fluctuations observed in pure RDX grains through-
out the domain. The most likely explanation for this behavior is strain rate hardening
within the aluminum component, resulting from periodic, high–amplitude fluctuations in
the rate–dependent aluminum yield strength.
A feature common to each of the symmetric cases is the presence of spatial fluctuations
in each of the output variables. It was shown that the period of these fluctuations is
approximately the same as the original grain spacing at low impact speeds. This small
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deviation from the periodicity of the grain packing geometry is caused by deformation that
occurs during compaction. Thus, the packing geometry significantly affects the behavior
of the data fluctuations observed in symmetric grain configurations.
Hot spots were present near the piston surface (≈ 380–490 K). Since the piston is mod-
eled as a rigid material, local plastic deformation near the piston surface is significantly
higher than deformation at intergranular contact surfaces. Lower hot spot temperatures
may have been obtained using a deformable piston. Within the interior of the grain ensem-
bles, considerably lower temperatures were observed in each case (≈ 305–350 K). Although
the magnitudes of interior temperatures increase with the piston speed, the rise in temper-
ature relative to the ambient state remains low. In the present work RDX is modeled as
an inert material; however, hot-spot temperatures never approach the ignition temperature
for the range of piston speeds considered (533 K). Thus, symmetric systems of composite
grains are not sensitive to weak mechanical impact (up ≤ 200 m/s). Since plastic de-
formation is the only heating mechanism present in these cases, the results indicate that
very little plastic work occurred during these simulations. This is due to the initially high
global solid volume fraction of the symmetric configurations (≈ 91.6%); there is very little
void space into which material can flow. The results also indicate that in each case, the
energetics were dominated by the kinetic and plastic energy components over most of the
domain. Elastic energy is only significant near the rear boundary, where grain velocities
and stresses are minimal.
5.2 Symmetric Cases with Intergranular Friction
To determine the importance of intergranular friction to the system response, a sim-
ulation was conducted for up = 200 m/s to induce the largest amount of relative motion
between grains (Case 14). Here, η = 0.5, and a friction coefficient of 0.4 was selected. The
high initial solid volume fraction of the symmetric configuration does not allow substantial
sliding motion between grains. As a result, negligible temperature increases were observed
at both the piston surface and within the interior of the domain. The frequencies of the
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Mises stress fluctuations are generally smaller than those observed in the corresponding
frictionless case, but the stress magnitudes are generally not affected. These results sug-
gest that granular heating due to plastic deformation is considerably higher than heating
caused by intergranular friction in symmetric simulations.
5.3 Frictionless Asymmetric Simulations
Unlike the cases involving a symmetric packing arrangement, no common wave struc-
ture was observed in simulations using a random grain configuration (Cases 10–13). How-
ever, it is possible that there was not sufficient time for a well–defined wave structure to
evolve over the length of the ensemble. Thus, a longer computational domain may be
required for a quasi–steady wave to develop in asymmetric simulations. In each case, the
compaction wave speed is slower than both the precursor and trailing wave speeds recorded
for the corresponding symmetric cases (identical η and up). This is due to the larger volume
of void space and random grain alignment, which forces the compaction wave to travel a
more circuitous route to the rear boundary.
At up = 50 m/s, contour plots showed stress fingering immediately behind the deforma-
tion wave, while regions near the piston surface experienced higher, more uniform stresses.
At up = 200 m/s, the features of the stress field differ substantially from those at the lower
piston speed. Unlike the extensive stress fingering seen at up = 50 m/s, contour plots
showed large stress bands behind the deformation wave. Furthermore, plots of the corre-
sponding transverse averages do not indicate any clear relationship between the solution
variables and the local grain spacing or RDX thickness. This behavior differs considerably
from that shown in the symmetric cases, where the period of the data fluctuations was
equal to twice the grain spacing. However, the results of the asymmetric simulations may
also depend on additional variables, such as initial solid volume fraction and the initial
packing arrangement, which were held constant in this work.
Like the symmetric simulations, the peak grain temperatures obtained at the high
piston speed are also located near the piston surface. However, these temperatures are much
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higher than those observed in the symmetric ensembles at the same piston speed (≈ 470–
596 K). These hot–spot temperatures are in the vicinity of the RDX ignition temperature,
though grain temperatures within the interior of the domain remain comparable to those in
the symmetric simulations. Thus, ignition may occur for asymmetric systems at up = 200
m/s, indicating that the composite system is sensitive to mechanical impact at higher
piston speeds. The increased heating is expected since the random arrangement has a
higher initial porosity, and thus experiences increased plastic flow during compaction.
5.4 Asymmetric Cases with Wall and Intergranular
Friction
Both intergranular and wall friction were included in simulations involving random
grain configurations. Results were once again obtained at the high piston speed, using
intergranular and wall friction coefficients of 0.4 and 0.1, respectively. Although the higher
system porosity allowed for a greater amount of grain motion, the results did not show
significant increases (≈ 3–5 K) in temperatures near grain contact surfaces or within the
domain interior. However, the simulations showed that frictional contact with a relatively
smooth wall can generate a large amount of heating in the adjacent grains, where hot–spot
temperatures reached 1480 K. Since the planar walls are stationary, there is a greater degree
of sliding at a wall than between two adjacent grains. Therefore, significant temperature
increases may occur at grain boundaries next to the planar walls due to sliding friction.
To determine whether thermal conduction has any significant effect on the thermal
responses for any of the simulations performed in this work, simple calculations were per-
formed using the computed finite-element data to estimate the necessary grid size required
to resolve the effects of thermal conduction. In general, the meshes used in the simulations
were too coarse to adequately determine the actual amount of heat dissipated. Since the
current level of grain resolution is the maximum allowed by computer memory, the results
of any comparisons made between simulations including thermal conduction and additional
adiabatic cases would be inconclusive.
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5.5 Suggestions for Future Work
The study of granular energetic composites is a novel area of research. As a result, there
is much additional work that can be performed by future researchers. This work has focused
on the thermomechanical response to weak impact (up ≤ 200 m/s) to determine whether
composite systems can be handled safely. However, the analysis can also be extended to
higher piston speeds. The use of adaptive meshing and variable remapping techniques
may alleviate any excessive grid distortions that occur during the finite–element analysis.
In general, a more extensive case study should be performed for a wider range of η and
up, and should also consider the use of multiple grain sizes and geometries. Furthermore,
the resolution of the finite-element grid can be greatly improved by implementing the
existing code on a more powerful computer. The number of grains included in an ensemble,
particularly in asymmetric packing arrangements, can be greatly increased by modifying the
present code for parallel computing. It is also recommended that a more efficient settling
algorithm should be used to generate random ensembles. In addition to the convergence
issues discussed in Chapter 4 there also appears to be a bias in the alignment of grains
along the lateral boundaries. Alternative molecular dynamics techniques, such as those
discussed by Hirshfeld et al. [24], may be used to resolve problems associated with the
Monte Carlo method, such as realistic contact conditions and packing configurations.
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Appendix A
Initial Symmetric Packing
Generation Code (MATLAB)
function x=symmetric(m,n,D,eta)
if mod(n,2)˜=1
‘n must be an odd positive integer.’
return
end
x=zeros((m*n+(n-1)/2),2);
for j=1:n
if mod(j,2)==1
for i=1:m
x((j-1)*m+i+(j-1)/2,1)=(D/2)+D*(i-1);
x((j-1)*m+i+(j-1)/2,2)=(D/2)+(j-1)*D*sin(pi/3);
end
elseif mod(j,2)==0
for i=1:m+1
x((j-1)*m+i+floor((j-1)/2),1)=D*(i-1);
x((j-1)*m+i+floor((j-1)/2),2)=(D/2)+(j-1)*D*sin(pi/3);
end
end
end
for k=1:length(x(:,1))
if x(k,2)˜=D/2
if x(k,2)˜=max(x(:,2))
if x(k,1)˜=0
if x(k,1)˜=max(x(:,1))
for j=1:1001
theta(j,1)=(2*pi)*((j-1)/1000);
xpo(j,1)=x(k,1)+(D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
ypo(j,1)=x(k,2)+(D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
end
else
for j=1:1001
theta(j,1)=-pi/2-pi*((j-1)/1000);
xpo(j,1)=x(k,1)+(D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
ypo(j,1)=x(k,2)+(D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
end
end
else
for j=1:1001
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theta(j,1)=-pi/2+pi*((j-1)/1000);
xpo(j,1)=x(k,1)+(D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
ypo(j,1)=x(k,2)+(D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
end
end
else
for j=1:1001
theta(j,1)=pi+pi*((j-1)/1000);
xpo(j,1)=x(k,1)+(D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
ypo(j,1)=x(k,2)+(D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
end
end
else
for j=1:1001
theta(j,1)=-pi-pi*((j-1)/1000);
xpo(j,1)=x(k,1)+(D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
ypo(j,1)=x(k,2)+(D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
end
end
fill(xpo,ypo,‘r’)
axis([0 max(x(:,1)) D/2 max(x(:,2))])
hold on
end
axis equal;
for i=1:1001
xvert(i,1)=0; xvert2(i,1)=max(x(:,1));
yvert(i,1=(i-1)*max(x(:,2))/1000;
end
plot(xvert,yvert,‘k’,xvert2,yvert2,‘k’)
dlmwrite(‘middleman.txt’,x,‘ ’);
dlmwrite(‘C:/abaquswork/middleman.txt’,x,‘ ’)
parameters=[length(x(:,1)),D,eta,m*D,max(x(:,2))+D/2,40]’;
dlmwrite(‘C:/abaquswork/parameters.txt’,parameters,‘ ’)
dlmwrite(‘parameters.txt’,parameters,‘ ’)
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Appendix B
Initial Random Packing Generation
Code (MATLAB)
function x=onesize(n,D,eta,L,H,percent)
parameters=[n,D,eta,L,H,percent]’;
dlmwrite(‘C:/abaquswork/parameters.txt’,parameters,‘ ’)
dlmwrite(‘parameters.txt’,parameters,‘ ’)
tic
hold off
rand(‘state’,sum(100*clock));
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%onesize(n,D,eta,L,H,percent) is a modified version of the Monte Carlo
%statistical particle dynamics algorithm. It is used to determine a
%random, two-dimensional spatial distribution of ‘‘n’’ particles, each
%having the same outer diameter ‘‘D’’, given in units of microns. These
%particles represent aluminum-RDX grains having an RDX thickness
%parameter ‘‘eta’’. The grains are contained within a cylinder with a
%cross-section of length ‘‘L’’ and height ‘‘H’’, also given in units of
%microns. This algorithm uses a minimum potential energy criterion; the
%parameter ‘‘percent’’ indicates the precision of the particle
%distribution to within a specified pcercentage of the minimum system
%potential energy value.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%The first portion of the code applies the boundary conditions to the
%initial particle configuration, i.e., it checks for possible
%intersections with the walls of the container; if the particle(s)
%intersect the container, they are automatically moved such that they
%touch the container wall.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
rhoAl=2702*1e-18; rhoRDX=1800*1e-18;
m=rhoAl*((pi/4)*((1-eta)*D)ˆ2)+rhoRDX*((pi/4)*(eta*D)ˆ2); g=9.81*1e6;
x=rand(n,2); xadj=x(:,1)*L; yadj=x(:,2)*H;
N=floor(L/D); q=(n-mod(n,N))/N; r=mod(n,N); Esub=0;
Erem=r*m*g*((q+0.5)*D);
for i=1:q
Esubterm=N*m*g*((i-0.5)*D);
Esub=Esub+Esubterm;
end
x(:,1)=xadj; x(:,2)=yadj;
for k=1:n
if x(k,1)<D/2
x(k,1)=D/2;
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elseif x(k,1)>L-D/2
x(k,1)=L-D/2;
end
if x(k,2)<D/2
x(k,2)=D/2;
elseif x(k,2)>H-D/2
x(k,2)=H-D/2;
end
end
%Here, the initial state of the particles can be plotted, if desired.
%for i=1:n
% for j=1:1001
% theta(j,1)=(2*pi)*((j-1)/1000);
% xpo(j,1)=xinitialstate(i,1)+(D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
% xpi(j,1)=xinitialstate(i,1)+((1-eta)*D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
% ypo(j,1)=xinitialstate(i,2)+(D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
% ypi(j,1)=xinitialstate(i,2)+((1-eta)*D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
% end
%end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%The relative distances between n particles are now determined.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
for i=1:n-1
for j=i+1:n
sinitial(i,j)=sqrt((x(j,1)-x(i,1))ˆ2+(x(j,2)-x(i,2))ˆ2);
end
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%The actual number of distance elements is equal to [n(n-1)]/2. Note
%that these elements are only nonnegative, so distances between
%particles can be 0. This portion of the code checks for possible
%particle intersections and sets the system energy to a very high number
%if intersections are found.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
for i=1:n-1
Upos(i)=0;
for j=i+1:n
if sinitial(i,j)<D
term1=5e30;
else
term1=0;
end
Upos(i)=Upos(i)+term1;
end
end
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Uinitial=sum(Upos);
Emin=Esub+Erem;
epsilon=(percent/100)*Emin;
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%The initial system potential energy for the randomly arranged particles
%is now computed.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Einitial=Uinitial;
for i=1:n
Eterm=m*g*x(i,2);
Einitial=Einitial+Eterm;
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%Now that the initial system energy state has been computed, the loop
%used to generate a random particle positino is now created. Note that
%the output text file is created in both the MATLAB working directory and
%the ABAQUS directory containing the database and script files.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
pass=0; counter=0;
Eloop=Einitial;
while Einitial>Emin+epsilon
pass=pass+1, counter=counter+1;
if counter==100
dlmwrite(‘middleman.txt’,x,‘ ’);
dlmwrite(‘C:/abaquswork/middleman.txt’,x,‘ ’);
counter=0;
end
for i=1:n
U=0; Usub=0;
step=rand(2,1);
xnew(i,1)=step(i,1)*L; ynew(i,1)=step(2,1)*H;
if xnew(i,1)<D/2
xnew(i,1)=D/2;
elseif xnew(i,1)>L-D/2
xnew(i,1)=L-D/2;
end
if ynew(i,1)<D/2
ynew(i,1)=D/2;
elseif ynew(i,1)>H-D/2
ynew(i,1)=H-D/2;
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%Thus, new particle positions are generated which do not intersect the
%container walls. The following code generates the new distances between
%particles and checks for interparticle intersections.
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%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
for j=1:n
snew(i,j)=sqrt((x(j,1)-xnew(i,1))ˆ2+(x(j,2)-ynew(i,1))ˆ2);
if j˜=i
if snew(i,j)<D
Uterm=5e30;
else
Uterm=0;
end
else
Uterm=0;
end
Usub=Usub+Uterm;
end
%Note: MUST ALSO INCLUDE POTENTIAL ENERGY FROM INITIAL STAGE.
for j=1:n-1
for k=j+1:n
srem(j,k)=sqrt((x(k,1)-x(j,1))ˆ2+(x(k,2)-x(j,2))ˆ2);
end
end
for j=1:n-1
Uposrem(j)=0;
for k=j+1:n
if j˜=i
if k˜=i
if srem(j,k)<D
Uremterm=5e30;
else
Uremterm=0;
end
else
Uremterm=0;
end
else
Uremterm=0;
end
Uposrem(j)=Uposrem(j)+Uremterm;
end
end
Urem=sum(Uposrem)
%The total potential energy is the sum of the possible new energy and
%the remainder of the preexisting potential energy.
U=Urem+Usub;
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%The system potential energy can now be computed based on the i-th new
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%particle position.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
E=U;
for k=1:n
if k˜=i
Esum=m*g*x(k,2);
else
Esum=m*g*ynew(k,1);
end
E=E+Esum;
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%The change in the system potential energy can now be computed. If the
%difference is negative, the particle initially located at a specified
%point moves to the randomly selected location. If the difference is
%positive, the particle position is unchanged.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
if (Eloop-E)>0
x(i,1)=xnew(i,1); x(i,2)=ynew(i,1);
Eloop=E;
end
%The i-th position loop terminates below.
end
Einitial=Eloop;
%The ‘‘while’’ loop checking the change in system potential energy
%terminates below.
end
for i=1:n
for j=1:1001
theta(j,1)=(2*pi)*((j-1)/1000);
xpo(j,1)=x(i,1)+(D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
xpi(j,1)=x(i,1)+((1-eta)*D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
ypo(j,1)=x(i,2)+(D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
ypi(j,1)=x(i,2)+((1-eta)*D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
xann(j,1)=xpo(j,1)-xpi(j,1); yann(j,1)=ypo(j,1)-ypi(j,1);
end
plot(xpi,ypi,‘b’)
axis([0 L 0 H]);
axis square
hold on
plot(xpo,ypo,‘r’)
axis square
hold on
end
axis equal;
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axis([0 L 0 H]);
dlmwrite(‘middleman.txt’,x,‘ ’);
dlmwrite(‘C:/abaquswork/middleman.txt’,x,‘ ’);
toc
pass
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Appendix C
Floating Grain Correction Method
(MATLAB)
function x=onesizefinal(n,D.eta,L,H,percent)
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%onesizefinal(n,D,eta,L,H,percent) is used to eliminate the presence
%of floating grains within the random arrangement created by
%onesize.m. The algorithm uses the output of onesize.m as an input
%file; all input parameters except ‘‘percent’’ remain the
%same as those used in onesize.m.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
tic
hold off
rand(‘state’,sum(100*clock))
rhoAl=2702*1e-18; rhoRDX=1800*1e-18;
m=rhoAl*((pi/4)*((1-eta)*D)ˆ2)+rhoRDX*((pi/4)*(eta*D)ˆ2); g=9.81*1e6;
N=floor(L/D); q=(n-mod(n,N))/N; r=mod(n,N); Esub=0;
Erem=r*m*g*((q+0.5)*D);
for i=1:q
Esubterm=N*m*g*((i-0.5)*D);
Esub=Esub+Esubterm;
end
x=dlmread(‘middleman.txt’,‘ ’);
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%Additional code is created to reduce the occurrence of ‘‘floating’’
%grains. First calculate and sort potential energy for each grain.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
for i=1:n
Eindiv(i,1)=m*g*x(i,2);
end
[Esort,I]=sort(Eindiv);
%Now relabel the grains by energy level.
for i=1:n
xsort(i,1)=x(I(i,1),1); ysort(i,1)=x(I(i,1),2);
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%Now identify all grains having a lower potential energy than the i-th
%grain.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
dycount=zeros(n,1);
for i=1:n
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for j=1:n
deltay(i,j)=ysort(i,1)-ysort(j,1);
deltax(i,j)=xsort(i,1)-xsort(j,1);
if deltay(i,j)>0
dycount(i,1)=dycount(i,1)+1;
posdeltay(i,j)=deltay(i,j); assocdeltax(i,j)=deltax(i,j);
else
posdeltay(i,j)=10e30; assocdeltax(i,j)=10e30;
end
end
end
for i=1:n
[posdy(i,:),J(i,:)]=sort(posdeltay(i,:));
end
for i=1:n
for j=1:n
posdx(i,j)=assocdeltax(i,J(i,j));
end
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%Now define the logic for the final repositioning of each grain.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
for i=1:n
finalcount(i,1)=0;
if dycount(i,1)˜=0
for j=1:n
if j<=dycount(i,1)
distance(i,j)=sqrt((xsort(i,1)-xsort(j,1))ˆ2+ ...
(ysort(i,1)-ysort(j,1))ˆ2);
else
distance(i,j)=10e30;
end
end
mindistance(i,1)=min(distance(i,:));
while mindistance(i,1)>D
ysort(i,1)=ysort(i,1)-0.05*D;
finalcount(i,1)=finalcount(i,1)+1;
for j=1:dycount(i,1)
distance(i,j)=sqrt((xsort(i,1)-xsort(j,1))ˆ2+ ...
(ysort(i,1)-ysort(j,1))ˆ2);
end
mindistance(i,1)=min(distance(i,:);
if finalcount(i,1)==50000
ysort(i,1)=D/2;
break
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end
end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%The calculated distance will overshoot and ‘‘penetrate’’ the grain.
%The following code corrects this using a geometric argument.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
if finalcount(i,1)˜=50000
if mindistance(i,1)<D
[sorteddistance,I]=sort(distance(i,:));
xcontact(i,1)=xsort(I(1,1),1);
ycontact(i,1)=ysort(I(1,1),1);
theta0=asin((ysort(i,1)-ycontact(i,1))/mindistance(i,1));
thetaf=acos((mindistance(i,1)/D)*cos(theta0);
dtheta=thetaf-theta0;
dy=sqrt(Dˆ2+mindistance(i,1)ˆ2- ...
2*D*mindistance(i,1)*cos(dtheta));
ysort(i,1)=ysort(i,1)+dy;
end
end
end
if dycount(i,1)˜=0
for j=1:n
if j<=dycount(i,1)
distance(i,j)=sqrt((xsort(i,1)-xsort(j,1))ˆ2+ ...
(ysort(i,1)-ysort(j,1))ˆ2);
else
distance(i,j)=10e30;
end
end
mindistance(i,1)=min(distance(i,:));
end
end
mindistance
x(:,1)=xsort; x(:,2)=ysort;
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%This graphs the resulting grain distribution.
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
for i=1:n
for j=1:1001
theta(j,1)=(2*pi*((j-1)/1000);
xpo(j,1)=x(i,1)+(D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
xpi(j,1)=x(i,1)+((1-eta)*D/2)*cos(theta(j,1));
ypo(j,1)=x(i,2)+(D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
ypi(j,1)=x(i,2)+((1-eta)*D/2)*sin(theta(j,1));
xann(j,1)=xpo(j,1)-xpi(i,1); yann(j,1)=ypo(j,1)-ypi(j,1);
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end
plot(xpi,ypi,‘b’)
axis([0 L 0 H]);
axis square
hold on
plot(xpo,ypo,‘r’)
axis square
hold on
end
axis equal;
axis([0 L 0 H]);
dlmwrite(‘middleman.txt’,x,‘ ’);
dlmwrite(‘C:/abaquswork/middleman.txt’,x,‘ ’);
%Once again, text files are written to both the MATLAB and ABAQUS
%working directories.
toc
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Appendix D
Finite-Element Model Generation
Code (Python)
#The first part of the code contains the ABAQUS preamble.
from abaqus import *
from abaqusConstants import *
steptime=getInput(‘Insert the compaction time (s)’,‘1e-6’)
eta=getInput(‘Select the RDX thickness parameter eta (0¡eta¡1).’, ‘0.35’)
proximity=getInput(‘Insert the proximity coefficient’,‘3.5’)
speed=getInput(‘Insert a piston speed (m/s)’,‘50’)
outerseed=getInput(‘Insert the number of outer diameter seeds’,‘50’)
innerseed=getInput(‘Insert the number of inner diameter seeds’,‘30’)
allframes=getInput(‘Choose the number of frames used’,‘40’)
s=mdb.Model(name=‘Principal Model’)
session.Viewport(name=‘Principal Viewport’,origin=(0,0),width=200,
height=140)
session.viewports[‘Principal Viewport’].makeCurrent()
del session.viewports[‘Viewport: 1’]
del mdb.models[‘Model-1’]
#Now import the particle center data generated by MATLAB.
a1=open(‘parameters.txt’,‘r’)
b1=a1.read()
c1=b1.split()
parameters=[]
for i in range(len(c1)):
parameters.append(float(c1[i]))
outerdiameter,cyllength=parameters[1],parameters[3]
eta=float(eta)
innerdiameter=(1-eta)*outerdiameter
a=open(‘middleman.txt’,‘r’)
b=a.read()
c=b.split()
d,pair,x,y=[],[],[],[]
for i in range(len(c)):
d.append(float(c[i]))
for i in range(len(d)):
if i%2==0:
pair.append((d[i],d[i+1]))
x.append(d[i])
else:
y.append(d[i])
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#The following code creates the sequence of particles.
#The inner aluminum cores are first created.
cylheight=max(y)
import math
import part
import regionToolset
import displayGroupMdbToolset as dgm
#For the symmetric arrangement, both circular full particles and
#semicircle half-particles are created. Therefore, care must be
#taken when constructing the grains; the inner grains are first
#created.
for i in range(len(pair)):
if y[i]!=outerdiameter/2:
if y[i]!=cylheight:
if x[i]!=0:
if x[i]!=cyllength:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘CoreSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,sketch.dimensions
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i]+(innerdiameter/2),y[i]))
p=s.Part(name=(‘Inner’+str(i+1)),
dimensionality=TWO˙D˙PLANAR, type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘CoreSketch’]
else:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘CoreSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,sketch.dimensions
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i],y[i]-(innerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]+(innerdiameter/2)))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i],y[i]-(innerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]+(innerdiameter/2)))
p=s.Part(name=(‘Inner’++str(i+1)),
dimensionality=TWO“˙D“˙PLANAR,type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘CoreSketch’]
else:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘CoreSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,sketch.dimensions
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],
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point1=(x[i],y[i]+(innerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]-(innerdiameter/2)))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i],y[i]-(innerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]+(innerdiameter/2)))
p=s.Part(name=(‘Inner’++str(i+1)),dimensionality=TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘CoreSketch’]
else:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘CoreSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,sketch.dimensions
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i]+innerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]-innerdiameter/2,y[i]))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i]-innerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]+innerdiameter/2,y[i]))
p=s.Part(name=(‘Inner’++str(i+1)),dimensionality=TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘CoreSketch’]
else:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘CoreSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,sketch.dimensions
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i]-innerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]+innerdiameter/2,y[i]))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i]-innerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]+innerdiameter/2,y[i])
p=s.Part(name=(‘Inner’++str(i+1)),dimensionality=TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘CoreSketch’]
#The outer grains are now created.
for i in range(len(pair)):
if y[i]!=outerdiameter/2:
if y[i]!=cylheight:
if x[i]!=0:
if x[i]!=cyllength:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘RDXLayerSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,=sketch.dimensions
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sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i]+(innerdiameter/2),y[i]))
sketch.CircleByCenterPerimeter(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i]+(outerdiameter/2),y[i]))
p=s.Part(name=(‘Outer’++str(i+1)),dimensionality=TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘RDXLayerSketch’]
else:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘RDXLayerSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,sketch.dimensions
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i],y[i]-(innerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]+(innerdiameter/2)))
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i],y[i]-(outerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]+(outerdiameter/2)))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i],y[i]+(innerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]+(outerdiameter/2)))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i],y[i]-(innerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]-(outerdiameter/2)))
p=s.Part(name=(‘Outer’++str(i+1)),dimensionality=TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘RDXLayerSketch’]
else:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘RDXLayerSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,sketch.dimensions
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],point1=(x[i],
y[i]+(innerdiameter/2)),point2=(x[i],y[i]-(innerdiameter/2)))
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],point1=[x[i],
y[i]+(outerdiameter/2)),point2=(x[i],y[i]-(outerdiameter/2)))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i],y[i]+(innerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]+(outerdiameter/2)))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i],y[i]+(innerdiameter/2)),
point2=(x[i],y[i]-(outerdiameter/2)))
p=s.Part(name=(‘Outer’++str(i+1)),dimensionality=TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘RDXLayerSketch’]
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else:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘CoreSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,sketch.dimensions
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i]+outerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]-outerdiameter/2,y[i]))
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i]+innerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]-innerdiameter/2,y[i]))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i]-outerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]-innerdiameter/2,y[i]))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i]+innerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]+outerdiameter/2,y[i]))
p=s.Part(name=‘Outer’++str(i+1)),dimensionality=TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘CoreSketch’]
else:
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘CoreSketch’,sheetSize=200)
g,v,d=sketch.geometry,sketch.vertices,sketch.dimensions
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],point1=
(x[i]-outerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]+outerdiameter/2,y[i]))
sketch.ArcByCenterEnds(center=pair[i],
point1=(x[i]-innerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]+innerdiameter/2,y[i]))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i]-outerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]-innerdiameter/2,y[i]))
sketch.Line(point1=(x[i]+innerdiameter/2,y[i]),
point2=(x[i]+outerdiameter/2,y[i]))
p=s.Part(name=‘Outer’++str(i+1)),dimensionality=TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=DEFORMABLE˙BODY)
p.BaseShell(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘CoreSketch’]
#The following code creates the left vertical rigid cylinder wall.
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘WallSketch’,sheetSize=200)
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.Line(point1=(0,outerdiameter/2),point2=(0,max(y)))
p=s.Part(name=‘LeftWall’,dimensionality=+TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=ANALYTIC˙RIGID˙SURFACE
p.AnalyticRigidSurf2DPlanar(sketch=sketch)
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sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘WallSketch’]
#The following code creates the top horizontal rigid cylinder wall.
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘TopWallSketch’)
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.Line(point1=(0,max(y)),point2=(cyllength,max(y)))
p=s.Part(name=‘TopWall’,dimensionality=+TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type+=ANALYTIC˙RIGID˙SURFACE
p.AnalyticRigidSurf2DPlanar(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘TopWallSketch’]
#The following code creates the right vertical rigid cylinder wall.
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘RightWallSketch’)
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.Line(point1=(cyllength,outerdiameter/2)),
point2=(cyllength,max(y)))
p=s.Part(name=‘RightWall’,dimensionality=+TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=ANALYTIC˙RIGID˙SURFACE
p.AnalyticRigidSurf2DPlanar(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘RightWallSketch’]
#The following code creates the bottom horizontal rigid cylinder wall.
sketch=s.Sketch(name=‘BottomWallSketch’)
sketch.setPrimaryObject(option=STANDALONE)
sketch.Line(point1=(0,outerdiameter/2)),
point2=(cyllength,outerdiameter/2))
p=s.Part(name=‘BottomWall’,dimensionality=+TWO˙D˙PLANAR,
type=ANALYTIC˙RIGID˙SURFACE
p.AnalyticRigidSurf2DPlanar(sketch=sketch)
sketch.unsetPrimaryObject()
del s.sketches[‘BottomWallSketch’]
#The reference points for the rigid walls are now created.
pleft=s.parts[‘LeftWall’]
eleft=pleft.edges
pleft.ReferencePoint(point=pleft.InterestingPoint(edge=eleft[0],
rule=MIDDLE))
pright=s.parts[‘RightWall’]
eright=pright.edges
pright.ReferencePoint(point=pright.InterestingPoint(edge=eright[0],
rule=MIDDLE))
ptop=s.parts[‘TopWall’]
etop=ptop.edges
ptop.ReferencePoint(point=ptop.InterestingPoint(edge=etop[0],
rule=MIDDLE))
pbottom=s.parts[‘BottomWall’]
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ebottom=pbottom.edges
pbottom.ReferencePoint(point=pbottom.InterestingPoint(edge=ebottom[0],
rule=MIDDLE))
#The relevant materials and their properties can now be defined.
import material
Al=s.Material(‘Aluminum’)
Al.Density(table=((2702.0e-18,),))
Al.Elastic(table=((69e3,0.33),))
Al.Plastic(table=((35,0,0)),))
Al.plastic.setValues(rate=ON)
Al.Plastic(table=((35,0,0),(35,0,0.01),(75,0,1000),(175,0,10000),
(330,0,100000),))
Al.Conductivity(temperatureDependency=ON,table=((302e6,100),
(237e6,200),(237e6,300),(240e6,400),(231e6,600),(218e6,800)))
Al.SpecificHeat(temperatureDependency=ON,table=((482e12,100),
(798e12,200),(903e12,300),(949e12,400),(1033e12,600),(1146e12,800)))
Al.InelasticHeatFraction()
RDX=s.Material(‘RDX’)
RDX.Density(table=((1800.0e-18,),))
RDX.Elastic(table=((23.5e3,0.20),))
RDX.Plastic(table=((300.0,0),))
RDX.Conductivity(temperatureDependency=OFF,table=((0.3e6,),))
RDX.SpecificHeat(temperatureDependency=OFF,table=((972e12,),))
RDX.InelasticHeatFraction()
#Material sections are now assigned to each of the particles.
import section
s.HomogeneousSolidSection(name=‘AlCoreSection’,
material=‘Aluminum’,thickness=1.0)
s.HomogeneousSolidSection(name=‘RDXLayerSection’,material=‘RDX’,
thickness=1.0)
for i in range(len(pair)):
p0,p1=s.parts[‘Inner’+str(i+1)],s.parts[‘Outer’+str(i+1)]
f0,f1=p0.faces,p1.faces
faces0,faces1=f0[0:1],f1[0:1]
region0=regionToolset.Region(faces=faces0)
region1=regionToolset.Region(faces=faces1)
p0.assignSection(region=region0,sectionName=‘AlCoreSection’)
p1.assignSection(region=region1,sectionName=‘RDXLayerSection’)
#The system assembly is now created.
import assembly
a=s.rootAssembly
a.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN)
#Instances of the rigid walls are now created.
a.Instance(name=‘BottomWallInstance’,part=s.parts[‘BottomWall’])
a.Instance(name=‘LeftWallInstance’,part=s.parts[‘LeftWall’])
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a.Instance(name=‘TopWallInstance’,part=s.parts[‘TopWall’])
a.Instance(name=‘RightWallInstance’,part=s.parts[‘RightWall’])
#Instances of the inner cores and RDX layers are now created.
for i in range(len(pair)):
a.Instance(name=(‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’),
part=s.parts[‘Inner’+str(i+1)])
a.Instance(name=(‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’),
part=s.parts[‘Outer’+str(i+1)])
session.viewports[‘Principal Viewport’].setValues(displayedObject=a)
import step
#The compaction step and field output requests are now made.
s.TempDisplacementDynamicStep(name=‘Compaction’,previous=‘Initial’,
description=‘Piston descends at a specified constant speed.’,
timePeriod=float(steptime),massScaling+=PREVIOUS“˙STEP)
s.fieldOutputRequests[‘F-Output-1’].setValues(variables=(‘A’,‘COORD’,
‘E’,‘ELEN’,‘ENER’,‘NE’,‘NT’,‘PE’,‘PEEQ’,‘RF’,‘S’,‘TEMP’,‘U’,‘V’),
numIntervals=int(allframes))
import interaction
#The interparticle contact property is defined below. Interparticle
#thermal conductance is specified and included in the contact
#properties.
s.ContactProperty(‘Interparticle’)
s.interactionProperties[‘Interparticle’].ThermalConductance(definition=
TABULAR,clearanceDependency=ON,pressureDependency=OFF,
temperatureDependency=OFF,massFlowRateDependencyC=OFF,
dependenciesC=0,clearanceDepTable=((237e6,0),(0,0.001)))
#A particle/wall contact property is also created so that the user may
#investigate wall friction effects. Adiabatic conditions at the wall
#are assumed.
s.ContactProperty(‘ParticleWall’)
#Interparticle and particle-wall contacts are specified below. Initial
#physical proximity is used to determine whether particles may be in
#contact with a wall at any future time. The physical range may be
#defined however the user sees fit; wall contacts for each particle are
#first created.
for i in range(len(pair)):
if y[i]!=outerdiameter/2:
if y[i]!=cylheight:
if x[i]!=0:
if x[i]!=cyllength:
if x[i]¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
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contactside2=e2[1:2]
contactregion=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘LWall’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if (cyllength-x[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[1:2]
contactregion=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘RWall’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if y[i]¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘BottomWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[1:2]
contactregion=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘BWall’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if (cylheight-y[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘TopWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[1:2]
contactregion=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘TWall’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
else:
if x[i]¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
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contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘LWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘LWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if (cyllength-x[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘RWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘RWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if (cylheight-y[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘TopWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘TWalla’),
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createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘TWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if y[i]¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘BottomWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘BWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘BWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
else:
if x[i]¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘LWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
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sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘LWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if (cyllength-x[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘RWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘RWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’
if (cylheight-y[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘TopWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘TWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
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contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘TWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if y[i]¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘BottomWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘BWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘BWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
else:
if x[i]¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘LWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
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contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘LWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if (cyllength-x[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘RWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘RWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’
if (cylheight-y[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘TopWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘TWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘TWallb’),
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createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if y[i]¡float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘BottomWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘BWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘BWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
else:
if x[i]¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘LWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘LWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
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sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if (cyllength-x[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘RWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘RWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’
if (cylheight-y[i])¡=float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘TopWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘TWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side2Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘TWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
if y[i]¡float(proximity)*outerdiameter:
e1=a.instances[‘BottomWallInstance’].edges
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contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘BWalla’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
e1=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:1]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=tcontactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:2]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘BWallb’),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘ParticleWall’)
#Interparticle contacts are now created using the initial proximity method
#described above.
for i in range(len(pair)-1):
if x[i]!=0 and x[i]!=cyllength:
for j in range(i+1,len(pair)):
if x[j]!=0 and x[j]!=cyllength:
if ((x[j]-x[i])**2+((y[j]-y[i])**2)¡= “
float(proximity)*outerdiameter**2:
e1=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside1=e1[1:4]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(j+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[1:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+ “
‘Part’+str(j+1)),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘Interparticle’)
else:
if ((x[j]-x[i])**2+((y[j]-y[i])**2)¡= “
(float(proximity)*outerdiameter)**2:
e1=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside1=e1[1:4]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(j+1)+‘Instance’].edges
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contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+‘Part’+ “
str(j+1)),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘Interparticle’)
else:
for j in range(i+1,len(pair)):
if x[j]!=0 and x[j]!=cyllength:
if ((x[j]-x[i])**2)+(y[j]-y[i]**2)¡= “
(float(proximity)*outerdiameter)**2:
e1=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:4]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(j+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[1:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+ “
‘Part’+str(j+1)),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘Interparticle’)
else:
e1=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside1=e1[0:4]
contactregion1=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside1)
e2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(j+1)+‘Instance’].edges
contactside2=e2[0:4]
contactregion2=regionToolset.Region(side1Edges=contactside2)
s.SurfaceToSurfaceContactExp(name=(‘Part’+str(i+1)+ “
‘Part’+str(j+1)),
createStepName=‘Initial’,master=contactregion1,
slave=contactregion2,mechanicalConstraint=KINEMATIC,
sliding=FINITE,interactionProperty=‘Interparticle’)
#Tie constraints are now imposed between the aluminum core and RDX
#layer, causing them to ‘‘stick’’ together during the analysis. First,
#surfaces must be constructed to apply the tie constraints.
for i in range(len(pair)):
if y[i]!=outerdiameter/2 and y[i]!=cylheight:
if x[i]!=0 and x[i]!=cyllength:
s1=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
s2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
side1Edges1,side1Edges2=s1[0:1],s2[0:1]
a.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges1,
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name=(‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Surface’))
a.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges2,
name=(‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Surface’))
else:
s1=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
s2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
side1Edges1,side1Edges2=s1[1:2],s2[0:1]
a.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges1,
name=(‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Surface’))
a.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges2,
name=(‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Surface’))
else:
s1=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
s2=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
side1Edges1,side1Edges2=s1[1:2],s2[1:2]
a.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges1,
name=(‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Surface’))
a.Surface(side1Edges=side1Edges2,
name=(‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Surface’))
#Intraparticle ties are now created.
s.Tie(name=(‘Tie’+str(i+1)),positionToleranceMethod=COMPUTED,
adjust=ON,master=a.surfaces[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Surface’],
slave=a.surfaces[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Surface’],tieRotations=ON)
#Boundary conditions/initial loadings are now applied. Encastre
#conditions at the bottom, left, and right walls are enforced first.
session.viewports[‘Principal Viewport’].setValues(displayedObject=a)
import load
rbottom=a.instances[‘BottomWallInstance’].referencePoints
bottomrefpoint=(rbottom[2],)
bregio=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=bottomrefpoint)
s.EncastreBC(name=‘FixedBottom’,createStepName=‘Initial’,
region=bregion)
rleft=a.instances[‘LeftWallInstance’].referencePoints
leftrefpoint=(rleft[2],)
lregion=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=leftrefpoint)
s.EncastreBC(name=‘FixedLeftWall’,createStepName=‘Initial’,
region=lregion)
rright=a.instances[‘RightWallInstance’].referencePoints
rightrefpoint=(rright[2],)
rregion=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=rightrefpoint)
s.EncastreBC(name=‘FixedRightWall’,createStepName=‘Initial’,
region=rregion)
#The initial constant velocity condition is now imposed on the
#piston.
rtop=a.instances[‘TopWallInstance’].referencePoints
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toprefpoint=(rtop[2],)
tregio=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints=toprefpoint)
s.VelocityBC(name=‘MovingPiston’,createStepName=‘Compaction’,
region=tregion,v1=0.0,v2=-(float(speed))*(10.0**6),vr3=0.0,
amplitude=UNSET,localCsys=None,distribution=UNIFORM)
session.Viewports[‘Principal Viewport’].setValues(displayedObject=a)
#The ambient wall temperature condition is now applied to the
#cylinder walls.
wallambtempregion=regionToolset.Region(referencePoints= “
(leftrefpoint,rightrefpoint,bottomrefpoint,toprefpoint,))
s.TemperatureBC(name=‘AmbientWallTemp’,createStepName=‘Compaction’,
region=wallambtempregion,fixed=OFF,distribution=UNIFORM,
magnitude=300.0,amplitude=UNSET)
#Now set the initial temperature of the composites to 300 K.
f1a,f2a=a.instances[‘Inner1Instance’].faces, “
a.instances[‘Inner2Instance’].faces
faces1a,faces2a=f1a[0:1],f2a[0:1]
e1a,e2a=a.instances[‘Inner1Instance’].edges, “
a.instances[‘Inner2Instance’].edges
edges1a,edges2a=e1a[0:1],e2a[0:1]
f1b,f2b=a.instances[‘Outer1Instance’].faces, “
a.instances[‘Outer2Instance’].faces
faces1b,faces2b=f1b[0:1],f2b[0:1]
e1b,e2b=a.instances[‘Outer1Instance’].edges, “
a.instances[‘Outer2Instance’].edges
edges1b,edges2b=e1b[0:2],e2b[0:2]
v2a,v2b=a.instances[‘Inner2Instance’].vertices, “
a.instances[‘Outer2Instance’].vertices
verts2a,verts2b=v2a[0:1],v2b[0:2]
faces,edges=faces1a+faces1b+faces2a+faces2b, “
edges1a+edges1b+edges2a+edges2b
vertices,outerfaces=verts2a+verts2b,faces1b+faces2b
instancescollection=[a.instances[‘Inner1Instance’], “
a.instances[‘Outer1Instance],a.instances[‘Inner2Instance’], “
a.instances[‘Outer2Instance’]]
outerinstancecollection=[a.instances[‘Outer1Instance’], “
a.instances[‘Outer2Instance’]]
innerinstancecollection=[a.instances[‘Inner1Instance’], “
a.instances[‘Inner2Instance’]]
for i in range(2,len(pair)):
fia=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].faces
fib=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].faces
facesia,facesib=fia[0:1],fib[0:1]
eia=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
eib=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].edges
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edgesia,edgesib=eia[0:1],eib[0:2]
via=a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].vertices
vib=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].vertices
vertsia,vertsib=via[0:1],vib[0:2]
faces,edges=faces+facesia+facesib,edges+edgesia+edgesib
vertices,outerfaces=vertices+vertsia+vertsib, “
outerfaces+facesib
instancescollection.append(a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’])
instancescollection.append(a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+’Instance’])
outerinstancecollection.append(a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’])
innerinstancecollection.append(a.instances[‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’])
partinstances=tuple(instancescollection)
outerinstances=tuple(outerinstancecollection)
innerinstances=tuple(innerinstancecollection)
initialtempregion=regionToolset.Region(vertices=vertices,
edges=edges,faces=faces)
s.Temperature(name=‘InitialAmbientTemp’,createStepName=‘Initial’,
region=initialtempregion,magnitude=(300.0,))
#Meshes for the composites are created below. Partitions are added
#to ensure proper meshing of the instances.
import mesh
a.seedPartInstance(regions=outerinstances,
size=float(outerdiameter/int(outerseed))*math.pi)
a.seedPartInstance(regions=innerinstances,
size=float(innerdiameter/int(innerseed))*math.pi)
elemType1=mesh.ElemType(elemCode=CPE4RT,elemLibrary=EXPLICIT,
secondOrderAccuracy=OFF,hourglassControl=+RELAX“˙STIFFNESS)
meshregions=((faces),)
a.setElementType(regions=meshregions,elemTypes=(elemType1,))
for i in range(len(pair)):
if x[i]!=0 and x[i]!=cyllength:
sketchplane=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].faces[0]
s.Sketch(name=‘PartitionSketch’,sheetSize=200,
transform=a.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=sketchplane,
sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1,sketchOrientation=RIGHT,origin=(x[i],y[i],0)))
sketch=s.sketches[‘PartitionSketch’]
a.projectReferencesOntoSketch(filter+=COPLANAR“˙EDGES,sketch=sketch)
sketch.Line(point1=(-(outerdiameter/2),0),point2= “
((outerdiameter/2),0))
sketch.Line(point1=(0,(outerdiameter/2)),point2= “
(0,-(outerdiameter/2)))
sketch.constraintReferences(vertex1=+$“backslash$
sketch.referenceVertices.findAt(((outerdiameter/2),0),1))
a.PartitionFaceBySketch(faces=(a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+ “
‘Instance’].faces[0],),sketch=sketch)
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del s.sketches[‘PartitionSketch’]
print ‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance partitioned.’
for i in range(len(pair)):
if x[i]!=0 and x[i]!=cyllength:
sketchplane=a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+1)+‘Instance’].faces[0]
s.Sketch(name=‘PartitionSketc’,sheetSize=200,
transform=a.MakeSketchTransform(sketchPlane=sketchplane,
sketchPlaneSide=SIDE1,sketchOrientation=RIGHT,origin=(x[i],y[i],0)))
sketch=s.sketches[‘PartitionSketch’]
a.projectReferencesOntoSketch(filter=+COPLANAR“˙EDGES,sketch=sketch)
sketch.Line(point1=(-(outerdiameter/2),0),
point2=((outerdiameter/2),0))
sketch.Line(point1=(0,(outerdiameter/2)),
point2=(0,-(outerdiameter/2)))
sketch.constraintReferences(vertex1=+$“backslash$
sketch.referenceVertices.findAt(((outerdiameter/2),0),1))
a.PartitionFaceBySketch(faces=(a.instances[‘Outer’+str(i+10+ “
‘Instance’].faces[0],),sketch=sketch)
del s.sketches[‘PartitionSketch’]
print ‘Inner’+str(i+1)+‘Instance partitioned.’
a.generateMesh(regions=partinstances)
import job
compactionjob=mdb.Job(name=‘CompactionAnalysis’,model=‘Principal Model’,
description= “
‘Piston descends at constant speed and compacts Al/RDX grains.’,
type=ANALYSIS,preMemory=1400.0)
compactionjob.submit()
compactionjob.waitForCompletion()
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Appendix E
Postprocessing and Averaging Code
(Python)
#The first part of the code contains the ABAQUS preamble.
from abaqus import *
from abaqusConstants import *
eta=getInput(‘Insert the nondimensional RDX thickness’,‘0.35’)
outerseed=getInput(‘Insert the number of outer diameter seeds for grain meshing’,‘50’)
innerseed=getInput(‘Insert the number of inner diameter seeds for grain meshing’,‘30’)
transverse=getInput(‘Select the number of transverse data points’,‘200’)
basenumber=getInput(‘Insert the number of axial values’,‘200’)
searchcoeff=getInput(‘Select the interpolation point search coefficient’,‘0.3’)
framenum=getInput(‘Select the latest frame at which data is obtained.’)
s=mdb.Model(name=‘Principal Model’)
session.Viewport(name=‘Principal Viewport’,origin=(0,0),width=200,height=140)
session.viewports[‘Principal Viewport’].makeCurrent()
del session.viewports[‘Viewport: 1’]
del mdb.models[‘Model-1’]
a1=open(‘parameters.txt’,‘r’)
b1=a1.read()
c1=b1.split()
parameters=[]
for i in range(len(c1)):
parameters.append(float(c1[i]))
outerdiameter,cyllength=parameters[1],parameters[3]
eta=float(eta)
innerdiameter=(1-eta)*outerdiameter
a=open(‘middleman.txt’,‘r’)
b=a.read()
c=b.split()
d,pair,x,y=[],[],[],[]
for i in range(len(c)):
d.append(float(c[i]))
for i in range(len(d)):
if i%2==0:
pair.append((d[i],d[i+1]))
x.append(d[i])
else:
y.append(d[i])
cylheight=max(y)
import math
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import part
import regionToolset
import displayGroupMdbToolset as dgm
import material
import section
import assembly
import step
import load
import mesh
import job
import visualization
import xyPlot
import displayGroupOdbToolset as dgo
session.openOdb(‘C:/abaquswork/CompactionAnalysis.odb’)
compactionodb=session.odbs[‘C:/abaquswork/CompactionAnalysis.odb’]
viewport=session.viewports[‘Principal Viewport’]
viewport.setValues(displayedObject=compactionodb)
viewport.odbDisplay.setPlotMode(CONTOUR)
viewport.odbDisplay.contourOptions.setValues(visibleEdges=FREE,
contourStyle=CONTINUOUS)
outputformat=NumberFormat(numDigits=9,format=SCIENTIFIC)
session.fieldReportOptions.setValues(printTotal=OFF,printMinMax=OFF,
numberFormat=outputformat)
for i in range(3):
session.writeFieldReport(filename=‘CompactionReport’+str(int(framenum)-10*i)+ \
‘.rpt’,append=OFF,sortItem=‘Node Label’,odb=compactionodb,step=0,
frame=int(framenum)-10*i,outputPosition=NODAL,variable=((‘COORD’,
NODAL,((COMPONENT,‘COOR1’),(COMPONENT,‘COOR2’))),(‘U’,NODAL,
((COMPONENT,‘U1’),(COMPONENT,‘U2’),)),(‘V’,NODAL,((COMPONENT,‘V1’),
COMPONENT,‘V2’),)),(‘VR3’,NODAL),(‘A’,NODAL,((COMPONENT,‘A1’),
(COMPONENT,‘A2’),)),(‘S’,INTEGRATION POINT,((INVARIANT,‘Mises’),
(INVARIANT,‘Max. Principal’),(INVARIANT,‘Min. Principal’),(INVARIANT,
‘Pressure’),(COMPONENT,‘S11’),(COMPONENT,‘S12’),(COMPONENT,‘S22’),
(COMPONENT,‘S33’),)),(‘PE’,INTEGRATION POINT,((COMPONENT,‘PE11’),
(COMPONENT,‘PE12’),(COMPONENT,‘PE22’),(COMPONENT,‘PE33’),)),
(‘PEEQ’,INTEGRATION POINT),(‘NE’,INTEGRATION POINT,((COMPONENT,
‘NE11’),(COMPONENT,‘NE12’),(COMPONENT,‘NE22’),(COMPONENT,‘NE33’),)),
(‘ELIHE’,WHOLE ELEMENT),(‘ELPD’,WHOLE ELEMENT),(‘ELSE’,
WHOLE ELEMENT),(‘ELVD’,WHOLE ELEMENT),(‘NT11’,NODEAL),
(‘TEMP’,INTEGRATION“˙POINT,))
print ‘Data for Frame ‘+str(int(framenum)-10*i)+‘ written to file.’
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#The output data from a selected .rpt file must first be processed into a usable form.
a2=open(‘CompactionReport’+framenum+‘.rpt’,‘r’)
b2=a2.read()
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c2=b2.split()
rough=[]
for i in range(len(c2)):
term=c2[i]
if len(term)==15:
if term[-4]==‘+’:
rough.append(term)
elif term[-4]==‘-’:
rough.append(term)
elif len(term)==16:
if term[-5]==‘E’:
if term[-4]==‘+’:
rough.append(term)
elif term[-4]==‘-’:
rogh.append(term)
if term==‘BOTTOMWALLINSTANCE:’:
rough.append(term)
elif term==‘LEFTWALLINSTANCE:’:
roughappend(term)
elif term==‘RIGHTWALLINSTANCE:’:
rough.append(term)
elif term==‘TOPWALLINSTANCE:’:
rough.append(term)
if term.endswith(‘INSTANCE’)==1:
if term.startswith(‘INNER’)==1:
rough.append(term)
elif term.startswith(‘OUTER’)==1:
rough.append(term)
#Any references to nodes associated with the rigid walls are now removed.
for i in range(len(rough)):
term1=rough[i]
if term1==‘BOTTOMWALLINSTANCE:’:
for j in range(22):
rough.pop(i)
break
for i in range(len(rough)):
term1=rough[i]
if term1==‘LEFTWALLINSTANCE:’:
for j in range(22):
rough.pop(i)
break
for i in range(len(rough)):
term1=rough[i]
if term1==‘RIGHTWALLINSTANCE:’:
for j in range(22):
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rough.pop(i)
break
for i in range(len(rough)):
term1=rough[i]
if term1==‘TOPWALLINSTANCE:’:
for j in range(22):
rough.pop(i)
break
#The number of nodes in each of the inner and outer components of each
#grain is determined.
counter,num=0,[]
for i in range(len(rough)):
if i<len(rough)-1:
term,nextterm=rough[i],rough[i+1]
if term.endswith(‘INSTANCE:’]==0:
counter=counter+1
if nextterm.endswith(‘INSTANCE:’)==1:
num.append(counter)
counter=0
elif i==len(rough)-1:
term=rough[i]
if term.endswith(‘INSTANCE:’)==0:
counter=counter+1
num.append(counter)
numpergrain=[]
for i in range(len(num)):
term=num[i]/31
numpergrain.append(term)
#Define a vector that identifies the grain upon which each node is located.
sum=0
n=int(parameters[0])
grainnum=[]
for i in range(2*n):
term=numpergrain[i]
for j in range(sum,sum+term):
if i<n:
grainnum.append(i+1)
elif i>=n:
grainnum.append(i-(n-1))
sum=sum+term
#All extraneous data is now removed.
remainder=[]
for i in range(len(rough)):
term=rough[i]
if term.endswith(‘INSTANCE:’)==1:
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remainder.append(term)
for i in range(len(remainder)):
term1=remainder[i]
term2=rough.count(term1)
if term2==1:
rough.remove(term1)
remainder.remove(term1)
remainder.insert(i,‘Done’)
elif term2==2:
for j in range(2):
term3=rough.index(term1)
rough.pop(term3)
remainder.pop(i)
remainder.insert(i,‘Done’)
remainder.pop(i+1)
remainder.insert(i+1,‘Done’)
#The original data is arranged
xcoordString,ycoordString,xVelocString,yVelocString=[],[],[],[]
MisesStressString,PressureString,S11String=[],[],[]
S12String,S22String,S33String=[],[],[]
NodalTempString,ElemTempString=[],[]
for i in range(len(rough)):
if i%31==0:
xcoordString.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==1:
ycoordString.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==4:
xVelocString.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==5:
yVelocString.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==8:
MisesStressString.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==11:
PressureString.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==12:
S11String.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==13:
S12String.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==14:
S22String.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==15:
S33String.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==29:
NodalTempString.append(rough[i])
elif i%31==30:
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ElemTempString.append(rough[i])
xcoord,ycoord,xVeloc,yVeloc=[],[],[],[]
MisesStress,Pressure,S11,S12,S22,S33=[],[],[],[],[],[]
NodalTemp,ElemTemp=[],[]
for i in range(len(xcoordString)):
xcoord.append(float(xcoordString[i]));ycoord.append(float(ycoordString[i]));
xVeloc.append(float(xVelocString[i]));yVeloc.append(float(yVelocString[i]));
MisesStress.append(float(MisesStressString[i]));
Pressure.append(float(PressureString[i]));S11.append(float(S11String[i]));
S22.append(float(S22String[i]));S33.append(float(S33String[i]));
NodalTemp.append(float(NodalTempString[i]));
ElemTemp.append(float(ElemTempString[i]));
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#To decrease the amount of memory required to store strings and lists, unused
#entities are cleared from system memory.
del rough
del [xcoordString,ycoordString,xVelocString,yVelocString,MisesStressString]
del [PressureString,S11String,S12String,S22String,S33String]
del [NodalTempString,ElemTempString]
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
size=float(outerdiameter/float(outerseed))*math.pi
basenumber=int(basenumber)
ybaseline=[]
increment=float((max(ycoord)-min(ycoord))/float(basenumber-1))
for i in range(1,basenumber+1):
if i<basenumber:
term=min(ycoord)+float((i-1)*increment)
ybaseline.append(term)
elif i==basenumber:
term=float(max(ycoord)-0.5*size)
ybaseline.append(term)
allxvalues,allyvalues,allxVeloc,allyVeloc=[],[],[],[]
allMises,allPressure,allS11,allS12,allS22,allS33=[],[],[],[],[],[]
allNodalTemp,allElemTemp,allgrainnumvalues=[],[],[]
from Numeric import *
from LinearAlgebra import *
allxinterp,allyinterp,allxVelocinterp,allyVelocinterp=[],[],[],[]
allMisesinterp,allPressureinterp=[],[]
allS11interp,allS12interp,allS22interp,allS33interp=[],[],[],[]
allNodalTempinterp,allElemTempinterp=[],[]
allxVelocintegral,allyVelocintegral=[],[]
allMisesintegral,allPressureintegral=[],[]
allS11integral,allS12integral,allS22integral,allS33integral=[],[],[],[]
allNodalTempintegral,allElemTempintegral,allnormxintegral=[],[],[]
interppointx,interppointy=[],[]
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allperlinesurpointsgrainnum=[]
searchcoeff=float(searchcoeff)
#The raw transverse data has been obtained; interpolation of the data to
#desired locations along the horizontal axis defined by the baseline y-
#coordinates is now conducted. The interpolated values at each axial value
#is denoted by ‘‘interp’’, while the global collection is prepended by ‘‘all’’,
#followed by ‘‘interp’’.
for i in range(len(ybaseline)):
xinterp,yinterp,xVelocinterp,yVelocinterp=[],[],[],[]
Misesinterp,Pressureinterp,S11interp,S12interp,S22interp,S33interp=[],[],[],[],[],[]
NodalTempinterp,ElemTempinterp,grainnuminterp=[],[],[]
#The number of desired interpolation points per axial location has already been specified
#by the user. We must first check that there are enough interpolation points to complete
#a first-order, two-dimensional bilinear interpolation scheme.
if i>0 and i<len(ybaseline)-1:
print ‘The current transverse location index is’,i
interppointx,interppointy=[],[]
perlinesurpointsx,perlinesurpointsy=[],[]
perlinesurpointsxVeloc,perlinesurpointsyVeloc=[],[]
perlinesurpointsMises,perlinesurpointsPressure,perlinesurpointsS11=[],[],[]
perlinesurpointsS12,perlinesurpointsS22,perlinesurpointsS33=[],[],[]
perlinesurpointsNodalTemp,perlinesurpointsElemTemp=[],[]
perlinesurpointsgrainnum=[]
for j in range(int(transverse)):
dxinterp=cyllength/(int(transverse)-1)
interppointx.append(j*dxinterp); interppointy.append(ybaseline[i])
for j in range(int(transverse)):
surroundpointsx,surroundpointsy,surroundxVeloc=[],[],[]
surroundyVeloc,surroundMises,surroundPressure=[],[],[]
surroundS11,surroundS12,surroundS22,surroundS33=[],[],[],[]
r=0.0
if j!=0:
if j!=int(transverse)-1:
while len(surroundpointsx)<4:
deltar=dxinterp/searchcoeff
r=r+deltar
prevcount1,prevcount2,prevcount3,prevcount4=0,0,0,0
neighborhoodx,neighborhoody,neighborhooddistance=[],[],[]
neighborhoodxVeloc,neighborhoodyVeloc=[],[]
neighborhoodMises,neighborhoodPressure,neighborhoodS11=[],[],[]
neighborhoodS12,neighborhoodS22,neighborhoodS33=[],[],[]
neighborhoodNodalTemp,neighborhoodElemTemp=[],[]
neighborhoodgrainnum=[]
surroundpointsx,surroundpointsy,surroundpointsxVeloc=[],[],[]
surroundpointsyVeloc,surroundMises,surroundPressure=[],[],[]
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surroundS11,surroundS12,surroundS22,surroundS33=[],[],[],[]
surroundNodalTemp,surroundElemTemp,surroundgrainnum=[],[],[]
if r>cylheight:
break
for k in range(len(ycoord)):
dist=(xcoord[k]-interppoint[j])**2+(ycoord[k]-interppoint[j])**2
if dist<=r**2:
neighborhoodx.append(xcoord[k])
neighborhoody.append(ycoord[k])
neighborhooddistance.append(dist)
neighborhoodxVeloc.append(xVeloc[k])
neighborhoodyVeloc.append(yVeloc[k])
neighborhoodMises.append(MisesStress[k])
neighborhoodPressure.append(Pressure[k])
neighborhoodS11.append(S11[k]); neigborhoodS22.append(S22[k])
neighborhoodS33.append(S33[k])
neighborhoodNodalTemp.append(NodalTemp[k])
neighborhoodElemTemp.append(ElemTemp[k])
#Now sort the neighborhood points located within the search radius in order of increasing
#distance.
neighborhoodsort,I,dummy=[],[],[]
for m in range(len(neighborhooddistance)):
neighborhoodsort.append(neighborhooddistance[m])
dummy.append(neighborhooddistance[m])
neighborhoodsort.sort()
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
if neighborhoodsort.count(neighborhoodsort[m])==1:
I.append(neighborhooddistance.index(neighborhoodsort[m]))
else:
I.append(dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m]))
old=dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m])
dummy.remove(neighborhoodsort[m])
dummy.insert(old,‘dummystring’)
neighborhoodxsort,neighborhoodysort=[],[]
neighborhoodxVelocsort,neighborhoodyVelocsort=[],[]
neighborhoodMisessort,neighborhoodPressuresort=[],[]
neighborhoodS11sort,neighborhoodS12sort=[],[]
neighborhoodS22sort,neighborhoodS33sort=[],[]
neighborhoodNodalTemp,neighborhoodElemTemp=[],[]
neighborhoodgrainnumsort=[]
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
neighborhoodxsort.append(neighborhoodx[I[m]])
neighborhoodysort.append(neighborhoody[I[m]])
neighborhoodxVelocsort.append(neighborhoodxVeloc[I[m]])
neighborhoodyVelocsort.append(neighborhoodyVeloc[I[m]])
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neighborhoodMisessort.append(neighborhoodMises[I[m]])
neighborhoodPressuresort.append(neighborhoodPressure[I[m]])
neighborhoodS11sort.append(neighborhoodS11[I[m]])
neighborhoodS12sort.append(neighborhoodS12[I[m]])
neighborhoodS22sort.append(neighborhoodS22[I[m]])
neighborhoodS33sort.append(neighborhoodS33[I[m]])
z=neighborhoodNodalTemp[I[m]]
neighborhoodNodalTempsort.append(z)
neighborhoodElemTempsort.append(neighborhoodElemTemp[I[m]])
neighborhoodgrainnumsort.append(neighborhoodgrainnum[I[m]])
for k in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
dx1=neighborhoodxsort[k]-interppointx[j]
dy1=neighborhoodysort[k]-interppointy[j]
if dx1<0.0 and dy1<0.0:
for n in range(k):
dx2=neighborhoodxsort[n]-interppointx[j]
dy2=neighborhoodysort[n]-interppointy[j]
if dx2<0.0 and dy2<0.0:
prevcount1=prevcount1+1
if prevcount1==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodElemTempsort[k]
surroundElemTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k]
surroundgrainnum.append(z)
if dx1<0.0 and dy1>0.0:
for n in range(k):
dx2=neighborhoodxsort[n]-interppointx[j]
dy2=neighborhoodysort[n]-interppointy[j]
if dx2<0.0 and dy2>0.0:
prevcount2=prevcount2+1
if prevcount2==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
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surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodElemTempsort[k]
surroundElemTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k]
surroundgrainnum.append(z)
if dx1>0.0 and dy1<0.0:
for n in range(k):
dx2=neighborhoodxsort[n]-interppointx[j]
dy2=neighborhoodysort[n]-interppointy[j]
if dx2>0.0 and dy2<0.0:
prevcount3=prevcount3+1
if prevcount3==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodElemTempsort[k]
surroundElemTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k]
surroundgrainnum.append(z)
if dx1>0.0 and dy1>0.0:
for n in range(k):
dx2=neighborhoodxsort[n]-interppointx[j]
dy2=neighborhoodysort[n]-interppointy[j]
if dx2>0.0 and dy2>0.0:
prevcount4=prevcount4+1
if prevcount4==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
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surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodElemTempsort[k]
surroundElemTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k]
surroundgrainnum.append(z)
else:
while len(surroundpointsx)<2:
deltar=dxinterp/searchcoeff
r=r+deltar
prevcount1,prevcount2=0,0
neighborhoodx,neighborhoody,neighborhooddistance=[],[],[]
neighborhoodxVeloc,neighborhoodyVeloc=[],[]
neighborhoodMises,neighborhoodPressure=[],[]
neighborhoodS11,neighborhoodS12,neighborhoodS22=[],[],[]
neighborhoodS33,neighborhoodNodalTemp=[],[]
neighborhoodElemTemp,neighborhoodgrainnum=[],[]
surroundpointsx,surroundpointsy=[],[]
surroundxVeloc,surroundyVeloc=[],[]
surroundMises,surroundPressure=[],[]
surroundS11,surroundS12,surroundS22=[],[],[]
surroundS33,surroundNodalTemp=[],[]
surroundElemTemp,surroundgrainnum=[],[]
if r>cylheight:
break
for k in range(len(ycoord)):
dist=(xcoord[k]-interppointx[j])**2+ \
(ycoord[k]-interppointy[j])**2
if dist<=r**2:
neighborhoodx.append(xcoord[k])
neighborhoody.append(ycoord[k])
neighborhooddistance.append(dist)
neighborhoodxVeloc.append(xVeloc[k])
neighborhoodyVeloc.append(yVeloc[k])
neighborhoodMises.append(MisesStress[k])
neighborhoodPressure.append(Pressure[k])
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neighborhoodS11.append(S11[k])
neighborhoodS12.append(S12[k])
neighborhoodS22.append(S22[k])
neighborhoodS33.append(S33[k])
neighborhoodNodalTemp.append(NodalTemp[k])
neighborhoodElemTemp.append(ElemTemp[k])
neighborhoodgrainnum.append(grainnum[k])
#Now sort the neighborhood points located within the search radius in order of
#increasing distance from the interpolation point.
neighborhoodsort,I,dummy=[],[],[]
for m in range(len(neighborhooddistance)):
neighborhoodsort.append(neighborhooddistance[m])
dummy.append(neighborhooddistance[m])
neighborhoodsort.sort()
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
if neighborhoodsort.count(neighborhoodsort[m])==1:
I.append(neighborhooddistance.index(neighborhoodsort[m]))
else:
I.append(dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m]
old=dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m]
dummy.remove(neighborhoodsort[m])
dummy.insert(old,‘dummystring’)
neighborhoodxsort,neighborhoodysort=[],[]
neighborhoodxVelocsort,neighborhoodyVelocsort=[],[]
neighborhoodMisessort,neighborhoodPressuresort=[],[]
neighborhoodS11sort,neighborhoodS12sort=[],[]
neighborhoodS22sort,neighborhoodS33sort=[],[]
neighborhoodNodalTempsort=[]
neighborhoodElemTempsort=[]
neighborhoodgrainnumsort=[]
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
neighborhoodxsort.append(neighborhoodx[I[m]])
neighborhoodysort.append(neighborhoody[I[m]])
neighborhoodxVelocsort.append(neighborhoodxVeloc[I[m]])
neighborhoodyVelocsort.append(neighborhoodyVeloc[I[m]])
neighborhoodMisessort.append(neighborhoodMises[I[m]])
neighborhoodPressuresort.append(neighborhoodPressure[I[m]])
neighborhoodS11sort.append(neighborhoodS11[I[m]])
neighborhoodS12sort.append(neighborhoodS12[I[m]])
neighborhoodS22sort.append(neighborhoodS22[I[m]])
neighborhoodS33sort.append(neighborhoodS33[I[m]])
z=neighborhoodNodalTemp[I[m]])
neighborhoodNodalTempsort.append(z)
z=(neighborhoodElemTemp[I[m]]
neighborhoodElemTempsort.append(z)
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z=neighborhoodgrainnum[I[m]]
neighborhoodgrainnumsort.append(z)
for k in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
dy1=neighborhoodysort[k]-interppointy[j]
if dy1>0:
for n in range(k):
dy2=neighborhoodysort[n]-interppointy[j]
if dy2>0:
prevcount1=prevcount1+1
if prevcount1==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodElemTempsort[k]
surroundElemTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k]
surroundgrainnum.append(z)
if dy1<0:
for n in range(k):
dy2=neighborhoodysort[n]-interppointy[j]
if dy2<0:
prevcount2=prevcount2+1
if prevcount2==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodElemTempsort[k]
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surroundElemTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k]
surroundgrainnum.append(z)
else:
while len(surroundpointsx)<2:
deltar=dxinterp/searchcoeff
r=r+deltar
prevcount1,prevcount2=0,0
neighborhoodx,neighborhoody,neighborhooddistance=[],[],[]
neighborhoodxVeloc,neighborhoodyVeloc=[],[]
neighborhoodMises,neighborhoodPressure=[],[]
neighborhoodS11,neighborhoodS12,neighborhoodS22=[],[],[]
neighborhoodS33,neighborhoodNodalTemp=[],[]
neighborhoodElemTemp,neighborhoodgrainnum=[],[]
surroundpointsx,surroundpointsy=[],[]
surroundxVeloc,surroundyVeloc=[],[]
surroundMises,surroundPressure=[],[]
surroundS11,surroundS12,surroundS22=[],[],[]
surroundS33,surroundNodalTemp=[],[]
surroundElemTemp,surroundgrainnum=[],[]
if r>cylheight:
break
for k in range(len(ycoord)):
dist=(xcoord[k]-interppointx[j])**2+ \
(ycoord[k]-interppointy[j])**2
if dist<=r**2:
neighborhoodx.append(xcoord[k])
neighborhoody.append(ycoord[k])
neighborhooddistance.append(dist)
neighborhoodxVeloc.append(xVeloc[k])
neighborhoodyVeloc.append(yVeloc[k])
neighborhoodMises.append(MisesStress[k])
neighborhoodPressure.append(Pressure[k])
neighborhoodS11.append(S11[k])
neighborhoodS12.append(S12[k])
neighborhoodS22.append(S22[k])
neighborhoodS33.append(S33[k])
neighborhoodNodalTemp.append(NodalTemp[k])
neighborhoodElemTemp.append(ElemTemp[k])
neighborhoodgrainnum.append(grainnum[k])
#Now sort the neighborhood points located within the search radius in order of
#increasing distance from the interpolation point.
neighborhoodsort,I,dummy=[],[],[]
for m in range(len(neighborhooddistance)):
neighborhoodsort.append(neighborhooddistance[m])
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dummy.append(neighborhooddistance[m])
neighborhoodsort.sort()
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
if neighborhoodsort.count(neighborhoodsort[m])==1:
I.append(neighborhooddistance.index(neighborhoodsort[m]))
else:
I.append(dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m]
old=dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m]
dummy.remove(neighborhoodsort[m])
dummy.insert(old,‘dummystring’)
neighborhoodxsort,neighborhoodysort=[],[]
neighborhoodxVelocsort,neighborhoodyVelocsort=[],[]
neighborhoodMisessort,neighborhoodPressuresort=[],[]
neighborhoodS11sort,neighborhoodS12sort=[],[]
neighborhoodS22sort,neighborhoodS33sort=[],[]
neighborhoodNodalTempsort=[]
neighborhoodElemTempsort=[]
neighborhoodgrainnumsort=[]
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
neighborhoodxsort.append(neighborhoodx[I[m]])
neighborhoodysort.append(neighborhoody[I[m]])
neighborhoodxVelocsort.append(neighborhoodxVeloc[I[m]])
neighborhoodyVelocsort.append(neighborhoodyVeloc[I[m]])
neighborhoodMisessort.append(neighborhoodMises[I[m]])
neighborhoodPressuresort.append(neighborhoodPressure[I[m]])
neighborhoodS11sort.append(neighborhoodS11[I[m]])
neighborhoodS12sort.append(neighborhoodS12[I[m]])
neighborhoodS22sort.append(neighborhoodS22[I[m]])
neighborhoodS33sort.append(neighborhoodS33[I[m]])
z=neighborhoodNodalTemp[I[m]])
neighborhoodNodalTempsort.append(z)
z=(neighborhoodElemTemp[I[m]]
neighborhoodElemTempsort.append(z)
z=neighborhoodgrainnum[I[m]]
neighborhoodgrainnumsort.append(z)
for k in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
dy1=neighborhoodysort[k]-interppointy[j]
if dy1>0:
for n in range(k):
dy2=neighborhoodysort[n]-interppointy[j]
if dy2>0:
prevcount1=prevcount1+1
if prevcount1==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
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surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodElemTempsort[k]
surroundElemTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k]
surroundgrainnum.append(z)
if dy1<0:
for n in range(k):
dy2=neighborhoodysort[n]-interppointy[j]
if dy2<0:
prevcount2=prevcount2+1
if prevcount2==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k]
surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodElemTempsort[k]
surroundElemTemp.append(z)
z=neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k]
surroundgrainnum.append(z)
perlinesurpointsx.append(surroundpointsx)
perlinesurpointsy.append(surroundpointsy)
perlinesurpointsxVeloc.append(surroundxVeloc)
perlinesurpointsyVeloc.append(surroundyVeloc)
perlinesurpointsMises.append(surroundMises)
perlinesurpointsPressure.append(surroundPressure)
perlinesurpointsS11.append(surroundS11)
perlinesurpointsS12.append(surroundS12)
perlinesurpointsS22.append(surroundS22)
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perlinesurpointsS33.append(surroundS33)
perlinesurpointsNodalTemp.append(surroundNodalTemp)
perlinesurpointsElemTemp.append(surroundElemTemp)
perlinesurpointsgrainnum.append(surroundgrainnum)
print j,surroundpointsx,surroundpointsy
for j in range(int(transverse)):
spointsx,spointsy=perlinesurpointsx[j],perlinesurpointsy[j]
sgrainnum=perlinesurpointsgrainnum[j]
if len(spointsx)==4:
x1,x2,x3,x4=spointsx[0],spointsx[1],spointsx[2],spointsx[3]
y1,y2,y3,y4=spointsy[0],spointsy[1],spointsy[2],spointsy[3]
matrix=array([[1,x1,y1,x1*y1],[1,x2,y2,x2*y2],[1,x3,y3,x3*y3],
[1,x4,y4,x4*y]])
inv=inverse(matrix)
#Matrix multiplication must now be carried out to determine the interpolation coefficients
#for each computed variable.
cxVeloc=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsxVeloc[j]))
cyVeloc=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsyVeloc[j]))
cMises=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsMises[j]))
cPressure=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsPressure[j]))
cS11=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsS11[j]))
cS12=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsS12[j]))
cS22=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsS22[j]))
cS33=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsS33[j]))
cNodalTemp=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsNodalTemp[j]))
cElemTemp=matrixmultiply(inv,array(perlinesurpointsElemTemp[j]))
#The final bilinear interpolation values can now be determined for each variable.
xVelocinterpterm=cxVeloc[0]+cxVeloc[1]*interppointx[j]+ \
cxVeloc[2]*interppointy[j]+cxVeloc[3]*interppointx[j]* \
interppointy[j]
yVelocinterpterm=cyVeloc[0]+cyVeloc[1]*interppointx[j]+ \
cyVeloc[2]*interppointy[j]+cyVeloc[3]*interppointx[j]* \
interppointy[j]
Misesinterpterm=cMises[0]+cMises[1]*interppointx[j]+ \
cMises[2]*interppointy[j]+cMises[3]*interppointx[j]* \
interppointy[j]
Pressureinterpterm=cPressure[0]+cPressure[1]*interppointx[j]+ \
cPressure[2]*interppointy[j]+cPressure[3]*interppointx[j]* \
interppointy[j]
S11interpterm=cS11[0]+cS11[1]*interppointx[j]+ \
cS11[2]*interppointy[j]+cS11[3]*interppointx[j]*interppointy[j]
S12interpterm=cS12[0]+cS12[1]*interppointx[j]+ \
cS12[2]*interppointy[j]+cS12[3]*interppointx[j]*interppointy[j]
S22interpterm=cS22[0]+cS22[1]*interppointx[j]+ \
cS22[2]*interppointy[j]+cS22[3]*interppointx[j]*interppointy[j]
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S33interpterm=cS33[0]+cS33[1]*interppointx[j]+ \
cS33[2]*interppointy[j]+cS33[3]*interppointx[j]*interppointy[j]
NodalTempinterpterm=cNodalTemp[0]+cNodalTemp[1]*\
interppointx[j]+cNodalTemp[2]*interppointy[j]+\
cNodalTemp[3]*interppointx[j]*interppointy[j]
ElemTempinterpterm=cElemTemp[0]+cElemTemp[1]*interppointx[j]+ \
cElemTemp[2]*interppointy[j]+cElemTemp[3]*interppointx[j]* \
interppointy[j]
#These values are now recorded.
xVelocinterp.append(xVelocinterpterm)
yVelocinterp.append(yVelocinterpterm)
Misesinterp.append(Misesinterpterm)
Pressureinterp.append(Pressureinterpterm)
S11interp.append(S11interpterm);S12interp.append(S12interpterm)
S22interp.append(S22interpterm);S33interp.append(S33interpterm)
NodalTempinterp.append(NodalTempinterpterm)
ElemTempinterp.append(ElemTempinterpterm)
grainnumterm=float(sum(sgrainnum))/len(sgrainnum)
grainnuminterp.append(grainnumterm)
else:
#Data at points located at the transverse boundaries are interpolated linearly in the axial
#direction, zero-order in the transverse direction.
y1,y2=spointsy[0],spointsy[1]
chi=perlinesurpointsxVeloc[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1);a=chi[1]-b*y2
xVelocinterpterm=a+b*interppointy[j]
xVelocinterp.append(xVelocinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsyVeloc[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1);a=chi[1]-b*y2
yVelocinterpterm=a+b*interppointy[j]
yVelocinterp.append(yVelocinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsMises[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1);a=chi[1]-b*y2
Misesinterpterm=a+b*interppointy[j]
Misesinterp.append(Misesinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsPressure[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1);a=chi[1]-b*y2
Pressureinterpterm=a+b*interppointy[j]
Pressureinterp.append(Pressureinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsS11[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1);a=chi[1]-b*y2
S11interpterm=a+b*interppointy[j];S11interp.append(S11interpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsS12[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1);a=chi[1]-b*y2
S12interpterm=a+b*interppointy[j];S12interp.append(S12interpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsS22[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1);a=chi[1]-b*y2
S22interpterm=a+b*interppointy[j];S22interp.append(S22interpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsS33[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1);a=chi[1]-b*y2
S33interpterm=a+b*interppointy[j];S33interp.append(S33interpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsNodalTemp[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1)
a=chi[1]-b*y2;NodalTempinterpterm=a+b*interppointy[j]
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NodalTempinterp.append(NodalTempinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsElemTemp[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(y2-y1)
a=chi[1]-b*y2;ElemTempinterpterm=a+b*interppointy[j]
ElemTempinterp.append(ElemTempinterpterm)
grainnumterm=float(sum(sgrainnum))/len(sgrainnum)
grainnuminterp.append(grainnumterm)
else:
print ‘The current transverse location is’,i
interppointx,interppointy=[],[]
perlinesurpointsx,perlinesurpointsy=[],[]
perlinesurpointsxVeloc,perlinesurpointsyVeloc=[],[]
perlinesurpointsMises,perlinesurpointsPressure,perlinesurpointsS11=[],[],[]
perlinesurpointsS12,perlinesurpointsS22,perlinesurpointsS33=[],[],[]
perlinesurpointsNodalTemp,perlinesurpointsElemTemp=[],[]
perlinesurpointsgrainnum=[]
for j in range(int(transverse)):
dxinterp=cyllength/(int(transverse)-1)
interppointx.append(j*dxinterp); interppointy.append(ybaseline[i])
for j in range(int(transverse)):
surroundpointsx,surroundpointsy=[],[]
surroundxVeloc,surroundyVeloc=[],[]
surroundMises,surroundPressure,surroundS11,surroundS12=[],[],[],[]
surroundS22,surroundS33,surroundNodalTemp,surroundElemTemp=[],[],[],[]
surroundgrainnum=[]
r=0.0
if j!=0 and j!=int(transverse)-1:
while len(surroundpointsx)<2:
deltar=dxinterp/searchcoeff
r=r+deltar
prevcount1,prevcount2=0,0
neighborhoodx,neighborhoody,neighborhooddistance=[],[],[]
neighborhoodxVeloc,neighborhoodyVeloc=[],[]
neighborhoodMises,neighborhoodPressure,neighborhoodS11=[],[],[]
neighborhoodS12,neighborhoodS22,neighborhoodS33=[],[],[]
neighborhoodNodalTemp,neighborhoodElemTemp=[],[]
neighborhoodgrainnum=[]
surroundx,surroundy=[],[]
surroundxVeloc,surroundyVeloc=[],[]
surroundMises,surroundPressure,surroundS11=[],[],[]
surroundS12,surroundS22,surroundS33=[],[],[]
surroundNodalTemp,surroundElemTemp=[],[]
surroundgrainnum=[]
if r>cylheight:
break
for k in range(len(ycoord))
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dist=(xcoord[k]-interppointx[j])**2++(ycoord[k]-interppointy[j])**2
if dist<=r**2:
neighborhoodx.append(xcoord[k]); neighborhoody.append(ycoord[k])
neighborhooddistance.append(dist)
neighborhoodxVeloc.append(xVeloc[k])
neighborhoodyVeloc.append(yVeloc[k])
neighborhoodMises.append(MisesStress[k])
neighborhoodPressure.append(Pressure[k])
neighborhoodS11.append(S11[k]);neighborhoodS12.append(S12[k])
neighborhoodS22.append(S22[k]);neighborhoodS33.append(S33[k])
neighborhoodNodalTemp.append(NodalTemp[k])
neighborhoodElemTemp.append(ElemTemp[k])
neighborhoodgrainnum.append(grainnum[k])
#Now sort the neighborhood points in order of increasing distance from the interp point.
neighborhoodsort,I,dummy=[],[],[]
for m in range(len(neighborhooddistance)):
neighborhoodsort.append(neighborhoodidstance[m])
dummy.append(neighborhooddistance[m])
neighborhoodsort.sort()
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
if neighborhoodsort.count(neighborhoodsort[m])==1:
I.append(neighborhooddistance.index(neighborhoodsort[m]))
else:
I.append(dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m]))
old=dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m])
dummy.remove(neighborhoodsort[m])
dummy.insert(old,‘dummystring’)
neighborhoodxsort,neighborhoodysort=[],[]
neighborhoodxVelocsort,neighborhoodyVelocsort=[],[]
neighborhoodMisessort,neighborhoodPressuresort=[],[]
neighborhoodS11sort,neighborhoodS12sort=[],[]
neighborhoodS22sort,neighborhoodS33sort=[],[]
neighborhoodNodalTemp,neighborhoodElemTemp=[],[]
neighborhoodgrainnumsort=[]
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
neighborhoodxsort.append(neighborhoodx[I[m]])
neighborhoodysort.append(neighborhoody[I[m]])
neighborhoodxVelocsort.append(neighborhoodxVeloc[I[m]])
neighborhoodyVelocsort.append(neighborhoodyVeloc[I[m]])
neighborhoodMisessort.append(neighborhoodMises[I[m]])
neighborhoodPressuresort.append(neighborhoodPressure[I[m]])
neighborhoodS11sort.append(neighborhoodS11[I[m]])
neighborhoodS12sort.append(neighborhoodS12[I[m]])
neighborhoodS22sort.append(neighborhoodS22[I[m]])
neighborhoodS33sort.append(neighborhoodS33[I[m]])
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z=neighborhoodNodalTemp[I[m]]
neighborhoodNodalTempsort.append(z)
z=neighborhoodElemTemp[I[m]]
neighborhoodElemTempsort.append(z)
neighborhoodgrainnumsort.append(neighborhoodgrainnum[I[m]])
for k in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
if neighborhoodxsort[k]-interppoint[j]>0:
for n in range(k):
if neighborhoodxsort[n]-interppointx[j]>0:
prevcount1=prevcount1+1
if prevcount1==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighorhoodElemTempsort[k]
surroundElemTemp.append(z)
surroundgrainnum.append(neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k])
if neighborhoodxsort[k]-interppoint[j]<0:
for n in range(k):
if neighborhoodxsort[n]-interppointx[j]<0:
prevcount2=prevcount2+1
if prevcount2==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
z=neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k]
surroundNodalTemp.append(z)
z=neighorhoodElemTempsort[k]
surroundElemTemp.append(z)
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surroundgrainnum.append(neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k])
else:
while len(surroundpointsx)<1:
deltar=dxinterp/searchcoeff
r=r+deltar
prevcount1=0
neighborhoodx,neighborhoody,neighborhooddistance=[],[],[]
neighborhoodxVeloc,neighborhoodyVeloc=[],[]
neighborhoodMises,neighborhoodPressure,neighborhoodS11=[],[],[]
neighborhoodS12,neighborhoodS22,neighborhoodS33=[],[],[]
neighborhoodNodalTemp,neighborhoodElemTemp=[],[]
neighborhoodgrainnum=[]
surroundpointsx,surroundpointsy=[],[]
surroundxVeloc,surroundyVeloc=[],[]
surroundMises,surroundPressure,surroundS11=[],[],[]
surroundS12,surroundS22,surroundS33=[],[],[]
surroundNodalTemp,surroundElemTemp=[],[]
surroundgrainnum=[]
if r>cylheight:
break
for k in range(len(ycoord)):
dist=(xcoord[k]-interppointx[j])**2+(ycoord[k]-interppointy[j])**2
if dist<=r**2:
neighborhoodx.append(xcoord[k]);neighborhoody.append(ycoord[k])
neighborhooddistance.append(dist)
neighborhoodxVeloc.append(xVeloc[k])
neighborhoodyVeloc.append(yVeloc[k])
neighborhoodMises.append(MisesStress[k])
neighborhoodPressure.append(Pressure[k])
neighborhoodS11.append(S11[k]);neighborhoodS12.append(S12[k])
neighborhoodS22.append(S22[k]);neighborhoodS33.append(S33[k])
neighborhoodNodalTemp.append(NodalTemp[k])
neighborhoodElemTemp.append(ElemTemp[k])
neighborhoodgrainnum.append(grainnum[k])
#Now sort the neighborhood points in order of increasing distance from the interp point.
neighborhoodsort,I,dummy=[],[],[]
for m in range(len(neighborhooddistance)):
neighborhoodsort.append(neighborhooddistance[m])
dummy.append(neighborhooddistance[m])
neighborhooddistance.sort()
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
if neighborhoodsort.count(neighborhoodsort[m])==1:
I.append(neighborhooddistance.index(neighborhoodsort[m]))
else:
I.append(dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m]))
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old=dummy.index(neighborhoodsort[m])
dummy.remove(neighborhoodsort[m])
dummy.insert(old,‘dummystring’)
neighborhoodxsort,neighborhoodysort=[],[]
neighborhoodxVelocsort,neighborhoodyVelocsort=[],[]
neighborhoodMisessort,neighborhoodPressuresort=[],[]
neighborhoodS11sort,neighborhoodS12sort=[],[]
neighborhoodS22sort,neighborhoodS33sort=[],[]
neighborhoodNodalTempsort,neighborhoodElemTempsort=[],[]
neighborhoodgrainnumsort=[]
for m in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
neighborhoodxsort.append(neighborhoodx[I[m]])
neighborhoodysort.append(neighborhoody[I[m]])
neighborhoodxVelocsort.append(neighborhoodxVeloc[I[m]])
neighborhoodyVelocsort.append(neighborhoodyVeloc[I[m]])
neighborhoodMisessort.append(neighborhoodMises[I[m]])
neighborhoodPressuresort.append(neighborhoodPressure[I[m]])
neighborhoodS11sort.append(neighborhoodS11[I[m]])
neighborhoodS12sort.append(neighborhoodS12[I[m]])
neighborhoodS22sort.append(neighborhoodS22[I[m]])
neighborhoodS33sort.append(neighborhoodS33[I[m]])
neighborhoodNodalTempsort.append(neighborhoodNodalTemp[I[m]])
neighborhoodElemTempsort.append(neighborhoodElemTemp[I[m]])
neighborhoodgrainnumsort.append(neighborhoodgrainnum[I[m]])
for k in range(len(neighborhoodsort)):
if neighborhoodxsort[k]-interppoint[j]<0:
for n in range(k):
if neighborhoodxsort[n]-interppointx[j]<0:
if prevcount1==0:
surroundpointsx.append(neighborhoodxsort[k])
surroundpointsy.append(neighborhoodysort[k])
surroundxVeloc.append(neighborhoodxVelocsort[k])
surroundyVeloc.append(neighborhoodyVelocsort[k])
surroundMises.append(neighborhoodMisessort[k])
surroundPressure.append(neighborhoodPressuresort[k])
surroundS11.append(neighborhoodS11sort[k])
surroundS12.append(neighborhoodS12sort[k])
surroundS22.append(neighborhoodS22sort[k])
surroundS33.append(neighborhoodS33sort[k])
surroundNodalTemp.append(neighborhoodNodalTempsort[k])
surroundElemTemp.append(neighborhoodElemTempsort[k])
surroundgrainnum.append(neighborhoodgrainnumsort[k])
perlinesurpointsx.append(surroundpointsx)
perlinesurpointsy.append(surroundpointsy)
perlinesurpointsxVeloc.append(surroundxVeloc)
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perlinesurpointsyVeloc.append(surroundyVeloc)
perlinesurpointsMises.append(surroundMises)
perlinesurpointsPressure.append(surroundPressure)
perlinesurpointsS11.append(surroundS11)
perlinesurpointsS12.append(surroundS12)
perlinesurpointsS22.append(surroundS22)
perlinesurpointsS33.append(surroundS33)
perlinesurpointsNodalTemp.append(surroundNodalTemp)
perlinesurpointsElemTemp.append(surroundElemTemp)
perlinesurpointsgrainnum.append(surroundgrainnum)
print j,surroundpointsx,surroundpointsy
for j in range(int(transverse)):
spointsx,spointsy=perlinesurpointsx[j],perlinesurpointsy[j]
sgrainnum=perlinesurpointsgrainnum[j]
if len(spointsx)==2:
x1,x2=spointsx[0],spointsx[1]
chi=perlinesurpointsxVeloc[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
xVelocinterpterm=a+b*interppointx[j]
xVelocinterp.append(xVelocinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsyVeloc[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
yVelocinterpterm=a+b*interppointx[j]
yVelocinterp.append(yVelocinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsMises[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
Misesinterpterm=a+b*interppointx[j]
Misesinterp.append(Misesinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsPressure[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
Pressureinterpterm=a+b*interppointx[j]
Pressureinterp.append(Pressureinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsS11[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
S11interpterm=a+b*interppointx[j];S11interp.append(S11interpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsS12[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
S12interpterm=a+b*interppointx[j];S12interp.append(S12interpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsS22[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
S22interpterm=a+b*interppointx[j];S22interp.append(S22interpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsS33[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
S33interpterm=a+b*interppointx[j];S33interp.append(S33interpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsNodalTemp[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
NodalTempinterpterm=a+b*interppointx[j]
NodalTempinterp.append(NodalTempinterpterm)
chi=perlinesurpointsElemTemp[j];b=(chi[1]-chi[0])/(x2-x1);a=chi[1]-b*x2
ElemTempinterpterm=a+b*interppointx[j]
ElemTempinterp.append(ElemTempinterpterm)
grainnumterm=float(sum(sgrainnum))/len(sgrainnum)
grainnuminterp.append(grainnumterm)
elif len(spointsx)==1:
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g=perlinesurpointsxVeloc[j];xVelocinterp.append(g[0])
g=perlinesurpointsyVeloc[j];yVelocinterp.append(g[0])
g=perlinesurpointsMises[j];Misesinterp.append(g[0])
g=perlinesurpointsPressure[j];Pressureinterp.append(g[0])
g=perlinesurpointsS11[j];S11interp.append(g[0])
g=perlinesurpointsS12[j];S12interp.append(g[0])
g=perlinesurpointsS22[j];S22interp.append(g[0])
g=perlinesurpointsS33[j];S33interp.append(g[0])
g=perlinesurpointsNodalTemp[j];NodalTempinterp.append(g[0])
g=perlinesurpointsElemTemp[j];ElemTempinterp.append(g[0])
grainnumterm=float(sum(sgrainnum))/len(sgrainnum)
grainnuminterp.append(grainnumterm)
allxinterp.append(interppointx);allyinterp.append(interppointy)
allxVelocinterp.append(xVelocinterp);allyVelocinterp.append(yVelocinterp)
allMisesinterp.append(Misesinterp);allPressureinterp.append(Pressureinterp)
allS11interp.append(S11interp);allS12interp.append(S12interp)
allS22interp.append(S22interp);allS33interp.append(S33interp)
allNodalTempinterp.append(NodalTempinterp)
allElemTempinterp.append(ElemTempinterp)
allperlinesurpointsgrainnum.append(perlinesurpointsgrainnum)
#Numerical integration is now carried out using the Trapezoid Rule, and the transverse
#averages are computed as functions of the axial coordinate.
xVelocintegral,yVelocintegral,Misesintegral,Pressureintegral=0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0
S11integral,S12integral,S22integral,S33integral=0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0
NodalTempintegral,ElemTempintegral=0.0,0.0
for j in range(int(transverse)-1):
surgrains=perlinesurpointsgrainnum[j]
if grainnuminterp[j+1]==grainnuminterp[j] and \
float(surgrains[0])==grainnuminterp[j]:
deltax=interppointx[j+1]-interppointx[j]
xVelocterm=(deltax/2.0)*(xVelocinterp[j]+xVelocinterp[j+1]
yVelocterm=(deltax/2.0)*(yVelocinterp[j]+yVelocinterp[j+1]
Misesterm=(deltax/2.0)*(Misesinterp[j]+Misesinterp[j+1]
Pressureterm=(deltax/2.0)*(Pressureinterp[j]+Pressureinterp[j+1]
S11term=(deltax/2.0)*(S11interp[j]+S11interp[j+1]
S12term=(deltax/2.0)*(S12interp[j]+S12interp[j+1]
S22term=(deltax/2.0)*(S22interp[j]+S22interp[j+1]
S33term=(deltax/2.0)*(S33interp[j]+S33interp[j+1]
NodalTempterm=(deltax/2.0)*(NodalTempinterp[j]+NodalTempinterp[j+1]
ElemTempterm=(deltax/2.0)*(ElemTempinterp[j]+ElemTempinterp[j+1]
xVelocintegral=xVelocintegral+xVelocterm
yVelocintegral=yVelocintegral+yVelocterm
Misesintegral=Misesintegral+Misesterm
Pressureintegral=Pressureintegral+Pressureterm
S11integral=S11integral+S11term;S12integral=S12integral+S12term
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S22integral=S22integral+S22term;S33integral=S33integral+S33term
NodalTempintegral=NodalTempintegral+NodalTempterm
ElemTempintegral=ElemTempintegral+ElemTempterm
elif grainnuminterp[j+1]!=grainnuminterp[j]:
deltax=interppointx[j+1]-interppointx[j]
xVelocterm=(deltax/2.0)*(xVelocinterp[j]+xVelocinterp[j+1]
yVelocterm=(deltax/2.0)*(yVelocinterp[j]+yVelocinterp[j+1]
Misesterm=(deltax/2.0)*(Misesinterp[j]+Misesinterp[j+1]
Pressureterm=(deltax/2.0)*(Pressureinterp[j]+Pressureinterp[j+1]
S11term=(deltax/2.0)*(S11interp[j]+S11interp[j+1]
S12term=(deltax/2.0)*(S12interp[j]+S12interp[j+1]
S22term=(deltax/2.0)*(S22interp[j]+S22interp[j+1]
S33term=(deltax/2.0)*(S33interp[j]+S33interp[j+1]
NodalTempterm=(deltax/2.0)*(NodalTempinterp[j]+NodalTempinterp[j+1]
ElemTempterm=(deltax/2.0)*(ElemTempinterp[j]+ElemTempinterp[j+1]
xVelocintegral=xVelocintegral+xVelocterm
yVelocintegral=yVelocintegral+yVelocterm
Misesintegral=Misesintegral+Misesterm
Pressureintegral=Pressureintegral+Pressureterm
S11integral=S11integral+S11term;S12integral=S12integral+S12term
S22integral=S22integral+S22term;S33integral=S33integral+S33term
NodalTempintegral=NodalTempintegral+NodalTempterm
ElemTempintegral=ElemTempintegral+ElemTempterm
allxVelocintegral.append(xVelocintegral);allyVelocintegral.append(yVelocintegral)
allMisesintegral.append(Misesintegral);allPressureintegral.append(Pressureintegral)
allS11integral.append(S11integral);allS12integral.append(S12integral)
allS22integral.append(S22integral);allS33integral.append(S33integral)
allNodalTempintegral.append(NodalTempintegral)
allElemTempintegral.append(ElemTempintegral)
normxintegral=0.0
for j in range(int(transverse)-1):
surgrains=perlinesurpointsgrainnum[j]
deltax=interppointx[j+1]-interppointx[j]
if grainnuminterp[j1]==grainnuminterp[j] and \
float(sugrains[0])==grainnuminterp[j]:
normxintegral=normxintegral+deltax
elif grainnuminterp[j+1]!=grainnuminterp[j]:
normxintegral=normxintegral+deltax
allnormxintegral.append(normxintegral)
allsolidvolfrac,allavgxVeloc,allavgyVeloc,allavgMises,allavgPressure=[],[],[],[],[]
allavgS11,allavgS12,allavgS22,allavgS33,allavgNodalTemp,allavgElemTemp=[],[],[],[],[],[]
for i in range(len(allxVelocintegral)):
allsolidvolfrac.append(allnormxintegral[i]/cyllength)
allavgxVeloc.append(allxVelocintegral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
allavgyVeloc.append(allyVelocintegral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
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allavgMises.append(allMisesintegral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
allavgPressure.append(allPressureintegral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
allavgS11.append(allS11integral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
allavgS12.append(allS12integral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
allavgS22.append(allS22integral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
allavgS33.append(allS33integral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
allavgNodalTemp.append(allNodalTempintegral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
allavgElemTemp.append(allElemTempintegral[i]/allnormxintegral[i])
#Running averages are now computed to smooth the transverse-averaged data.
m=4
alldoublesolidvolfrac,alldoubleagxVeloc,alldoubleavgyVeloc=[],[],[]
alldoubleavgMises,alldoubleavgPressure,alldoubleavgS11=[],[],[]
alldoubleavgS12,alldoubleavgS22,alldoubleavgS33=[],[],[]
alldoubleavgNodalTemp,alldoubleavgElemTemp=[],[]
for i in range(len(ybaseline)):
suby,subsolidvolfrac,subxVeloc,subyVeloc=[],[],[],[]
subMises,subPressure,subS11,subS12,subS22,subS33=[],[],[],[],[],[]
subNodalTemp,subElemTemp=[],[]
for j in range(1,m+1):
if i-j>=0:
suby.append(ybaseline[i-j];subsolidvolidvolfrac.append(allsolidvolfrac[i-j])
subxVeloc.append(allavgxVeloc[i-j]);subyVeloc.append(allavgyVeloc[i-j])
subMises.append(allavgMises[i-j]);subPressure.append(allavgPressure[i-j])
subS11.append(allavgS11[i-j]);subS12.append(allavgS12[i-j])
subS22.append(allavgS22[i-j]);subS33.append(allavgS33[i-j])
subNodalTemp.append(allavgNodalTemp[i-j])
subElemTemp.append(allavgElemTemp[i-j])
suby.reverse();subsolidvolfrac.reverse();subxVeloc.reverse();subyVeloc.reverse()
subMises.reverse();subPressure.reverse();subS11.reverse();subS12.reverse()
subS22.reverse();subS33.reverse();subNodalTemp.reverse();subElemTemp.reverse()
for j in range(m+1):
if i+j<len(ybaseline):
suby.append(ybaseline[i-j];subsolidvolidvolfrac.append(allsolidvolfrac[i-j])
subxVeloc.append(allavgxVeloc[i-j]);subyVeloc.append(allavgyVeloc[i-j])
subMises.append(allavgMises[i-j]);subPressure.append(allavgPressure[i-j])
subS11.append(allavgS11[i-j]);subS12.append(allavgS12[i-j])
subS22.append(allavgS22[i-j]);subS33.append(allavgS33[i-j])
subNodalTemp.append(allavgNodalTemp[i-j])
subElemTemp.append(allavgElemTemp[i-j])
suby.reverse();subsolidvolfrac.reverse();subxVeloc.reverse();subyVeloc.reverse()
subMises.reverse();subPressure.reverse();subS11.reverse();subS12.reverse()
subS22.reverse();subS33.reverse();subNodalTemp.reverse();subElemTemp.reverse()
for k in range(len(suby)-1):
deltay=suby[k+1]-suby[k]
solidvolfracterm=(deltay/2.0)*(subsolidvolfrac[k]+subsolidvolfrac[k+1]
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xVelocterm=(deltay/2.0)*(subxVeloc[k]+subxVeloc[k+1])
yVelocterm=(deltay/2.0)*(subyVeloc[k]+subyVeloc[k+1])
Misesterm=(deltay/2.0)*(subMises[k]+subMises[k+1])
Pressureterm=(deltay/2.0)*(subPressure[k]+subPressure[k+1])
S11term=(deltay/2.0)*(subS11[k]+subS11[k+1])
S12term=(deltay/2.0)*(subS12[k]+subS12[k+1])
S22term=(deltay/2.0)*(subS22[k]+subS22[k+1])
S33term=(deltay/2.0)*(subS33[k]+subS33[k+1])
NodalTempterm=(deltay/2.0)*(subNodalTemp[k]+subNodalTemp[k+1])
ElemTempterm=(deltay/2.0)*(subElemTemp[k]+subElemTemp[k+1])
subsolidvolfracintegral=subsolidvolfracintegral+solidvolfracterm
subxVelocintegral=subxVelocintegral+xVelocterm
subyVelocintegral=subyVelocintegral+yVelocterm
subMisesintegral=subMisesintegral+Misesterm
subPressureintegral=subPressureintegral+Pressureterm
subS11integral=subS11integral+S11term; subS12integral=subS12integral+S12term
subS22integral=subS22integral+S22term; subS33integral=subS33integral+S33term
subNodalTempintegral=subNodalTempintegral+NodalTempterm
subElemTempintegral=subElemTempintegral+ElemTempterm
alldoublesolidvolfrac.append((subsolidvolfracintegral/(suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgxVeloc.append(subxVelocintegral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgyVeloc.append(subyVelocintegral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgMises.append(subMisesintegral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgPressure.append(subPressureintegral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgS11.append(subS11integral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgS12.append(subS12integral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgS22.append(subS22integral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgS33.append(subS33integral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgNodalTemp.append(subNodalTempintegral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
alldoubleavgElemTemp.append(subElemTempintegral/suby[-1]-suby[0])))
#All output is now written to text files, which are saved in a chosen working directory.
pathname=‘C:/textfiles’
u3,u4=open(pathname+‘/ybaseline.txt’,‘w’),open(pathname+‘/allavgsolidvolfrac.txt’,‘w’)
u5,k3=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgsolidvolfrac.txt’,‘w’),str(ybaseline)
k4,k5=str(allsolidvolfrac),str(alldoublesolidvolfrac)
k3=k3.replace(k3[0],‘ ’);k3=k3.replace(k3[-1],‘ ’);k4=k4.replace(k4[0],‘ ’)
k4=k4.replace(k4[-1],‘ ’);k5=k5.replace(k5[0],‘ ’);k5=k5.replace(k5[-1],‘ ’)
u3.write(k3); u4.write(k4); u5.write(k5); u3.close(); u4.close(); u5.close()
v3,v4=open(pathname+‘/allavgxVeloc.txt’,‘w’),open(pathname+‘/allavgyVeloc.txt’,‘w’)
v7=open(pathname+‘/allavgMises.txt’,‘w’)
v10=open(pathname+‘/allavgPressure.txt’,‘w’)
v11,v12=open(pathname+‘/allavgS11.txt’,‘w’),open(pathname+‘/allavgS12.txt’,‘w’)
v13,v14=open(pathname+‘/allavgS22.txt’,‘w’),open(pathname+‘/allavgS33.txt’,‘w’)
v28=open(pathname=‘/allavgNodalTemp.txt’,‘w’)
v29=open(pathname=‘/allavgElemTemp.txt’,‘w’)
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x3,x4,x7,x10=str(allavgxVeloc),str(allavgyVeloc),str(allavgMises),str(allavgPressure)
x11,x12,x13,x14=str(allavgS11),str(allavgS12),str(allavgS22),str(allavgS33)
x28,x29=str(allavgNodalTemp),str(allavgElemTemp)
x3=x3.replace(x3[0],‘ ’);x3=x3.replace(x3[-1],‘ ’);x4=x4.replace(x4[0],‘ ’)
x4=x4.replace(x4[-1],‘ ’);x7=x7.replace(x7[0],‘ ’);x7=x7.replace(x7[-1],‘ ’)
x10=x10.replace(x10[0],‘ ’);x10=x10.replace(x10[-1],‘ ’);x11=x11.replace(x11[0],‘ ’)
x11=x11.replace(x11[-1],‘ ’);x12=x12.replace(x12[0],‘ ’);x12=x12.replace(x12[-1],‘ ’)
x12=x12.replace(x12[0],‘ ’);x12=x12.replace(x12[-1],‘ ’);x13=x13.replace(x13[0],‘ ’)
x13=x13.replace(x13[-1],‘ ’);x14=x14.replace(x14[0],‘ ’);x14=x14.replace(x14[-1],‘ ’)
x28=x28.replace(x28[0],‘ ’);x28=x28.replace(x28[-1],‘ ’);x29=x29.replace(x29[0],‘ ’)
x29=x29.replace(x29[-1],‘ ’)
v3.write(x3);v4.write(x4);v7.write(x7);v10.write(x10);v11.write(x11);v12.write(x12)
v13.write(x13);v14.write(x14);v28.write(x28);v29.write(x29);v3.close();v4.close()
v7.close();v10.close();v11.close();v12.close();v13.close();v14.close();v28.close()
v29.close()
w3=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgxVeloc.txt’,‘w’)
w4=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgyVeloc.txt’,‘w’)
w7=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgMises.txt’,‘w’)
w10=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgPressure.txt’,‘w’)
w11=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgS11.txt’,‘w’)
w12=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgS12.txt’,‘w’)
w13=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgS22.txt’,‘w’)
w14=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgS33.txt’,‘w’)
w28=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgNodalTemp.txt’,‘w’)
w29=open(pathname+‘/alldoubleavgElemTemp.txt’,‘w’)
y3,y4,y7=str(alldoubleavgxVeloc),str(alldoubleavgyVeloc),str(alldoubleavgMises)
y10,y11,y12=str(alldoubleavgPressure),str(alldoubleavgS11),str(alldoubleavgS12)
y13,y14=str(alldoubleavgS22),str(alldoubleavgS33)
y28,y29=str(alldoubleavgNodalTemp),str(alldoubleavgElemTemp)
y3=y3.replace(y3[0],‘ ’);y3=y3.replace(y3[-1],‘ ’);y4=y4.replace(y4[0],‘ ’)
y4=y4.replace(y4[-1],‘ ’);y7=y7.replace(y7[0],‘ ’);y7=y7.replace(y7[-1],‘ ’)
y10=y10.replace(y10[0],‘ ’);y10=y10.replace(y10[-1],‘ ’);y11=y11.replace(y11[0],‘ ’)
y11=y11.replace(y11[-1],‘ ’);y12=y12.replace(y12[0],‘ ’);y12=y12.replace(y12[-1],‘ ’)
y13=y13.replace(y13[0],‘ ’);y13=y13.replace(y13[-1],‘ ’);y14=y14.replace(y14[0],‘ ’)
y14=y14.replace(y14[-1],‘ ’);y28=y28.replace(y28[0],‘ ’);y28=y28.replace(y28[-1],‘ ’)
y29=y29replace(y29[0],‘ ’);y29=y29.replace(y29[-1],‘ ’)
w3.write(y3);w4.write(y4);w7.write(y7);w10.write(y10);w11.write(y11);w12.write(y12)
w13.write(y13);w14.write(y14);w28.write(y28);w29.write(y29)
w3.close();w4.close();w7.close();w10.close();w11.close();w12.close();w13.close()
w14.close();w28.close();w29.close()
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Appendix F
Comprehensive Data Collection
In Chapter 4 representative and significant results were selected from the total collection
of available data to show the principal features of the system response. The complete
set of data obtained for all simulations is presented here. The type of data collected
for a given case depends on the type of grain configuration, grain thickness, and contact
conditions. Tables F.1 and F.2 summarize the simulations performed under frictionless
contact conditions, and an identification number is assigned to each case.
Table F.1: List of Frictionless Simulations for a Symmetric Grain Configuration
Case Propagation Piston Speed Thickness
Number Time tf (µs) up (m/s) Parameter η
1 0.475 50
2 0.475 100 0
3 0.4625 200
4 0.6188 50
5 0.6188 100 0.5
6 0.6 200
7 0.475 50
8 0.475 100 1
9 0.6 200
Table F.2: List of Frictionless Simulations for a Random Grain Configuration
Case Propagation Piston Speed Thickness
Number Time tf (µs) up (m/s) Parameter η
10 2.1 50 0.35
11 1.19 200 0.35
12 2.24 50 0.5
13 1.2 200 0.5
For frictional cases both symmetric and random configurations were considered for
fixed values of η and up. Table F.3 lists the frictional simulations conducted in the present
study.
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Table F.3: List of Simulations Including Friction (η = 0.35 and up = 200 m/s)
Case Number Configuration tf (µs) µg µw
14 Symmetric 0.563 0.4 —
15 Random 1.233 0.4 0.1
In Cases 1–9, there are three types of data plots presented here:
1. Contour plots of pressure P and temperature T obtained at t = tf .
2. Transverse-averaged plots of the solid volume fraction φ, pressure P , temperature
T , velocity components Vx and Vy, stress deviators Sij, and energy density. For all
energy density plots, the maximum system energy is denoted by Emax. All of these
plots represent data obtained at t = tf . Additional plots of P at different times are
also included, and were used to estimate the wave speeds reported in Chapter 4.
3. For Cases 4–6, where η = 0.5, plots of transverse component averages of pressure,
temperature, elastic energy, and plastic energy are presented.
In Cases 10–13, the same data are available for asymmetric simulations, except the
pressure contour plots are replaced with contours of the Mises stress, and transverse
averages of the Mises stress are plotted at different times to calculate wave speeds, rather
than pressure. In Cases 14–15, two types of plots are provided:
1. Contour plots of the Mises stress and temperature.
2. Corresponding composite and component transverse–averaged plots.
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F.1 Case 1
Figure F.1: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 1
Figure F.2: Pressure Contour Plot for Case 1 (MPa)
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Figure F.3: Plots of P and P for Case 1
Figure F.4: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 1 (K)
177
Figure F.5: Plots of T and T for Case 1
Figure F.6: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 1
178
Figure F.7: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 1
Figure F.8: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 1 (Emax = 15.49
pJ)
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F.2 Case 2
Figure F.9: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 2
Figure F.10: Pressure Contour Plot for Case 2 (MPa)
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Figure F.11: Plots of P and P for Case 2
Figure F.12: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 2 (K)
181
Figure F.13: Plots of T and T for Case 2
Figure F.14: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 2
182
Figure F.15: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 2
Figure F.16: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 2 (Emax = 56.92
pJ)
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F.3 Case 3
Figure F.17: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 3
Figure F.18: Pressure Contour Plot for Case 3 (MPa)
184
Figure F.19: Plots of P and P for Case 3
Figure F.20: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 3 (K)
185
Figure F.21: Plots of T and T for Case 3
Figure F.22: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 3
186
Figure F.23: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 3
Figure F.24: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 3 (Emax = 167.15
pJ)
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F.4 Case 4
Figure F.25: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 4
Figure F.26: Pressure Contour Plot for Case 4 (MPa)
188
Figure F.27: Plots of P and P for Case 4
Figure F.28: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 4 (K)
189
Figure F.29: Plots of T and T for Case 4
Figure F.30: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 4
190
Figure F.31: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 4
Figure F.32: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 4 (Emax = 12.84
pJ)
191
Figure F.33: Pressure Component Averages for Case 4
Figure F.34: Temperature Component Averages for Case 4
192
Figure F.35: Elastic Energy Component Averages for Case 4
Figure F.36: Plastic Energy Component Averages for Case 4
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F.5 Case 5
Figure F.37: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 5
Figure F.38: Pressure Contour Plot for Case 5 (MPa)
194
Figure F.39: Plots of P and P for Case 5
Figure F.40: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 5 (K)
195
Figure F.41: Plots of T and T for Case 5
Figure F.42: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 5
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Figure F.43: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 5
Figure F.44: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 5 (Emax = 50.44
pJ)
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Figure F.45: Pressure Component Averages for Case 5
Figure F.46: Temperature Component Averages for Case 5
198
Figure F.47: Elastic Energy Component Averages for Case 5
Figure F.48: Plastic Energy Component Averages for Case 5
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F.6 Case 6
Figure F.49: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 6
Figure F.50: Pressure Contour Plot for Case 6 (MPa)
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Figure F.51: Plots of P and P for Case 6
Figure F.52: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 6 (K)
201
Figure F.53: Plots of T and T for Case 6
Figure F.54: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 6
202
Figure F.55: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 6
Figure F.56: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 6 (Emax = 192.75
pJ)
203
Figure F.57: Pressure Component Averages for Case 6
Figure F.58: Temperature Component Averages for Case 6
204
Figure F.59: Elastic Energy Component Averages for Case 6
Figure F.60: Plastic Energy Component Averages for Case 6
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F.7 Case 7
Figure F.61: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 7
Figure F.62: Pressure Contour Plot for Case 7 (MPa)
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Figure F.63: Plots of P and P for Case 7
Figure F.64: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 7 (K)
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Figure F.65: Plots of T and T for Case 7
Figure F.66: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 7
208
Figure F.67: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 7
Figure F.68: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 7 (Emax = 15.70
pJ)
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F.8 Case 8
Figure F.69: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 8
Figure F.70: Pressure Contour Plot for Case 8 (MPa)
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Figure F.71: Plots of P and P for Case 8
Figure F.72: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 8 (K)
211
Figure F.73: Plots of T and T for Case 8
Figure F.74: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 8
212
Figure F.75: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 8
Figure F.76: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 8 (Emax = 59.88
pJ)
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F.9 Case 9
Figure F.77: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 9
Figure F.78: Pressure Contour Plot for Case 9 (MPa)
214
Figure F.79: Plots of P and P for Case 9
Figure F.80: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 9 (K)
215
Figure F.81: Plots of T and T for Case 9
Figure F.82: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 9
216
Figure F.83: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 9
Figure F.84: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 9 (Emax = 156.44
pJ)
217
F.10 Case 10
Figure F.85: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 10
Figure F.86: Mises Stress Contour Plot for Case 10 (MPa)
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Figure F.87: Transverse and Running Averages of the Mises Stress for Case 10
Figure F.88: Plots of P and P for Case 10
219
Figure F.89: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 10 (K)
Figure F.90: Plots of T and T for Case 10
220
Figure F.91: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 10
Figure F.92: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 10
221
Figure F.93: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 10 (Emax = 29.56
pJ
Figure F.94: Pressure Component Averages for Case 10
222
Figure F.95: Temperature Component Averages for Case 10
Figure F.96: Elastic Energy Component Averages for Case 10
223
Figure F.97: Plastic Energy Component Averages for Case 10
F.11 Case 11
Figure F.98: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 11
224
Figure F.99: Mises Stress Contour Plot for Case 11 (MPa)
Figure F.100: Transverse and Running Averages of the Mises Stress for Case 11
225
Figure F.101: Plots of P and P for Case 11
Figure F.102: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 11 (K)
226
Figure F.103: Plots of T and T for Case 11
Figure F.104: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 11
227
Figure F.105: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 11
Figure F.106: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 11 (Emax =
467.41 pJ)
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Figure F.107: Pressure Component Averages for Case 11
Figure F.108: Temperature Component Averages for Case 11
229
Figure F.109: Elastic Energy Component Averages for Case 11
Figure F.110: Plastic Energy Component Averages for Case 11
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F.12 Case 12
Figure F.111: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 12
Figure F.112: Mises Stress Contour Plot for Case 12 (MPa)
231
Figure F.113: Transverse and Running Averages of the Mises Stress for Case 12
Figure F.114: Plots of P and P for Case 12
232
Figure F.115: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 12 (K)
Figure F.116: Plots of T and T for Case 12
233
Figure F.117: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 12
Figure F.118: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 12
234
Figure F.119: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 12 (Emax = 27.16
pJ)
Figure F.120: Pressure Component Averages for Case 12
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Figure F.121: Temperature Component Averages for Case 12
Figure F.122: Elastic Energy Component Averages for Case 12
236
Figure F.123: Plastic Energy Component Averages for Case 12
F.13 Case 13
Figure F.124: Solid Volume Fraction Plots for Case 13
237
Figure F.125: Mises Stress Contour Plot for Case 13 (MPa)
Figure F.126: Transverse and Running Averages of the Mises Stress for Case 13
238
Figure F.127: Plots of P and P for Case 13
Figure F.128: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 13 (K)
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Figure F.129: Plots of T and T for Case 13
Figure F.130: Transverse and Running Averages of Vx and Vy for Case 13
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Figure F.131: Plots of Stress Deviator Running Averages for Case 13
Figure F.132: Running Averages of Energy Component Fractions for Case 13 (Emax =
418.96 pJ)
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Figure F.133: Pressure Component Averages for Case 13
Figure F.134: Temperature Component Averages for Case 13
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Figure F.135: Elastic Energy Component Averages for Case 13
Figure F.136: Plastic Energy Component Averages for Case 13
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F.14 Case 14
Figure F.137: Mises Stress Contour Plot for Case 14 (MPa)
Figure F.138: Transverse and Running Averages of the Mises Stress for Case 14
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Figure F.139: Mises Stress Component Plots for Case 14
Figure F.140: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 14
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Figure F.141: Plots of T and T for Case 14
Figure F.142: Temperature Component Plot for Case 14 (K)
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F.15 Case 15
Figure F.143: Contour Plot of Mises Stress for Case 15 (MPa)
Figure F.144: Transverse and Running Averages of the Mises Stress for Case 15
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Figure F.145: Mises Stress Component Plots for Case 15
Figure F.146: Temperature Contour Plot for Case 15 (K)
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Figure F.147: Plots of T and T for Case 15
Figure F.148: Temperature Component Plots for Case 15
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